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ABSTRACT 

Abor t ion and related issues have caused a conflict between Medical progress 

and Rel igious ethics. 

Historically, the life of the embryo was subordinated to the interest of the State in 

ancient Greece and of the father in ancient Rome (even though the Hippocratic 

oath was against abortion). It was Christianity that gave the foetus a high, 

independent, moral value. 

Science has proved that new, human, biological life starts at conception. 

Bibl ical, Anthropological evidence suggests that life is something sacred, for 

wh ich God has an early interest. 

Iconography and Liturgical hymnology provide evidence that human, ensouled 

life starts at concept ion. 

The Holy Canons are strongly anti-abortion and strict not only towards women 

who perform abort ion, but also towards anybody who helped them. Patristic 

wri t ings themselves (notably St. Maximus the Confessor) emphasize that the 

body and soul are coeval at conception and that on Incarnation, Deity partook 

both body and soul simultaneously, at conception. The holy fathers were not 

a lways trying to fight abortion in their writings, but nevertheless an indirect 

negat ive stance may be extrapolated. 

This trend is fol lowed by most modern Orthodox and Catholic moralists 

(Protestants to a lesser extent). Non-Christian religious ethics generally 

condemn abort ion - but often for different reasons, derived from their faith 

teaching. 

There seem to be adverse psychological repercussions on the mother fol lowing 

abort ion, whi le legalization on the issue follows the social trend and is therefore 

of ten in contradict ion with the official teaching of the Church. 

Finally, the need for a proper pastoral approach is emphasized, as the decision 

to abort is often induced by existing personal/social pressures, and also because 

the advent of biotechnology seems to challenge the anti-abort ion teaching of the 

Orthodox Church, despite its promises to solve problems associated with human 

reproduct ion. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION/HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

It is a well known historical fact that ethicists have always tried to set moral 

boundar ies to scientif ic and in particular medical progress. One can see this as 

early as Plato's t ime when he noted^ 

"Science devoid of virtue is crockery and not wisdom". 

Similarly, the recent great Albert Einstein fancily agrees: 

"Religion without Science is blind 
Science without Religion is bile". 

The famous Indian leader and philosopher Mahatma Gandi proclaimed^ that: 

"Among the seven blunders of the human world is Science 
without Humanity. Therefore this blunder must be 
transformed into wonder by ensuring that scientific progress 
is infused with a profound respect and even reverence for 
human life". 

A contemporary ethicist^ emphasizes: 

"Medicine is the most humane of sciences and the most 
scientif ic of humanities". 

One can easily overthrow the argument that Science and Religion are distinct 

discipl ines and they should therefore follow separate routes: human life is the 



sum of many interactions - body/soul, materialistic/spiritual, personal/social, 

temporary/eternal , benefit/risk etc. This is why nobody disagrees with the legal 

control of nuclear weapons or with the measures proposed to prevent the 

impending ecological disaster. 

People want principles in their l ives^ particularly in issues like life and death or 

the setting up of families; otherwise society will break down. 

Al l major problems may be seen to be ultimately theological^ and this is 

especial ly important since science solves some problems but creates others^ 

and bioethics is an example in which technology moves faster than philosophy^. 

However, secular ethicists would challenge the above affirmations and indeed 

the real problem is that such issues are no longer clear* unless one addresses,to 

f i rm faith dogmatic principles (i-e. definite ethics require definite principles): 

TABLE 1 

Secular Humanism Christian Faith 
(Man is the measure of all things) (Supernatural revelation is the 

measure of all things) 
-God does not exist 1 -A personal God exists 
-The Cosmos arose by chance and 2 -Cosmos was created by God 
is a closed system self-explanatory and is an open system not 

-Jesus was only a man self-explanatory 
-There is no supernatural 3 -Jesus Christ is God 
revelat ion, but only human thinking 4 -Supernatural revelation does exist 

-Human destiny is oblivion (this 5 -Human destiny is eternal life 
earthly life is the only one that with God (earthly life is temporary). 
matters). 

Having said this, however, it must be stressed that in the conscience of the 

Eastern Orthodox Church, Medicine is considered to be something more than an 
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ordinary profession. Since Christ is the Great Healer, it is often regarded to be 
analogous to His Priesthood. Many saints of the Orthodox Church were doctors 
e.g. St Panteleimon, St Luke etc. 

In Sirach's Wisdom (38:1-7) one can read: 

"You must honour the doctor for his services.... for he was 
created by the Lord... the doctor's science will raise his head 
and wil l be admired by the great of the earth, the Lord has 
made drugs from the earth and the decent Man will not 
despise them... and he has given Men Science so that His 
name is glorif ied in His wonders". 

St John the Chrysostom^° recommends that we should accept the soul curing 

tr ibulat ions in our lives, al lowed by God, as we accept the medicaments of a 

doctor to correct our bodily health. 

One may also add that both Christianity and Medicine recognize the human 

being as a psychosomatic assembly and are therefore both interested in the 

health of the whole pe rson" . 

St Anastas ios the Sinaite^^ convincingly concludes this general introduction, 

when he insisted that: 

"Orthodoxy is the true knowledge of the Creator and His 
Creatures, of every being as it actually is". 
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Historically^^, abort ion and infanticide were the most common techniques of birth 
control. Both of these practices were usually considered to be parental rights. 
The influential phi losophers Plato and Aristotle approved of abortion, even 
demanded it in certain cases. Even though Plato believed that the unborn was a 
l iving being with a soul, in his ideal "Republic" he required abort ion in women 
under the age of 20 or over 40^" and in cases of adultery, bigamy, incest and 
premarital sex. The rationale behind this seemingly arbitrary pronouncement is 
that for Plato, women bear children "to the State" The State's ideals, goals 
and needs take precedence over the life and rights of the unborn or newborn or 
their mothers. Plato's goal of developing the perfect state, necessitate a 
program of eugenics, in this utilitarian view of the individual; hence killing of 
unborn or newborn children who have a high risk of mental or physical deficiency 
must be encouraged by the state. 

Aristot le had similar views. In addition, he believed that ensoulment takes place 

after 40 days of gestation in males and after 90 days in females. He also 

thought that the unborn was a living human being after this time of ensoulment^^. 

Thus, Aristot le 's overall preference was for early abort ion which would not 

involve the ki l l ing of a human being, while at the same time would produce the 

f inest individuals and hence the finest state. 

The not ions of Aristotle and Plato, though reflective of and influential in shaping 

the dominant mood of the Greco-Roman world, were not left unchallenged in 

ancient phi losophy. The Pythagoreans, who believed in the transmigration of 
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souls, bel ieved that ensoulment took place at conception and, therefore, that 
abort ion was the taking of the human life. This influence is reflected in the 
famous Hippocratic Oath (400 B.C.) 

"a) The regimen I shall adopt shall be for the benefit of the 
patients according to my ability and judgement and not 
their hurt or for any wrong. 

b) I will give no deadly drug to anybody though it be asked 
of me, nor will I counsel such. 

c) I will not aid a woman to procure abortion". 

The Stoics, who believed that everything should be done in harmony with 

rational nature, rejected infanticide as an unnatural practice. They also rejected 

abort ion, even though they thought the foetus as part of its mother, becoming an 

individual only after birth. 

Their phi losophical enemies, the Epicureans, practised both infanticide and 

abort ion. Opposit ion to abortion did come from other parts of the Graeco-Roman 

wor ld. Abort ion was often considered as act of murder, rendering the agent 

ritually impure. Greek and especially Roman law, however, viewed the foetus as 

a part of its mother, with no moral or legal rights^*. Along with the woman 

herself, the foetus was technically the property of the father. Early in Roman 

history the father was free to force abortion at wil l , and an abort ion chosen by a 

woman without her husband's approval was viewed as an offence against him. 

In neither case was the act of abortion seen as an injustice committed against 

the foetus or the woman. During the period of the Roman Empire, custom 

sof tened the father's power of life and death, but an abort ion against the father's 
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will was still perceived as a crime against the father, family name, race and state 
- but not the foetus or the woman. Even when Rome enacted its first laws 
against abort ion, the act was still not a crime against foetus or mother. Instead, 
abort ion was a "scandalous" act being punished 

Greek and Roman physicians were split into two or three camps regarding the 

issue of abort ion. Some strictly interpreted the Hippocratic Oath and opposed 

abort ion in all cases; most were wil l ing to perform abortions when the life of the 

mother was in danger, while others did them for any reason. 

It is interesting to comment on the attitude of the Jews at the time^°. They 

opposed abort ion, except to save the life of the mother. In the Mishnah (Oholot 

7:6), one can read that if a woman's life is endangered by the child she is 

carry ing, it is permitted to abort the foetus in order to save her life. But once the 

greater part of the child has emerged from the womb, to destroy it would be an 

act of murder and it is not permitted to murder one human being in order to save 

another. Arguments against abortion, such as the ensoulment of the foetus, or 

that the foetus has potential life or, in favour of abortion, that a woman has a 

right to do what she wishes with her own body, are not found in the classical 

Jewish sources in which the question is discussed. The basic distinction is 

between the destruct ion of a life (a person) and that which is not life; the foetus 

in general was considered to have the moral or ontological status of "creation of 

God" . This attitude may be seen as being especially remarkable, because 
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almost all Jewish authors agreed with Roman law in assigning to the foetus the 
legal status of being part of the mother, with few or no legal rights. 

One may note Philo's v iews^\ who indirectly condemned abort ion when he 

d iscussed miscarriage caused by violence; he considered it a violation of the 

command against murder. Similarly, the historian Josephus^^ wrote that he 

forbids abort ion, which he equated with infanticide. 

It can be seen therefore that the Pythagoreans, Stoics and Jews believed that 

the presence of a soul, the laws of nature or the image and work of God, 

respectively, made foetal life inviolable. Such views, however, were not shared 

by the majority, nor by the law. Instead, abortion was universally accepted to be 

the right of the father and/or State; it was not considered to be an act of 

v io lence committed against the foetus. The Christian Church was born into 

these background beliefs and values. As will be seen later in some detail, there 

was unanimous voice of early Christian writings condemning abort ion. Some of 

these texts include the fol lowing: 

-"Thou shalt not murder a child by abortion", was a text that 
was contained in two early second-century guides to 
Christ ian life and w o r s h i p " 

-"The foetus in the womb.. . is an object of God's care" and 
"we say that women who induce abortions are murderers, 
and will have to account of it to God", are two comments that 
reflect the position of Athenagoras, a great apologist of the 
late second century^". 



-The late second century theologian Tertull ian wrote: "In our 
case, murder being once for all forbidden, we may not 
destroy the foetus in the womb. To hinder a birth is merely a 
speedier homicide" 

-"There are women who.. . (are) committing infanticide before 
they give birth to the infant", writes Minucius Felix in the 
early third century^^. 

Three themes are repeated in the early Christian texts on the unborn and 

abort ion: 

(a) T h e unborn is the creation of God and therefore a human being, a 

person , a neighbour: 

The "Didache" and the "Epistle of Barnabas" include their prohibit ion of abortion 

in a discussion of the practical meaning of the command to "love your neighbour 

as yourse l f . Thus, these two documents which adopt, yet radicalize, Jewish 

ethical tradit ions, view the foetus not a part of its mother, but as a child and 

neighbour. 

At the end of the second century Clement of Alexandria developed the Stoic 

not ion of conforming to the laws of nature. He argued that the unborn and 

newborn should not be killed because they are the "designs of providence". 

Athenagoras c la imed that the foetus was "the object of God's care". At about the 

same t ime, Tertul l ian. who had considerable knowledge of legal matters, took 

Roman law to task concerning its view of the foetus, when he w r o t e " that the 

foetus is already a person, "while as yet the human being derives blood from 
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other parts of the (mothers') body for its sustenance". In other words, contrary to 
Roman and even Jewish law, Tertull ian made the significant claim that 
dependence on the mother does not make the foetus merely a part of its mother. 
He appealed to the experience of pregnancy, to the Biblical references to God 
forming prophets in their mothers' wombs, and to the scriptural accounts of the 
prebir th activity of Jesus and John the Baptist in their mothers' wombs (Luke 
1:41,46) as proofs of his belief in the personhood of the unborn^®. 

The posit ion of the earliest Christians, therefore was straightforward: All unborn 

foetuses are God's creatures and must be considered from a moral point of view 

to be true human beings, or "persons", whose deliberately induced death is 

murder. 

(b) S i n c e abortion is murder, the judgement of God falls of those guilty of 

abortion. 

The convict ion that abort ion is murder, yielded the logical consequent belief, that 

the judgement of God falls on those guilty of abortion. They will suffer the 

consequences of their sin. 

Thus, early Christ ian attitudes towards the unborn and abortion differed radically 

f rom prevai l ing pagan notions and practices. Christians rejected the Roman 

defini t ion of the foetus as merely part of the mother's body under the father's 

power to keep or destroy. Their opposition to abortion developed in Jewish-
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Christ ian communit ies where God's creative activity in the womb was respected 
and where social injustice and innocent bloodshed were abhored. The Jewish 
perspect ive on the foetus and abortion became more radical and formed a new 
theological and ethical context in the early Christian church. The sacredness of 
unborn life took on a deeper meaning in the light of Christ; respect for the womb 
was increased because the early Christians believed in Jesus incarnation, 
concept ion, development in utero and birth. 

(c) Opposi t ion to abortion is part of a larger Christ ian ethic of non-violence 

and love 

Consequent of the above developments, is that the anti-abortion stance of the 

Church was part of a holistic, consistent Christian ethic of love and non-violence. 

The life and teachings of Jesus encouraged them to avoid all forms of violence: 

ki l l ing in war, watching gladiator fights, exposing the newborn and aborting the 

unborn. 

The foetus had a God-given right not to be kil led, since for the Christians, its 

va lue grounded solely and completely in its relation to God-hence it had a God-

g iven right to life, not to be killed^®. 

In the Post-Constantinian church and throughout the fol lowing centuries of the 

Middle Ages, Christians continued to hold their belief in the sanctity of the 

unborn and opposed abortion. The great theologians and saints Basil, 
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Chrysostom and Ambrose not only eloquently expressed their opposit ion to 
abort ion, but they also showed compassion and sensitivity to women who had 
aborted, offering them forgiveness and new life in Christ. As will be seen, the 
Orthodox church rejected the distinction between unformed, soulless embryo 
and a formed, ensouled one. In all cases abortion was considered as a murder. 
St Basil , in particular, rejected this distinction in 374 AD^°. 

August ine gave it a more serious consideration however, and his writ ings on the 

unborn had a great impact on subsequent centuries. Believing that sex is only 

for procreat ion^\ not pleasure, Augustine condemned contraception, sterility, 

abort ion and infanticide as damnable transgressions of the law of procreation. 

His v iews on the status of the emryo appear to have f luctuated throughout his 

lifetime^^. Al though he says that the unborn are "living", nourished by God, he 

also accepts the formed/unformed distinction. He argues that we can know with 

certaint ly that the soul is present in the unborn only after its formation. On the 

other hand he admitted the possibility that the unformed embryo is not human 

and that its abort ion (miscarriage to be more precise) is not homicide (even 

though immoral). He was writ ing all this, when discussing the question of the 

resurrect ion of bodies of miscarried foetuses - which is why the question of 

formed/unformed is ra i sed " . 

This tradit ion was endorsed by Thomas Aquinas and the accepted theological, 

legal and pastoral view of the Catholic Church, of the foetus and of abortion at 

the end of the Middle Ages may be summarized as follows^": 
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(a) The unborn receive their distinctively human souls, thereby becoming truly 

human at 40 (for males) or 80/90 (for females) days of gestation. 

(b) Induced abort ion is homicide, if the foetus is formed and ensouled, and it is a 

serious, though lesser, sin if the foetus is not formed and ensouled. 

(c) Induced abortion is punishable by church law, with the required penance 

varying somewhat depending on the status of the foetus and local custom. 

(d) Therapeut ic abortion may be permissible, if the foetus does not yet possess 

its soul. 

These dominant views of the Catholic Church were only reversed in 1869, under 

growing scientif ic and philosophical emphasis on continuity in embryonic 

development (Pope Pius IX). This fol lowed a corresponding movement in the 

church away from Aristotle, Augustine and Th. Aquinas and back to the earliest 

fathers ' posit ion on the human status of the foetus from conception. 

Consequent ly, the pope condemned all abortions and pronounced 

excommunicat ion as the penalty for the participants. 

It is of interest that the Orthodox Church maintained the original position 

throughout its history, influenced by its rigid Canon Law and the writings of St. 

Basil and St. Maximus the Confessor. Although much was written against 
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abortion, there were many cases in which the practice made its way early in the 
history of the church. Although at first the penalty for abortion was permanent 
excommunication, the standard penalty quickly (as early as St. Basil's time) 
became 10 years of penance (exclusion from holy communion). Penalties were 
sometimes given to physicians and other accomplices, too (see special chapter). 

Protestant reformers, even though generally less vocal̂ ®, generally echoed the 

established Christian regard and condemned abortion as a horrible act of 

homicide (Luther, Calvin, Melahcthon). In this context Calvin wrote explicitly^^: 

"If it seems more horrible to kill a man in his own house than 
in a field, it ought surely to be deemed more altrocious to 
destroy a foetus in the womb before it comes to light". 

"M. Luther^'' also emphasized: "The foetus is wholly the work 
of God alone". 

J. Weemse^®, an English preacher, referred to the womb as the workshop of 

God and to the unborn as creatures already in the image of God. 

It is evident nowadays, that Orthodox, Catholic and Protestant theology is 

strongly anti-abortion; it was recently more vigorously sparked with the 

introduction of biotechniques (e.g. prenatal testing or test-tube babies). Various 

pro-life groups have been formed throughout the world. It is of interest that even 

though the issue of abortion is often in the forefront of election campaigns the 

practice continues to grow in numbers worldwide (60 million. Fig. 1)^^. 
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ABORTIONS AND BIRTH CONTROL 

France 79% 

Poland 75% 

China 69% 
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Indonesia 53% 

Mexico 39% 

U.S.A. 65% 

NUMBER OF ABORTIONS /1000 LIVING BIRTHS 
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CHAPTER 2: BASIC SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION 

If one is to comment on the ethics of scientific developments, one must 

accurately know what happens technically. Very often lack or vagueness of 

precise scientific knowledge gives rise to misunderstandings or ethical 

misinterpretations. What is worse, when the true scientific facts are realized or 

when scientific technology changes, then this has an embarassing effect on 

those who were in a hurry to comment favourably or adversely. 

As can be seen from the diagrams^ that follow, fertilization of the female ovum by 

the male sperm to form the zygote is completed in less than 24 hours. 

After several divisions, the morula gradually moves down the female genital tract 

and is implanted in the uterus - (often unsuccessfully, resulting in spontaneous 

abortion). Organ differentiation starts early and it is evident that from the 

available information, that scientific facts indicate that human biological life 

begins at fertilization. The first cell (zygote) contains a completely distinct 

genetic structure (chromosomes) capable of rapidly initiating organ formation. 

Hence, the first cell(s) may be envisaged as human life with great potential^ 

(Figs 2,3,4). 

Abortion, then, at any stage of pregnancy, consists of interruption of human 

biological life, as evidenced by famous scholars like Prof. W.Bowes (Colorado), 

Prof. H. Gordon (Mayo Clinic), A. Liley (Father of Embryology)^: 
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"Each individual has a very neat beginning: at conception". 

Objection to the above statement, however, does exist, in that twinning can 

occur after a few days after conception, so that some have suggested" that it is 

not until the formation of the primitive streak after 14 days of development of the 

embryo that one can discern with certainty, that a new living organism has been 

formed. 

A plausible reply, however, does exist, in that the primitive streak is just an 

intermittent transient state and any stages before or after that are equally 

important for embryonic development. Twinning is something already potentially 

determined at conception and if more than one individual will be born, the more 

reason for early embryo protection (i.e. it is thought that conception includes 

twinning)^. 

There are many methods of abortion e.g. by scalp and suction aspiration, drugs 

(salt poisoning/prostaglandin), hysterectomy etc. A recent innovation, the RU-

486 pill (mofinestone), withers the developing embryo whilst being stalked and 

the ease of this method has caused the reaction of pro-life groups as it is feared 

that the ease of abortion, will encourage many women to proceed to this 

practice. 
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The fact that the fertilized ovum has a distinct genetic structure and the fact that 
life has recently being formed in the test-tube, by in vitro-fertilization - both of 
these suggest that the embryo is not just a piece of extra flesh of its mother, but 
a totally distinct being; the embryo is another body not an extension of its 
mother. 

Finally, one must also mention the medical problems following abortion: 

haemorhage, sterility, shock and even death. 

The brief scientific documentation presented above generally suggests that 

abortion at any stage, consists of what is often a violent cessation of human 

biological life. It is of interest that the number of abortions has risen to 60 million 

worldwide accounting for 46% of total deaths in the U.S.A. 
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F i g u r e ^ D i a g r a m m a t i c represen ta t ion of ovu la t ion , 
fert i l izat ion, t ranspor t a n d i m p l a n t a t i o n . (F rom Jeffcoate 
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CHAPTER 3: BIBLICAL DOGMATIC/ANTHROPOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES FOR THE ABORTION ISSUE 

The Bible was the principal and basic source of reference for all patristic 

theological teaching. There is not much explicitly in the Bible about abortion, 

even though it is the case that both Jews and Christians differed from the people 

amongst whom they lived by their rejection of abortion, amongst other things. 

The Bible rather provides an understanding of what it is to be human, in terms of 

which abortion is clearly unacceptable. This includes the fact that according to 

the Bible, life is God given, not something over which human beings have any 

right to terminate; just as human beings cannot create life - they simply 

procreate, in this fulfilling God's will for mankind -, so they must regard it as a gift 

from God, who alone has the right to bring it to an earthly end. 

According to the Orthodox Biblical Anthropology\ Man was created by God 

composed of a body and a souP: 

"And the Lord God formed man of dust of the ground (material) 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life (spiritual) and 
man became a living soul" (Gen 2:7). 

Man was made in God's image and likeness, implying the ability to think, being 

autonomous, dominant and social belonging to His Image, while the possibility of 

moral likeness and theosis belonging to His Likeness: 
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"And God said, let us make man in our image after our 
likeness" (Gen 1:26). 

One must also add, that when Man was created he was endowed with special 

gifts, such as potential immortality, potential sinlessness, potential harmony in 

himself, between God, between his neighbour; and potential lack of hardship 

and disease. 

All these gifts were distorted after the Fall and Exile from Paradise and in 

consequence disease and death came into human life. This accounts for 

involuntary spontaneous abortion (10-15 per cent of all cases) i.e. natural evil is 

thus explained. 

Similarly, induced abortion may be seen as part of induced evi.l arising from the 

distorted harmony between Man and himself, God and neighbour. The same 

argument applies to the succumbing to proceed to abortion under psychological 

or social pressure. 

Abortion, at any stage of embryonic development, may be considered to be a 

murder, which is explicitly considered to be a grave sin. 

"Thou Shalt not Kill" (Mt 5:21) or "But the fearful... and 

murderers... shall have their part in the lake which burneth with 

fire...." (Rev21:8). 
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One must add that according to Biblical Ecclesiology and Soteriology, the 
sacrament of Baptism is a necessary pre-requisite for salvation: 

"Go ye therefore.... baptizing them in the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost" (Mt 28:19). 

"Verily, verily... except a man be born again he cannot see the 
Kingdom of God" (John 3:5). 

Human embryos are not devoid of sin: 

"Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and 
death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all 
have sinned (Rom5:12). 

"Behold, I was shapened in iniquity, and in sin did my mother 
conceive me" (Ps 50:5) 

The ethical consequence of this dogmatic stance is that abortion kills an 

unbaptized human being, jeopardising, thus, its eternal salvation. 

Finally, Biblical eschatology promises total salvation (of body and soul), in 

eternal life, making earthly tribulations and afflictions (such as giving birth and 

taking care of a malformed baby), as means which lead to eternal life - if 

tolerated with patience: 

"For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not 
worthy to be compared with the glory that will be revealed in us" 
(Rom 8:18). 
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Having established the Biblical Anthropological context of the abortion issue, a 
careful look at the Holy Scriptures^ will reveal that in both the Old and the New 
Testament'', God may be envisaged as the Giver of Life, who has an early 
interest for life in the womb and an anti-abortion trend is clearly felt. 

a) God as Life-Giver 

Within this framework human procreation is viewed not only as a gift, but 

likewise as a command from the Creator who is portrayed as Creator of the 

heavens and the earth (Gen 1:1) and carried through to the final chapters of 

Revelation (Rev 21:1-22:21) where God is depicted as Creator of a new heaven 

and a new earth-hence He is the Life-giver to all that lives. It, therefore, comes 

as no surprise, to see God concluding the creative activities of the sixth day, by 

instructing the created human beings to "be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth 

and subdue it" (Gen 1:28); a role marred by the original sin, which made the 

procreative process more difficult. 

"I will greatly multiply your pain in childbeanng, in pain you 
shall bring forth children" (Gen 3:16). 

Similarty, in a metaphorical way, Moses addressed the Israelites before crossing 

Jordan: 

"You were unmindful of the Rock that begot you, and you forgot 
the God who gave you birth" (Deut 32:18). 
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Elsewhere, God is depicted as the one who bestows fertility on human beings, 

e.g. in Jacob's final testament to his twelve sons. He declares to Joseph that: 

"God Almighty... will bless you with blessings of heaven above, 
blessings of the deep that crouches beneath, blessings of the 
breasts and of the womb". (Gen 49:25). 

Throughout Deuteronomy, God is depicted as one who will reward the 

faithfulness of the Israelites with fertility for themselves, their livestock and the 

ground they till, e.g. in Deut 7:10-14: 

"And because you hearken to these ordinances and keep and 
do them the Lord your God will keep with you the covenant... 
will bless you and multiply you; he will also bless the fruit of 
your body.,, there shall not be male or female barren among 
you or among your cattle". 

Several events speak of God as one who has power to close and open the 

womb. When women are barren it is God who has brought this barrenness upon 

them, e.g. Sarah observes to her husband Abram: 

"Behold now the Lord has prevented me from bearing children". 
(Gen 16) 

Similarly when Rachel demands that Jacob "give her children", he responds in 

anger: 

"Am I in the place of God, who has withheld from you the fruit of 
the womb? (Gen 30:1-2). 
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But if it is God who closes the womb, it is also God who opens it e.g. by "healing" 
the wife and female slaves of Abimelech, so that they bear children (Gen 20:17), 
the Lord "visits" Sarah and does to her as he had promised (Gen 21:1), God 
"grants prayers" (Gen 25:21), "remembers" women (Gen 30:22, Gen 29:32) and 
opens their wombs (Gen 29:31, 30:22). Likewise the women themselves give 
witness to the belief that it is God who has given them the children that they 
bear, e.g: 

"I have gotten a man with the help of the Lord" (Cain, Gen 4:1). 
"God has made laughter for me" (Isaac, Gen 21:6). 
"God has judged me and has... given me a son" (Dan, Gen 
30:6). 
"May the Lord add to me another son (Joseph, Gen 30:24). 

It also appears that God both wills and empowers human procreation, not only 

where it occurs in the natural course of human events, but also where it is 

humanly impossible e.g. Abraham and Sarah (Gen 18:13-14) and Zachariah 

and Elizabeth (Luke 1:36-37). Integrally linked to the belief in God as Life-giver, 

is the corresponding belief in barrenness as a curse to the extent that it provides 

the primary backdrop against which God's life-giving powers become visible e.g. 

Sarah (Gen 11:30 and 16:1). Rebekah (Gen 25:21), Rachel (Gen 29:31 and 

30:1), Elizabeth (Luke 1:7). However the situation can be reversed (in all the 

cases above) and the curse of barrenness ultimately gives way to the blessing of 

conception and childbearing (Isaac, Joseph, Samson and John the Baptist were 

all born to infertile couples): 
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"He gives the barren woman a home, making her the joyous 
mother of children. Praise the Lord! (Ps 113:9). 

Similarly, barrenness stands paired with the ideas of sadness, mourning, loss 

and incompleteness and in contrast to ideas of joy, rejoicing, fulfillment and 

plenty e.g. Isa 54:1, Prov 30:15-16, Exod 23:25-26, Hos. 9:11-14, Job 3:1-10. 

Jer 20:14-18 etc 

One can also discern in the same context the Divine intervention when the fruit 

of the womb of Sarah and Rebekah was under threat: For they must become the 

mothers of His chosen people and it is of marked interest to read in the Mosaic 

Law, the rules and directions that guard the female fertility^. 

In all of these, the role of God as Life-Giver who blesses the birth of a child is 

clearly shown. 

b) Early Divine interest for life in the womb 

Having established the biblical evidence for the direct and indirect Life-giving 

capacity of God, one can have a look at the pronounced interest that He shows 

for foetal life and His intimate involvement in the Process of conception and life 

creation within the womb. 

"And the Lord said unto her, Two nations are in thy womb and 
two manner of people shall be separated from thy bowels..." 
(Gen 25:23) 
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Or that of Samson's: 

"But he said unto me Behold thou shalt conceive and bear a 
son; and now drink no wine nor strong drink, neither eat any 
unclean thing: for the child shall be a Nazirite to God from the 
womb to the day of his death." (Jud 13:7). 

Similarly with St John the Baptist (Lk 1:15): 

"For he shall be great in the sight of the Lord... and he shall be 
filled with the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's womb". 

or most importantly in the Annuciation narration of our Lord (Mat 1:20): 

"... Joseph... fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: for that 
which is conceived in her, is of the Holy Ghost". 

or (LK 1:30-39) the angel talking to Mary: 

"And behold thou shalt conceive in thy womb and bring forth 
a son and shalt call his name Jesus". 

Interest for life in the womb takes several forms, e.g. 

"Did not he who made me in the womb make him? 
And did not one fashion us in the Womb? (Job 31:15) 

or in Ps 139:13: 
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"For thou didst form my inward parts thou didst knit me together 
in my mother's womb" 

One can discern not only the intimate involvement of God in the initial creation of 

a new human being, but also int he development and bodily differentiation of the 

formed embryo. 

In other cases names are given to individuals whilst they are yet in the womb or 

even before they are conceived: 

"Listen to me...the Lord called me from the womb. 
From the body of my mother he named my name" (Isa 49:1) 

or even decides the lifespan of an individual whilst still within the womb: 

"Thy eyes beheld my unformed substance; 
in thy book were written, every one of them, the days that 
were formed for me, when as yet there was none of them" 
(Ps. 139:16) 

and amazingly He announces the establishment of a covenant with an individual 

who has not yet been conceived: 

"But I will establish my covenant with Isaac whom Sarah shall 
bear to you at this season next year" (Gen 17:21). 

Perhaps the most striking of the affirmations made for God's early interest for life 

in the womb has to do with vocation selection e.g. Isaiah (Isa 49:5): 
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"And now the Lord says, who formed me from the womb to be 
his servant... that Israel might be gathered to him" 

or Jeremiah (Jer 1:4-5): 

"Before I formed you in the womb I knew you and before you 
were born I consecrated you: I appointed you a prophet to the 
nations" 

or St Paul (Gal 1:15): 

"But when he who set me apart before I was born and called 
me through his grace". 

One can also see the importance of the relationship between the mother and the 

child withing the womb e.g. to fulfill the Nazirite vow of her son in the womb the 

wife of Manoah herself from those things prohibited to a Nazirite (Judg 13:4-14). 

Children within the womb give evidence of their personality e.g. in Gen 25:21-26 

the narration talks about the interaction of Esau and Jacob (the latter taking his 

brother's heel) in Rebekah's womb, something that is paralleled in Hosea 12:2-3 

as a sin compared to that of "striving with God" in his manhood. More 

importantly the leaping of St John the Baptist in Elizabeth's womb on greeting 

the newly pregnant Mary is clearly described as a Spirit-filled action (Luke 1:41) 

while Elizabeth welcomed her as the Mother of her Lord. 
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One can also see nine announcements of children born e.g. Isaac (Gen 17:1-
21), Samson (Judg 13:2-25), Samuel (Sam 1:1-20), St John the Baptist (Luke 
1:5-25) or even Jesus Himself (Matt 1:18-25). These birth predictions even 
though exhibiting certain differences, they reaffirm the role of God as Life-giver 
with early embryo interest. 

In general, then. Scripture teaches that the embryo is God's work and that the 

development of the foetus is an object of His care (Ps 139:13-16, Eccles 11:5, 

Isah 49:1): God sees future potential in the first beginnings of life. 

"God has not created death nor does He cherish when anyone 
alive perishes...death has intruded in the world through devil's 
hatred (Solomon's Wisdom 1:13 and 2:24). 

All the above evidence, clearly shows God's interest in early life which leads one 

to accept that life resides in the womb. 

c) Anti-abortion trend 

All the previous evidence even though not explicit, is indirectly anti-abortion. But 

one can see direct scriptural evidence as well. The commandment "Thou shalt 

not kill" (Ex 20:13) makes no discernment as to the stage of human life: nor 

does Gen 9:6: 

"If anyone sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be 
shed; for in the image of God has man been made". 
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Also in II Kings 8:12 we read: 

"...Why weepeth my Lord? And he answered. Because I know 
the evil that thou wilt do unto the children of Israel... and wilt 
dash their children and rip up their women and child". 

and in Amos 1:13: Thus says the Lord: 

"For three transgressions of the Ammonites and for four I will 
not revoke the punishment; because they have ripped up 
women with child in Gilead..." 

One can also note that St Paul uses the word "Ikipajpa" (aborted material) 

metaphorically, but even so it emphasizes the magnitude of the sin committed in 

literal practice. 

"And last of all He was seen of me also, as of one born out of 
due time". (I Cor 15:8). 

Special reference must be made to Exod 21:22-25 as it has caused many 

misinterpretations. The Septuagint text reads: 

"When two men strive together and hurt a woman with a child 
so that her unformed fruit departs from her he shall be 
punished, according as the woman's husband will lay upon him; 
and he shall pay as the judges determine. And if the baby is 
formed then thou shalt give life for life, eye for eye, tooth for 
tooth..." 
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The above is a free interpretative translation of the original Hebrew text^: 

"when men strive together, and hurt a woman with child, so that 
there is a miscarriage and yet no harm follows, the one who 
hurt her shall be fined, according as the woman's husband 
shall lay upon him; and he shall pay as the judges determine. 
If any harm follows, then you shall give life for life, eye for 
eye..." 

The quotation above has given rise to many different interpretations, not only 

between Catholic and Protestant scholars, but also among Orthodox Fathers 

themselves - in fact some by pass it altogether. 

For instance Theodoret of Cyrus commenting on the particular verse and on the 

meaning of formed (£^£iKOvia|j£vov): 

"The embryo is ensouled after the body is fully developed in the 
womb. Because the Creator molded Adam's body before 
blowing in the soul. The Lawgiver orders that if a pregnant 
woman aborts during a fight, then this would be called a murder 
if the baby comes out formed (£^£iKOviop£vov), and that the 
guilty person be penalized in the same way (i.e. be killed). If 
the baby comes out not formed, then this should not be 
considered as a murder, because it was not aborted ensouled; 
instead the guilty man should be penalized as for causing 
damage^. 

The same author repeats his assertion when writing his views on the nature of 

man: 

"...the body was formed from earth and water and the other 
elements and the soul, which had not pre-existed, was sent to it 
after the moulding of former. Because, it says, that God 
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a living breath, and man became a living soul ... the baby (of a 
pregnant woman) is first formed^ (and moulded) in the womb 
and is ensouled after this". 

One may note that the comments above seem to suggest the Biblical evidence 

points to the fact to that ensoulement takes place after the moulding of the body. 

If one assumes some basic medical knowledge at the time, then ensoulment was 

meant to take place after the third month of gestation (when the body parts are 

clearly distinguished). 

As far as the creation story is concerned, one cannot exclude the simultaneous 

moulding of the body from earth and the breath of life (ensoulment) taking place 

simultaneously; the holy author probably wanted to emphasize the composite 

nature of Man. In addition the creation story "and God created Man" (Gen 1, 26-

27) does not contradict the detailed account of the second chapter; instead it 

may be considered to emphasize the composite nature of man, created in the 

image of God-something that rather leads to the acceptance of the simultaneous 

creation of both soul and body of the first human being. 

As far as the second part is concerned, one may note that the Orthodox church 

never accepted the distinction "G^EIKOVIOIJEVOV KQI'ijo E^EIKOVIOIJEVOV". As will be 

seen later in some detail, St. Basil in particular stressed that: 

"there is no fine distinction between formed and unformed (i.e. 
embryo)". 
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The fact, also that even though the Holy Bible teaches indirectly that the soul 
leaves the body on biological death^°, one should expect some indication of what 
happens as to the entrance of the soul in the body. The general lack of such 
indication may be considered to point to the simultaneous union of body and 
soul, at the conception of the body despite some points already mentioned which 
are not fully clear. 

Additional indirect evidence that the body and the soul are coeval at conception 

comes from the general teachhing of the Bible on the composite nature of Man, 

something that seems not to be limited for the born human being, but also for the 

embryo. 

If one considers LK 1,41 and 44, then it is quite evident that the "leaping in joy" 

of St. John the Baptist whilst still in the womb, on the visit of the Mother of God, 

was the result of the work of the Holy Spirit. This Holy Spirit immediately 

afterwards illuminated the mind of Elizabeth: "And Elizabeth was filled with the 

Holy Spirit". As Zigavenos" points out: "the baby leaped feeling the salvation of 

Man and being happy about it". Theophylactus of Bulgaria also adds that^^: 

"If the baby had not leaped she would not have prophesised". 

Origen^^ seems to agree with the above when noting that on meeting the mother 

of God: 

"Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit due to her son. The 
mother was not filled with the Holy Spirit first; but after the 
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filling of John, the mother (who contained the filled one) was 
also filled witht the Holy Spirit". 

Since it is plausible to assume that the gift of prophecy only acts through a full 

psychosomatic union, then, one may extrapolate and deduce that what Elizabeth 

contained was infact a perfect, psychosomatic human being. 

Returning to the controversial Old Testament verse Ex. 21,22-25, one may read 

the very plausible interpretation of the late church Canon specialist Fr E. 

Theodoropoulos, which seems to reconcile the various views and in addition 

takes into account the particular specific context of the verse in question^": 

"Theodoret of Cyrus believed that human ensoulment occurs 
after the 4*'' month of gestation (PG Migne 80,272 and 83,941). 
The Second Canon of St Basil which was confirmed by the 
Quinisext Synod is contrary to the above and makes no 
distinction of formed or unformed baby. The 3"* Ecumenical 
Council talks about ensoulment on immediate conception. A 
compromise to the various interpretations give on the Exodus 
quotation is that the penalty refers to the guilty man and not the 
gestation stage itself. A man will be penalized more strictly if 
the baby is formed, while if unformed, this would not cause 
abdomen enlargement, hence the guilty man would not have 
realized she was pregnant. Evidence for this, is the penalty 
ordered by Moses in Exodus 21:29, by which the owner of a 
bull who has been warned of the offensive acts of his animal, 
will be penalized by death if the bull kills someone, while he will 
only be fined if no warning was made. In other words Moses' 
distinction of the guilty man's penalty does not refer to the 
development stage of the embryo, but rather to the willing or 
unwilling murder and of the apparent or non-apparent 
pregnancy state". 

Before concluding the chapter on the Biblical evidence on abortion one must 

also bear in mind Christ's general affirmations. 
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"I am the Ressurrection and the Life" (John 11:25) 
"1 am the way, the truth and the Life" (John 14:6) 
"According as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation 
of the wortd... having predestinated us into the adoption of 
children by Jesus Christ..." (Eph. 1:4-5). 

Also if one follows Christ, one must imitate His Life as husband to Church, 

Father to child. Healer to the ill and it is the sick and not those in good health 

that are in need of a physician (Luke 5:31) - certainly all these qualities are 

incompatible with abortion. 

Even the handicapped are not without God's sovereign will and purpose (Ex 

4:11). He has a special concern for the handicapped (Lev 19:14 and Deut 

27:18). Therefore to deny the handicapped the possibility of life is to violate the 

spirit of God's law. 

In Psalms 50:5 one reads: 

"Before I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother 
conceive me". 

The capacity of the conceived child to bear what the holy fathers interpreted as 

the inherited ancestral sin, indirectly points out that human life (ensouled - since 

sin can only be attributed to a full psychosomatic human being) starts at 

conception. 
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This may be seen as a negative evidence, but nevertheless indirectly indicative, 
for the initiation of the human life. 

Conclusively, the Biblical evidence suggests that one may clearly realize God's 

great interest in the creation and development of human life and that He is the 

one who bestows fertility; all these suggest an overwhelmingly direct pro-life 

stance and an indirect anti-abortion attitude. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE ISSUE OF ABORTION IN LITURGICAL TEXTS. 
HYMNOLOGY AND ICONOGRAPHY 

Liturgical Hymnology and Iconography are not used in an abstract way in the 

Orthodox Church. Instead they may be envisaged as being militant, since they 

not only help the faithful to pray but they are the instillation and overall 

expression of the Orthodox Dogma and Ethics. As such, one would expect to 
I . 

obtain a clear insight on the issue of life and abortion on their careful 

examination. 

a) Pro-Life Feastdavs^ 

On the 25'^ of March the Orthodox Church celebrates the great feast-day of the 

Annunciation, which commemorates not only the Angel Gabriel's announcement 

that the Blessed Virgin Mary would bear the Messiah, but it also commemorates 

His Conception in her womb. The main hymn of the day ("Apolytikion") clearly 

explains that what the Theotokos carried in her womb was not merely "a mass of 

tissue", but rather a person - the Saviour of the world: 

"Today is the beginning of our salvation, the revelation of 
eternal mystery! The Son of God becomes the Son of the 
Virgin as Gabriel announces the coming of grace". 

A hymn from the service of the Great Compline for this feast, also teaches us 

that life begins as the moment of conception: 
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"... Oh marvel! God had come among men; He who cannot 
be contained is contained in a womb; the Timeless One 
enters time... for God empties Himself, takes flesh and is 
fashioned as a creature when the angel tells the pure Virgin 
of conception". 

The Saviour of all is "fashioned as a Creature" at the very moment of conception; 

when the Angel Gabriel announces the joyous news to the Theotokos. The 

Theotokion hymn of the First Tone for Sundays echoes a similar teaching: ^ 

"As Gabriel cried unto you, 0 Virgin, Hail! - with that cry the 
Lord of all became incarnate in you, o holy ark as spoke the 
righteous David. You were revealed as more spacious than 
the heavens since you bore your Creator. Therefore glory to 
Him who abode in you l Glory to Him who came from you! 
Glory to Him who through your birth-giving has set us free. 

These centuries-old hymns, clearly indicate that the beginning of our salvation 

did not begin when Jesus was born or when the foetus became "viable" in the 

womb, but our salvation began at the very moment of His Conception. 

So do two other minor feasts, that mark the conception of the Theotokos by St. 

Ann (December 9) and the conception of St. John the Baptist by St. Elizabeth 

(September 23),for the former (Vespers hymn): * 

"Behold! The promises of the Prophets are realized for the 
Holy Mountain is planted in the womb, the Divine Ladder is 
set up, the great Throne of the King is ready, the place for 
the passage of the Lord is prepared...". 
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The "Kontakion" ^ hymn for this same feast proclaims: 

"Today the universe celebrates the conception of Ann which 
is caused by God...". 

For the latter: ̂  

"Rejoice, 0 barren one, who had not given birth; for behold 
you have clearly conceived the one who is the dawn of the 
Sun who was about to illuminate the whole universe, blighted 
with blindness. Shout in joy Zacharias crying in favour; truly 
the one to be born is a Prophet of the High!" 

i.e. St. John the Baptist is considered a full person though in formation, while 

yet in the womb of his mother. ^ It is important to note in the previous hymn, that 

the conception of the Theotokos by St. Ann was "caused by God"; therefore any 

conception may be envisaged to be under the same Divine providence. Just as 

Joachim and Anna were not aware of God's plan for salvation when they 

miraculously conceived the Theotokos, so today we cannot know what God had 

planned for all those millions who have been destroyed by abortion. 

b) Sacraments and Services 

Having a look at the Marriage sacramental service^ one can also notice several 

times the prayer that wishes couple the enjoyment of the blessing of children and 

child birth as a necessary constituent of marital christian life (but again as a 

divine gift): 
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"... for the granting of fruit of the womb..." 
"... for the enjoyment of having sons and daughters". 

It is also of great interest to have a look at the baptismal^ and pre-baptismal 

services. In the prayers read to the mother on entering the church after 40 

days^° of delivery: 

"... bless, sanctify, enlighten... the newborn child for it is You 
that has produced it and showed it the visible light...". 

In the baptismal service itself we repeatedly read in the exorcisms and the 

sacrament itself, that it is God Who has called the child to the great grace of 

Baptism. 

The unambiguous evidence from the church prayers, however, comes from the 

service that takes place when a woman willingly or even unwillingly aborts a 

child: 

"...Forgive and grant grace o Lord to your servant who today 
has willingly or unwillingly committed murder and aborted her 
conceived chi ld.. ."" 

As will be seen later, the woman who has aborted, even unwillingly, is 

"penalized" with a year abstinence from Holy Communion, for was she careful to 

do what ought to be done or not, had she read or asked as to what should have 

been done to avoid unwilling abortion? 
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Once again then we see that the patristic thought expressed in the liturgical texts 
and prayers clearly show a pro-life and an anti-abortion position. 

c) Iconography 

The Orthodox patristic thought is also expressed in Church Iconography. Even 

though such information is scanty, nevertheless what has been gathered can be 

considered as convincing. 

In Fig. 5^^ one sees a Norgovod Russian icon of the 15'^ century depicting the 

conception of St. John the Baptist who is shown as a full grown individual at the 

moment of his conception. In Fig. 6^" the 14'*" century fresco from the Holy Cross 

church in Pelendri village, Cyprus, reminds us of the meeting of Theotokos and 

Elizabeth after the Annunciation. A feature of dogmatic importance, is that both 

Christ and St. John the Baptist are painted as embryos with the latter bowing 

(leaping with joy) before the former. The visit of the Mother of God immediately 

after the angelic salutation provides us with a characteristic scriptural example 

where the patristic position on the embryo ensoulment is clearly depicted both 

from the point of view of Orthodox Anthropology and from the point of view of 

Orthodox Christology: both the embryo-Christ and the embryo - St. John the 

Baptist, are full psychosomatic beings. 

In Fig. the 12'^ century icon from the Tetriakof art-gallery in Moscow, one can 

see that on Annunciation, there was concurrent Conception and Incarnation of 
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the Logos. The assumption of the human nature takes place instantly and 
simultaneously, with the initial moment of his conception - "£^ OKpaq 
QuAArmJEUjq". According to the Christological dogma of the Orthodox Church, 
whatever is valid for the human nature of Christ (exceptions are His virgin 
conception and sinlessness) - exactly the same is valid for each human being. 

Since, then, our Lord, from the moment of His Conception, became instantly a 

full human being (psychosomatic), the same happens with every human being 

and hence abortion at any stage is a murder. In Fig. 8^^ one can see Jesus 

blessing a child, -the "least brothers of Jesus" - from the 11'*" century Dionysiou 

monastery (Holy Mountain, codex No 587) while in the modern icon^^ of S. 

Choriatelli (Fig. 9) Jesus points with His right hand to an aborted embryo while 

holding his soul with His left hand. Both of these, indicate the prolife and anti-

abortion feeling of the Church Fathers to small children, as indirectly does the 

Fresco in Figs. 10 & 11, which vividly depicts the infanticide of the 2,000 

children by Herod (from the Transfiguration Monastery in Meteora, 1552 AD). 

Also the very meaningful modern icon^^ (Fig. 12) of C. Vrousgos shows in its top 

left half Christ and His Church who protect and bless the Family. To this belong 

the blessed multi-children family the Unmarried Mother, who has undertaken the 

responsibility of motherhood and raised her cross but also the Mother who has 

aborted, but repented. In the second top right part the new Herod, ABORTION -

like a contemporary queen with snake hair and baby head on her crown and a 

bloody death sickle as her scepter. She calls on the representative Women 
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categories impersonating hardheartness, indifference and frivolity, to offer their 

embryos, which are trampled under her feet. On her right an abortionist doctor 

with the money shown in his pocket, kills the embryo which is voraciously 

devoured by a dragon, while the Angel cries, turning his face away. 

The two lively presentations in Xiropotamou monastery (Mt Athos 1783) from 

Revelation (12:2-6) may be seen as symbolizing^^ the temble threat, (Fig. 13 & 

14) a dragon with 7 heads and open mouths which are about to devour her 

offspring and the woman itself: 

"And she, being with child cried, travailing in birth, and 
pained to be delivered, and there appeared another wonder 
in heaven: and behold a great red dragon, having seven 
heads and ten horns and seven crowns upon his heads. 
And his tail drew the third part of the stars and heaven and 
behold a great red dragon stood before the woman, which 
was ready to be delivered for, to devour her child as soon as 
it was bom. And she brought forth a man child who was to 
rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught 
up unto God, and to his throne, and the woman fled...". 

As a general conclusion then the Orthodox Patristic prolife and anti-abortion 

stance is clearly indicated in its expression in worship hymnology, feasts and 

Iconography. It is particularly important to note that through Hymnology more 

than anything else, one may infer that ensouled life starts at conception. 

Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 1 
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Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 
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Fig. 10 
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Fig. 11 
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Fig. 14 
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Fig. 15 

1 tNoe iTc 'HrnKc niPHB^u HCM T U N O V P ^ N U N . 
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CHAPTERS: PATRISTIC CANONS ON ABORTION 

The Church Canons^ provide us with the most concise clear-cut information on 

the controversy over abortion. 

It must be emphasized that even though the Holy Canons seem to have a legal 

approach, they are however of a pastoral nature and an expression of the love of 

the Church towards the sinner, since they not only help him to realize the 

seriousness of the sin, but they also provide the method for reconciliation and 

the repartaking of the grace of God that leads to salvation. 

The Apostolic Fathers were the voices of the Church in the first two centuries of 

its existence and were taught either directly by the Apostles or by their disciples. 

They produced the first judgments on abortion which appear in the "Didache"^: 

"Do not murder: do not commit adultery; do not steal; do not 
practice magic; do not go in for sorcery; do not murder a child 
by abortion or kill a newborn infant". 

and in the Epistle of Barnabas^ which like the former gave absolute strictures 

against abortion: 

"You shall love your neighbour more than your own life, you 
shall not slay the child by abortion. You shall not kill that which 
has already been generated". 
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St. Basil the Great (AD 330-378) was among those who was particularly 

interested in the issue - he writes in'' his second of 92 Canons: 

"A woman who aborts deliberately is liable to trial as a 
murderess. Any fine distinction as to its being formed or 
unformed is not admissible amongst us. For here justice is 
provided not only for the infant to be born, but also for the 
woman who has plotted against her own self, for in most cases 
the women die in the course of such operations. In addition to 
this, the destruction of the embryo constitutes another murder 
in the opinion of those who dare to do these things. It is 
appropriate that their penance is not extended until their death, 
but to admit them at the end of the moderated period of ten 
years, without specifying a definite time, but adjusting the cure 
to the manner of penitence." 

Zonaras' interpretation of the canon emphasizes that the penance includes not 

only the deliberate killing of the child (formed or unformed - £^eiKOvia|j£vov or 

not) but the endangering of the life of the another as well. He also suggests that 

the ten year penance is only an indicator which may be adjusted according to the 

repentance shown. 

Balsamon® agrees with the interpretation above in that not only those who use 

abortifacient drugs are liable to this penance, but also those who provide them; 

he also disagrees with those that say that they should only be liable to a 

penance similar to involuntary murder, for the reasons given above. St. 

Nicodimos'' the Hagiorite follows the same trend: 

"Any woman who deliberately puts to death the child, wherewith 
she is pregnant, by means of herbs or poisonous drugs or by 
lifting weights too heavy for her etc., may be considered to be a 
murderess. With the Christians there is no difference as there 
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used to be with the Jews (if the child, which the woman expels 
dead is still unformed, like a piece of meat, or is formed as a 
foetus, having the features and members of a human being all 
entire), since in this manner of abortion not only does the 
embryo in the womb die, but most times also the woman 
pregnant with it also dies along with the embryo; so that those 
who do this are sentenced as murderers for the two murders 
whether they be men or women. St. Basil the Great, further 
comments that as regards a murderer, anyone who kills an 
imperfect and unformed embryo, because although not yet a 
complete human being, it is nevertheless destined to be 
perfected in the future, according to the indispensable 
sequence of the laws of nature." 

The 8 Canon of St Basil is of similar content: 

"Any man who uses an axe against his own spouse in a fit of 
anger, he is murderer... the same may be said of women who 
bring about a miscarriage by giving drugs for this purpose and 
the women who take abortifacient poisons; they too are 
murderesses". 

In his 33'^ Canon he even emphasizes that: 

"As for any woman who conceives and brings forth on the way 
and fails to take any further care of the newborn, let her be 
liable to the penalty provided for a murder." 

In accordance with the above one reads in his 52'^ Cannon: 

"As concerns a woman who fails to take due care of her 
offspring when she gives birth to a child in the street or on the 
road, if though able to save it, she treated contemptuously or 
scornfully either thinking that she could thus cover up her sin, 
or entertaining a literally brutal and inhuman view of the matter, 
let her be judged as if held for murder. But if she was unable to 
give the child proper attention and protection, and the offspring 
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died in consequence of lack of care and of needments the 
mother is pardonable". 

St. Nicodimos f inds concord between the last two canons: 

"... if a woman brings forth a child in the street and is able to 
suscitate the child but lets it die, either in order to conceal her 
sin, after conceiving it as a result of harlotry or of adultery, or 
brutally and inhumanly treats her child with contempt, she is to 
be condemned as a murderess. Or even if the child does not 
die, but someone else who has found it, takes it and takes care 
of it, again the mother of it shall be condemned as a 
murderess, according to Zonaras, because she abandoned it 
out of careless negligence, and so far as she was concerned, 
left it to die. If, however, she had no means of taking care of it 
owing to want and destitution of the necessaries, and the baby 
died as a result of this circumstance, its mother is deserving a 
pardon (see also Ap.C. LXVI)." 

The 2 1 ^ ' Canon of the Regional Council of Ancyra (AD 314) further stresses: 

"Regarding women who become prostitudes and kill their 
babies and who make it their business to concoct abortives, the 
former rule barred them for life from communion and they are 
left without recource. But having found a more lenient 
alternative, we have fixed the penalty at ten years, in 
accordance with the fixed decrees". 

The interpretation of St. Nicodimos, Zonaras and Balsamon seems to converge: 

"Regarding all women who commit fornication with men 
secretly and conceive, but kill the embryos within their belly, or 
lift weight exceeding their strength, or drink certain drugs 
abort ive of embryos - such women had already been denied 
communion until their death by another Canon preceding the 
present one; but the present Canon, which the father of the 
present Council have decreed in a spirit of greater leniecy. 
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prohibits them from communing for only ten years, which is the 
sentence specif ied also by CM of Basil". 

St. John the Faster (AD 582-595) has left us with several canons which 

deal directly or indirectly with the issue of abortion. In his 21^ ' of 35 

Canons he writes: 

"As for women who destroy embryos professionally and those 
who give or take poison with the object of abort ing babies and 
dropping them prematurely, we prescribe the rule that they be 
treated economically upto five or even three years at most". 

St Nicodemus' interpretation of this canon^"*, explains that those women who 

del iberately put to death the embryos in their womb abstain from Holy 

Communion for three to five years. Likewise, also, those women who give herbs 

or other manufactured articles to pregnant women in order to enable them to 

expel babies that are immature and dead (see also Ap.c. LXVI and c.XCI of the 

6^' E.C.C.). 

It is noteworthy to add^^ that: 

" . . . in a manuscript codex containing the Canons of the Faster 
we discovered also in this in accordance with the present 
Canon, that women employ such herbs in various ways: some 
drink or eat them in order never to become pregnant; others 
kill the babies when they conceive them or are about to give 
birth (which is a worse sin than the first); others, again, commit 
a murder every month with such herbs which is the worst sin of 
all. Therefore women who do this are excluded from 
Communion for three years and have to perform a hundred 
metanies and xerophagy daily...". 
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The same holy father, further stresses in his 22"^*: 

"A woman who involuntarily has expelled her baby through 
16 miscarriage, receives her penance for a year". 

St. Nicodimos^^ interprets this canon in a simple way: 

" . . .But any woman who, being pregnant, has expelled her baby 
unintentionally (as a result of some accidental circumstance) is 
punished by the present canon not to commune for a year". 

In the same manuscript codex containing the Canons of the Faster one reads: 

... for this reason pregnant women ought to exercise great care 
not to lift any (heavy) weight (and especially when the embryo 
is seven or eight months old), to eat whenever they smell the 
odour of food or anything else and to be on their guard against 
everything that would cause them a burden and annoyance. It 
is equal ly important that men, when their wives conceive, ought 
not to sleep with them nor have sexual intercourse with them 
any longer, nor strike them or cause them any other pain and 
annoyance, because all these things may cause their wives to 
miscarry, in which the poor husbands become murderers. 
Wherefore all priests that are married or expect to get married 
if they do any of these things and their wives miscarries, those 
who are priests already are to be deposed but those who were 
going to become priests are barred from the priesthood on 
account of the murder they committed..."' '^. 

Two other canons of the same saint provide indirect anti-abort ion stance (23th 

and 24'^^° respectively); 

"A woman on the other hand who overlies her baby-and 
smothers it, is deemed to deserve Communion after three years 
if she abstains from meat on the expressed days and from 

19 
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cheese and sedulously performs the rest of the requirements. 
Though, if this happened as a result of the indolence or 
intemperance of the parents, it is very much like voluntary 
murder; but if resulted from a plot of the adversary, the matter 
deserves a pardon. Nevertheless even this latter case needs 
moderate penances for the abandonment was due to other 
misdemeanors". 

and 

"When an unbaptized child dies owing to negl igence on the 
part of its own parents, the parents are to be excluded from 
communion for three years and obliged to get along with 
xerophagy during this time and to propitiate the Deity on bent 
knees, with protracted weeping and alms, proport ionated to 
their ability, while doing every day forty metanies". 

St. Nicodemus interpretation similarly discerns that^^: 

"... if the event of lethal overlying took place as a result of 
negl igence or intemperance (overeating, overdrinking or any 
other l icentious appetite of the parents), it is very much like 
voluntary murder. But if it resulted from a plot and action on 
the part of the Devil, the thing deserves to be pardoned, 
a l though even in this case it deserves moderate penances and 
a canon, since the abandonment on the part of God which 
befell them, occurred on account of other former, present or 
future sins of theirs". 

If one extrapolates from the two canons above, to include the embryo (which is 

unbapt ized-whether lost voluntarily or not) then an indirect anti-abortion stance 

is deduced. 

Using the same reasoning the 26"^ Canon^^ is indirectly addit ive to the above: 
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"Women who expose their babies at the entrance to churches, 
are chastised as murderesses, even though some persons 
picking them up take care of them". 

The 9 1 " C a n o n " of the 6'" Ecumenical Council (AD 691-692) is even stricter (in 

concordance with Ancyra can.XXI and Basil's can.II). 

"As for women who furnish drugs for the purpose of procuring 
abort ion and those who take foetus - killing poisons, they are 
made subject to the penalty prescribed for murderers". 

i.e. aiding abort ion is an equally serious offence as performing it. 

The 6*'' Canon of the Noecaesarea Regional Council (AD 315)^" gives indirect 

evidence as the exclusiveness and independence of the developing embryo as 

well as its respect for the lack of will and consciousness: 

"As concerning a woman who is gravid, we decree that she 
ought to be i l luminated (baptized) whenever she so wishes. 
For in this case there is no intercommunion of the woman with 
the chi ld, owing to the fact that every person possesses a will 
of his own which is shown in connection with his confession of 
faith". 

In the long interpretation of this canon, one can see that it proves the patristic 

belief that the embryo formed into shape in the womb, is not a part of the 

pregnant women - not only because it has a rational soul, but a body and 

movement of its own. 
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Finally, apart from these canons there are several other rules which bring about 

earthly penalt ies in this world, for those who commit abortion, e.g. that of Leo the 

Wise which says^^: 

"A man can divorce his wife if she voluntarily aborts his 
offspring". 

or St. Photius the Great who adds^^: 

"She who deliberately aborts may be exiled for a while" or else 
"she who aborts for the sake of money must be strictly f ined". 

As may be realized, the holy canons seem to converge on the fact that abortion 

is a very serious transgression, for which a long and arduous penance is 

required. They also suggest that not only the women who abort commit a 

murder, but also anyone who helps them to do it. As the holy canons have a 

pastoral therapeutic role (even though at first sight they may be regarded to be 

legal), one may clearly discern the strong inclination of the holy fathers to use 

"oiKOvopia" i.e. adjust the mode of penance according to the repentance shown 

and the circumstances that led to this sinful practice. 

Two other topics are worthy of consideration. The first one is the one that arises 

f rom the comparison of St. Basil's Canons. In his second one he equates 

abort ion with murder. However, the penance decreed for abortion is half that for 

wilful murder (canon 56:20 years), and the same as that for manslaughter 
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(Canon 57:10 years). The apparent contradiction may be clarif ied if one studies 

careful ly all the canons of the holy father which deal with kill ing: 

Canon 2: Deliberate abortion is equated with murder for not only the baby is 

ki l led but often the mother dies, too. Abstinence from Holy Communion for 10 

years. 

Canon 8: Involuntary killing includes anything where there is no initial motive to 

kil l, but a human person dies or kill ing at war for self-defence. On the other 

hand if a man uses an axe against his wife in a fit of anger a woman who uses 

drugs to gain the affection of a man - but the latter dies and a woman who uses 

abort i facients poisons - all these are to be considered as voluntary murderesses. 

Canon 1 1 : Beating someone which results in injury is not a murder. If the one 

beaten dies then this may be classified as an involuntary murder (11 years 

excommunicat ion). 

Canon 13: Concerns killing at war, and suggest that this may be pardonable 

(since f ight ing may in defence of sobriety and piety) - or 3 years abstinence from 

Holy Communion on the ground that they are not clean handed. 

Canon 33: Punishes as a murderer a woman on the road who gives birth to a 

baby but lets it die to negligence. 

Canon 43: This considers a murderer someone who gives a lethal blow to his 

neighbour whether he started the fights or was defending himself. (No details of 

the penance are suggested). 

Canon 54: Al lows the spiritual father to adjust the penance for involuntary 

manslaughter according to the peculiarities of attending circumstances. 
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Canon 55: Suggests abstinence from Holy Communion for 3 years to laymen 
who kill robbers who attack them. 

Canon 56: Voluntary killing involves exclusion from Holy Communion for 20 

years (even if and provided he has repented). 

Canon 57: Involuntary kill ing involves a 10 year abstinence from the Holy 

Sacraments. 

It is quite obvious that St. Basil 's Canons do take into account the motives and 

particular circumstances of kill ing. Even though all cases are called murders, 

nevertheless the penance is not the same each time; since, as mentioned, the 

holy canons are pastoral and not legal the mode of penance is adjusted 

accordingly each time. For instance abortion is called a murder but the penance 

for it is similar for manslaughter and involuntary killing. This may be considered 

to mean that one deals with a less serious offence than wilful murder (which 

requires 20 years of exclusion from the holy sacraments). On the other hand, 

however, abort ion clearly involves killing and the penance for it (10 years) is only 

decreed for similar very serious sins like adultery, grave robbing etc. 

The author would like to add his opinion at this point, to suggest that: 

a. Manslaughter is a murder as any other and so is abort ion. However, the 

scientif ic and social views at the time were not so clear as to the state of the 

embryo and this could have been taken into account before the decreeing of 

the specif ic penance. 
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b. One may add that for wilful murder there is always a sinful motive: hatred 
towards another human being. In the case of abortion it is quite unlikely that 
there is such a feel ing towards the foetus; instead there is fear of medical, 
social, f inancial or other repercussions on the birth of another child. In most 
cases the decision for abortion is a very painful one. 

Another problem that arises from a careful study of the holy canons is the case 

of miscarr iage. The 22""* canon of St. John the faster suggests abstinence from 

Holy Communion for a year. Some scholars regard this as a remedy-whether 

because of ritual purity, or for what one might call pastoral reasons, specificly to 

provide a way of expressing grief. In addition to this one may take into account 

the fol lowing points: 

a. Miscarr iage (which is in many times totally unintentional and therefore 

gui l t less) may be considered to be one manifestation of natural evil in the 

wor ld fol lowing the exile from Paradise (as is the case of many other 

d iseases). 

b. Very of ten miscarriage is not totally guiltless: the woman could be lifting too 

heavy weights, getting upset too easily or running carelessly (or nowadays 

driving carelessly) etc. 

c. Requir ing penance for miscarriage (which is involuntary) surely emphasizes 

the need for avoiding voluntary abortion. 

d. As ment ioned in the last chapter, when a woman loses a baby through 

miscarr iage the priest reads a prayer from the Euchologion that twice, clearly. 
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ment ions the word "murder" in it - something that further stresses the fact that 
miscarr iage may not be considered to be totally guiltless. St. Nikodimos 
further suggests that this may be due to other sins which cause the lifting of 
the grace of God. 

Conclusively, then, one can discern a clear anti-abortion stance of the Holy 

canons whether the practice is done or aided deliberately or involuntarily. They 

definitely call abort ion a murder, even though, admittedly, the penance is not as 

strict as for a homicide. 
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CHAPTER 5: NOTES/REFERENCES 

1. References to the Holy Canons were translated from G. Rall is-M. Botlis 
Compi lat ion of the Holy Canons. Printed in Athens 1859 and reprinted in 
1966. 
( f . PdAAri, M. rioTAn) luvTavua GEICJOV Kai^l£pojv Kavovuv. 'AOhva 1859, 

•'AVOTUTTCAJOK; 1966) 
2. Didache, 11.2 
3. Epistle of Barnabas, XIX.5 
4. Rall is-Botl is op.cit.. Vol A, p.96 

"H (pQzipaaa KQT' £TnTn5£uoiv, cpovou bkq UTTEX Î aKpipoAoyia 5£ 
£Kp£pop(pu)|j£vou KOI dv£^£iKOvfoTOu TTop' qpTv ouK ioj\v EviaOea yap 
EKSIKEFTQI O6 povov TO' y£vvri9n'^6M^vov, ciAAa KOI auTrj r| Eaurn £TTiPouA£uaaa, 
5|6TI Ujq £TTl' TO TTOAU £VaTT09vnOK0UOI TQl^ TOiaUTQI^ £TTIX£ipnO£OIV 01 yUVOTKE .̂ 
n p o o e o T i 5£ TOUTUJ KOI r| cpGopd TOU £p(3puou, £T£pog cp6vo(; KOTO YE Trfv 
ETTIVOiaV TUJV TQUTQ TOApOJVTCOV. A€\ pEVTOI \jf\ pEXPI TQ^ £^650U TTapOTEIVEIV 
auTU)v Tqv E^opoAoynoiv, oAAd 5£X£o9ai psv pETd TO psTpov TOOV 5£Ka ETIDV 
opf^Eiv 5£ pn xpovoj, dAAd TpOTTio Tr\q \jzjavo\aq ir\v OspaTTEiav". 

5. Ibid., p.96 
6. Ibid, p.97 
7. St. Nicodemos and Agapius, The Rudder (Pedalion) o f the Orthodox Catholic 

Church (The compilat ion of the Holy Canons, translated by D. Cummings), 
p.789. 

8. Rall is-Botl is op . cit. Vol A, p.112 
"O a^ivf] TTopd Tov Oupov KOTd Trig £^auTOu yapETrj^ XPnc^ap^vo?. cpovEug E T̂I ... 
KOI 01 Toi'vuv TO dp(3Aujepi5ia 5i5ouoai (pdppoKG, cpovEUTpiai EIQI KQI auTai', KQI' 
ai SExopEvoi TO' E'PPPUOKTOVQ 6r|AriTr|pia...". 

9. Rall is-Bolt is op.cit . Vol A, p. 175 
"H yuvn, n 6id Trj(; 65ou Kunoaaa, KQI apEAqaaoa TOU KunpaTO(;, T(^ TOU 
cpovou, £YKAripaTO(; UTTOKEIOOUJ". 

10. Rall is-Botl is op.cit. Vol . A. p.207 ̂  
"H TOU KunpoTog KOTd Trjv 656v apEAqoaoa, EI pEv 5uvap£vri TTEpioobaaoGai 
KOTEcppovncf^v n auYKaAuijJEiv EVTEUGEV Tn'v apapTiav vopf^ouoa, r| oAwg 
9r|pi0J6Eg KOi'drravGpajTTU) AoyiopCj xpqaa\ji\/r\, Cjq ETTI cpovio Kpiv£a9cjo EI 5£ 
OUK ri5uvnGri TTEPIOTETAOI, KQI SI ' EpHMicv KOI dTTopiav TCLV dvaYKafwv 6i£(p9dpri 
TO YEvvr|9£v, auYYVcooTn n PHTHP"-

1 1 . St. Nicodemus op. cit. p.817. 
12. Rall is-Botl is op . cit. Vol. f , p.63 

"flEpi T(juV YUVaiKtioV TCDV EKTTOpVEUOUaOOV KOI avaipOUOtDv TO YEVVObpEVa KOI 
OTTOuSa^ouowv (p96pia TTOIETV, O p£v TO yEvvajpEva KQI orrouSa^ouoajv (p96pia 
TTOidv, 6 p£v TTpoiepoq opoq pEXPig £^66ou EKOJAUQE KQI TOUTW auvTi9£VTai. 
0lAav9pUJTT6T£pOV 5£ Tl EWpOVTEg, wpfoapEV SEKQETri xpovov, KQTd Toug 
pa9pou(; Toug wpiapEvoug TrAnpujaai". 

13. Rall is-Botl is o p cit.. Vol. A., p.443. 
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"Ta^ (pOeipouaag TO epppua KQT' £TTiTn5£uaiv KQI J6<; 6i5ouaag KQI rdg 
AapPavouaag cpappaKO Iboiz dppAujBpfaai KQI a u p a la Ppecpn ^KTrEacTv, 
HpeTg p£xpi TU)v TT£VT£ ri rp iu j v TO TTA£'iov, oiKOVop£To9ai Taurag 6pi^6p£ea". 

1 4 . St. Nicodemus, op.cit., p . 9 4 4 . 
1 5 . Ibid, p . 9 4 5 
1 6 . Rall is-Botl is op. cit., vol. A , p . 4 4 3 . 

'^H ctKOuaicog TO Pp£(pog dTTopaAouaa, eiq hoc; jf\q ETTiTipriaiv SEXETQI". 
1 7 . St. Nicodemus, op.cit. p . 9 4 5 . 
1 8 . Ibid, p . 9 4 5 . 
1 9 . Rall is-Botl is, op.cit. Vol . A . P . 4 4 3 . 

" H 5£ £v TOJ (3p£(p£i ETTiKOipujpEvri KOI cjTTOTTVi^aaa p£Td £Tri Y' Trjg Koivujviag 
d^ iouTQi , Kp£(I)v pr\jd\q r]\jipa\(; dTT£xop£vri KQI' TupoD KQI TO AOITTO EPTTOVUĴ  
£TTiT£Aouaa. Kai d p£v £K paGupiag q OKpaaiag TWV yovEoov TOUTO auvEpri 
(povoj ZKOuamq TrapeiKaaTar ei 6z k\ ETTIPOUAÎ ^ TOU avTiK£ip£vou, auyvcjopn'^ 
TO TTpaYfJa d^iov TTAQV KQI TOUTO SETTOI pETpioov ITTITIPIUJV. A I ' £T£pa, ydp 
TTTofapaTQ n £VKaTdA£iijji^ auTH y£yov£v". 

2 0 . Rall is-Botl is op.cit, vol. A . P . 4 4 3 . 
"f laiSfov dpoTTTiOTOu drroOavovTO^ fr\ Ttov OIKEIOJV yovEwv dp£A£ia £i^ y' £Tri 
01 yovElg jr]q Koivwvia^ EKpdAAovTai, ^ripo(paYOuvT£(; £v auioiq Ka\ ^owaibjy 
KAIQEQIV TO GEIOV £^iA£Oup£voi, KAauOpijj T£ KQI TFI KQTd Suvapiv £A£ripoauvr], 
TT0I(DVT£(; KOI K Q G ' EKdOTflV pETOvoia^ p'". 

2 1 . St. Nicodemus, op cit., p . 9 4 5 . 
2 2 . "Tag £KTie£p£va(; Td ok€\a ppEcpn Tipoq idiiq £ia65oig TUV "EKKAriaicov, wg 

(p0V£UTpfa(; 6 VOpog KOAd^£l, K Q V T I V E ^ dv£A6p£VOI T O U T Q TTEpiTTOinOOJVTai". 
2 3 . Rall is-Botl is, op.cit. Vol . B, p . 5 1 8 

"Jaq Td apPAaj0pi5ia 5i5ouaag cpdppaKa KQI Tag Sexop^vag Td £pPpuoKT6va 
5riAriTripia, TOU cpovEoog £TTiTipfuj Ka6uTropdAAop£v". 

2 4 . Ratl is-Botl is, op.cit, Vol. F. p . 7 9 . 
"FlEpi Kuocpopouarig, "dTi 5£i cpojTiCEaeai OTTOTE pouAETor OUSEV yap £v TOUTUJ 
KOIVCJOVET n TIKTOUOa Tip TIKTOpEVUJ SlO TO EKdOTOU'iSlOV Trjv TTpOOipEOIV Tqv ETTI 
Trj opoAoyfa SEiKvuaOai". 

2 5 . Leo's law 3 1 cited in D. Panagopoulos. Avoiding child-birth deadly s in .p .69, 
N. Panagopoulos publications, Athens. 
(Ncapd AEOVTog Aa' dvacpEpopEvri QTOV A . FlavayoTTOuAou Oavdoiuov 

'ApdpTnua t*i ATTO(puvh Tnc TEKvoyoviac, "A0r|va, a-
"A5£iav 6i5a)ai TU3 dvSpi Siaorrdv TOV pETd yuvaiKog auTOu yapov, £^ETT[Tr|5£g 
appAojaKOuang Tqv EKEIVOU aTTopdv". 

2 6 . Photius the Great, cited as above p . 6 9 ( 4 7 Book, 11"" title, 4"" chapter) 
"n ETTi xPHpaoiv EKTpujaaaa KEcpaAiKuig TipajpElTai". 
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CHAPTERS THE ISSUE OF ABORTION IN THE LIGHT OF 

PATRISTIC WRITINGS 

As has been seen, the patristic thought which was based on Biblical 

perspect ives and expressed itself in Church worship and canons, clearly follows 

a great respect towards human life with an obvious emphasis on the point that 

human ensouled life starts at conception. An anti-abortion trend is thus directly 

or indirectly discerned. 

It must therefore be of no surprise that a similar motif prevails in the patristic 

wri t ings themselves. The holy fathers rarely discuss the abort ion issue as such 

and they only seem to write when an opposing philosophy or a Church crisis 

seems to intrude. Their stance on abortion and the theological status of the 

embryo can only be indirectly derived, but is nevertheless quite explicit. 

a) Life is der ived from God who co-operates with humans for the creation of new 

life. 

The above Biblical assertation is closely fol lowed in the patristic writ ings e.g. St. 

Maximus the Confessor^: 

"Life is basically the One who said "I am the Life". 
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Similarly St. Athanasius the Great^: 

"Whatever comes from nothing into life and remains in life, 
this is due solely to the steady and irrevocable paternal 
goodness of God, which is full of love and philanthropic will". 

and St. Gregory of Nyssa concisely completes^: 

"Whatever is outside Being, does not exist". 

Even though God is the absolute source of life. He nevertheless requires the 

human co-operat ion for the creation of new life. 

"To give birth derives from the above - from Divine 
Providence - and neither female nature nor intercourse nor 
anything else, is self-sufficient for this to happen". 

St. John the Chrysostom notes; while St. Clement of Alexandria emphasizes^: 

For this Man becomes in the image of God, in that he co
operates in the birth of a human being". 

However this co-operat ion of God and Man immediately poses the problem of 

life t ransmission, life initiation and ensoulment point in time. 
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b) Initiation of human ensouled life 

If one approaches the problem from the point of view of Orthodox Patristic 

Christoloqy. one can derive from the event of Annunciat ion that the conception 

and Incarnation of Jesus Christ happened simultaneously. The partaking of His 

human nature (body and soul) occurs at exactly the moment of His conception -

"E^ oiKpaq QuAArmjEcog" - noted particularly by St. John the Damascene^: 

"As soon as the Incarnation took place, then at the same time 
the W o r d God partook flesh, the f lesh became reasonable and 
mental, the Wor ld God partook the reasonable and mental 
( intellectual) f lesh (i.e. all these took place simultaneously at 
concept ion - Incarnation of the Word God). 

Talk ing on the feast of Annunciat ion St. Sophrony, Patriarch of Jerusalem, 

repeats the same assertion; while clarifying the same event St. Maximus the 

Confessor points out'': 

"The Son and Word of God with His holy and seedless 
concept ion showed that as soon as He partook f lesh. He 
partook a soul as well simultaneously; and neither (body or 
soul) existed earlier than the other - but immediately 
together, they both came into existence exactly at the 
moment of conception". 

Extrapolat ing from the patristic assertion above, that our Lord Jesus Christ, on 

being Incarnated, He truly partook the human nature and became perfectly 
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human, one can derive that for this reason and as a perfect human being. He 
went through all stages of human development (conception, birth, chi ldhood, 
adul thood) with the sole exceptions that: 

a) His concept ion was seedless (without a man's sperm) but through the Holy 

Spirit and Virgin Mary and 

b) His total sinlessness. 

Exactly the same things (apart from a and b above) are valid for any human 

being, like Christ who became a fully perfect human being at the moment of 

concept ion (with body and soul). Every other human, then, is a fully perfect 

human being, with f lesh and soul at the moment of conception. 

This Christological teaching of our church, that any human being is composed of 

a totally full psychosomatic combination from the moment of conception, is 

conf i rmed by the 3th, 4 '^ 5*̂  and 6'^ Ecumenical Synods®. He is of the same 

substance as us, according to His humanity (3"^ Ecumenical Council) ^ and "in 

all, just as we are, without sin" 

One can cite a number of other extracts from patristic writ ings that clearly 

conf irm that Christ was a full psychosomatic unity in the womb, from the very 

moment of conception. 

St. Cyril of Alexandria (5*^ century), writing against Nestorius (who taught that 

the Virgin gave birth to a "mere human being" (lyiAov avGpojTTOv). - i.e. devoid of 

His deity, emphas izes " : 
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"The Holy Virgin did not give birth to a mere human being on 
which the Word descended; but the union took place in the 
womb and was familiarized with His own conceived flesh". 

St. John the Damascene agrees: 

"... (because) the human nature of Christ did not come into 
existence before and became like us and for us afterwards; 
But it a lways existed both (Divine and human) from the very 
initial beginning, having (the flesh) in the Word the existence 
from immediate conception...". 

and^ ' 

"Truly the f lesh combined with the Word God from immediate 
existence". 

The Holy Father further comments on the event of the Annunciation^": 

"The Holy Spirit descented on the Holy Virgin after her 
consent. . . and then she was overshadowed by the Almighty 
God's wisdom and power, the Son of God. . . and combined 
to form with her pure and clean blood ensouled f lesh with a 
reasonable and mental (intellectual) soul. . ." . 

St. Nicodemus the Hagiorite impressed^^ by the seedless concept ion of our Lord, 

exclaims: 

"As many theologians say, these things happened 
simultaneously: hypostatic union, partaking, union, 
concept ion, information, deif ication...". 

Similarly, St. Maximus the Confessor writing to Thalassius (the Libyan): ^ 
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"Some have said that the souls exist earlier than the body, 
whi le others that the bodies exist earlier than souls. Both 
however are proved wrong by the mystery of Christ who was 
uni ted on conception with the flesh and a reasonable soul 
and this (according to St Gregory the Theologian) proved 
that, the body and soul were formed simultaneously - neither 
of the two came first - but both came together at conception". 

St. John the Chrysostom, in no less wonder for the inconceivable mystery of the 

holy incarnat ion of the Son and Word God, enquires and provides the answer as 

weir': 

"How does the Word God become human? He is gestated in 
the woman's womb, grows little by little and follows the 
developmental stages of my human age. W h o grows? The 
economy not the divinity; the form of the servant not the 
form of the Lord; the Human flesh not His substance. He 
grows little by little, makes company with humans". 

St. N icodemus the Hagiorite, anticipating a query that might arise, as to how all 

these unique and mysterious things took place, which are inconceivable to the 

l imited human intellect, notes^^: 

"I think that this contradiction can be compromised, if we 
envisage the newly formed divine baby being shaped in its 
bodyparts in the Virgin's womb: the bodyparts thus formed, 
did not grow immediately, for the Virgin's belly would be 
expanded quickly and the baby would have been born 
immediately - something not right. Instead the shaped 
bodyparts grew little by little until the baby was born in 9 
months". 

But if this is still difficult to be realized, the same saint continues^®: 
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"Nobody can understand or describe the order of things as to 
how the union, partaking and the rest took place, except for 
the one who performed the mystery". 

Conclusively, since the New Adam (Christ) is the Archetype^^ of any human 

being and since He was an ensouled human being as well as God from 

immediate conception, life starts at conception, according to patristic 

Christology. 

A similar deduct ion fol lows the patristic Anthropological approach, St. Gregory of 

Nyssa insisted^": "Both the soul and the body had the same start of being", and: 

"The soul 's energies are manifested as the body develops^^". 

He also emphasizes^^: 

"Since Man is a unity composed of a soul and a body - these 
two components must have a common origin (starting point). 
W e must not place the creation of one earlier than the 
other... for man would be in conflict with himself if divided in 
time". 

St. Gregory the T h e o l o g i a n " fully agrees with the above: 

"The soul is perfect even when it dwells in the embryo. It 
cannot however manifest its full energies: ... at the 
beginning (in the embryo) it is silent... and as Man develops 
his full power. Wisdom, prudence and virtue overf lows...". 
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St. Basil the Great, a doctor himself, who spent a lot of time commenting on the 
embryo and abort ion, discussing the words... "be fruitful and multiply..." (Gen 
1:28), he remarks: 

"Growth is double - that of the body and that of the soul. But 
whi le the growth of the body is that observed, the growth of 
the soul is the gradual training to perfection"^''. 

St. Athanasius^" the Great takes a natural analogy: 

"Like the fire which is born on coll ision of a stone and of the 
iron, in the same way with the mixing of man and woman 
there is formed - with God's command - body and soul". 

and he expands: 

"A human being is naturally discerned by a reasonable soul 
and a perceptible body both necessary for its being and 
natural law of existence: they both had a common origin in 
the womb and thus coming in life they work for the 
composit ion of one animal". 

The writer of "The Ladder , St. John the Sinaite interpreting and summarizing the 

general church belief on the time of the ensou lment " of the emryo says: 

"I bel ieve that the soul exists neither before nor after the 
body, but on the birth of the body the soul is simultaneously 
built; hence, the one who kills the embryo is a murderer, for it 
is ensouled at conception: and the soul acts in relation to the 
f lesh: as the body grows it shows its own energies". 



This f inds St. John the Damascene^® in full agreement: 

"The body and soul are created at the same moment not the 
one earlier than the other, as Origen falsely believes". 

St. Anastasios^® the Sinaite is also quite explicit: 

"As Man co-operating with God sows in the womb not an 
unsouled or a semi-human, but a perfect, ensouled, whole 
human being. Neither the body exists earlier than the soul, 
nor the soul earlier than the body". 

St. Maximus the Confessor was the Church Father who has left us the most 

complete treatise on "embryonic theology" Most of his writ ings on the subject 

were a direct or indirect attempt to combat the various philosophical errors 

circulat ing at the t ime, and not to discuss the abortion issue as such. One such 

approach, was that of Origen, which was condemned by the fifth Ecumenical 

Counci l in Constant inople (555 AD). Following many of Plato's ideas, he 

insisted that the souls were firstly created; after the Fall, they "drop" and 

combine with the bodies that are formed in the maternal womb. In addit ion he 

thought that the body of Jesus was first formed in the bosom of the holy Virgin 

and the W o r d God and His already pre-existing soul were united in one in Him 

af terwards on His conception^V 

Another approach, was that of the Stoics. It was promoted by Tertull ian's 

" traducianismus", who declared that in Adam, all souls were created, dwelt in the 

sperm and thus passed from generation to generation: i.e. parents are 
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responsible for the formation of body and soul. In this view God's intervention is 
total ly lost. 

Yet another approach was the Aristotelian one, which considered the Soul to be 

able to enter the body only when the embryo was developed to some stage, and 

had a specif ic organised shape. As the female body was thought to be formed of 

an imperfect material, shaped with more difficulty, Aristotle believed that 

ensoulment in males occurred after 40 days of conception and in females after 

80 days of concept ion. This view influenced Thomas Aquinas' views on human 

ensoulment. 

In reply to the above, we have already noted St. Gregory of Nyssa's view on the 

s imul taneous creation of body and soul at conception and St. Maximus the 

Confessor 's which goes further on the same line, improving on St. Gregory's 

v iew by totally discarding all Stoic remnants. St. Maximus makes a special 

examinat ion on the issue of delayed ensoulment (40 days) and proves that the 

format ion of a human organism requires the initial presence of a soul. 

The holy father Maximus insists, instead, on the simultaneous creation of soul 

and body; their bond is substantial and non-accidental^^: 

"As ment ioned above, since the body and the soul are parts 
of the human being, and if the constituent parts are 
necessary when referring to something (because it is the 
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whole that contains the full meaning), and if the things that 
are mentioned as "reference" are found everywhere in 
perfect co-ordination - according to their creation, and 
because the constituent parts fulfill the whole particular 
formo when they unite, and the only thing that divides them 
is the thought that seeks to penetrate in the substance of 
each being - then it is impossible for the soul and the body, 
being parts of the human being, to exist chronologically 
before or after the other, because the reason (of the human 
being) for which each of these exists and refers to, will be 
destroyed". 

Another argument was that, if the soul and body were not created simultaneously 

with an infrangible body, then, nothing prevents to change partners - which in 

turn will lead to the replacement of the resurrection degma with that of the 

reincarnat ion (metepsychosis) ^ :̂ 

"If there was a particular form of the soul before the body or 
of body separated from the soul, and if each of these two 
fulfi l ls a third form with the union (synthesis) of the soul and 
the body or of the body and the soul, this would happen 
either with an action or a natural disposition. 
If it is with a natural disposition, it is obvious that this will 
a lways be produced according with this natural disposit ion; 
in other words the soul will never cease to pass from body to 
body (metasomatousthai) nor would the body to pass from 
soul to soul (metepsychousthai). But, in my opinion, the 
integration of the whole according to a specific form is 
neither done by an existing action nor by the natural capacity 
of the parts, but by the simultaneous functional creation of 
the whole form". 

However, an objection may arise: when the human entity dissolves, the two 

(soul and body) are separated and the soul continues to live without the body. 

The holy father replies once again in a very philosophical way^ : 
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"After the death of the body, the soul is no longer called soul 
in an absolute way, but the soul of a human being - of a 
specif ic human being. For it still dominates after the body, 
like its whole form of the human subject, with which it is both 
related and constitutes a part of it. 
The same will leave the body, which is mortal according to 
nature, but which does not live alone, according to its 
creation. After its separation from the soul it is not simply 
cal led a body but the body of a human being, the specific 
human being, even though the latter may have been 
destroyed and its constituent parts spread apart. As a result, 
it contains the human subject (as does its whole being) to 
which it is both connected and forms a part. In both cases, 
this relation is conceived, inevitably, like one of constituent 
parts of the whole - which is the human hypostasis. It, also, 
points out to the simultaneous creation of its parts and their 
mutual dif ference in essence, without in any way harming the 
reasons (logoi) which belonged to them essentially. It is, 
therefore, impossible for someone to f ind or say something 
non-relative for the body or the soul. As a result, the one for 
which each is the counter-part, is at the same a product of 
this "counter-part". 

In reply to the Aristotelian temptation, which suggested a kind of successive 

births, St. Maximus improved on the comments of St. Gregory of Nyssa by 

drawing a parallel between the creation of Adam and the Incarnation of the 

Word . He wrote against those who saw a distinction between genesis and 

generat ion, a temporal difference in the creation of the soul (created first) and 

the body (begotten later). He was also writ ing against those who used the 

concept of simultaneousness as a pretext to say that the soul is begotten like the 

body (Tertul l ian's heresy of traducianismus). 
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The holy father thought that the soul comes into existence by the divine 
incompehensible breath, while the body is made from material (sperm) that 
proceeds and is suppl ied by another body. Both, however, take place at the 
moment of conception^^: 

"The genesis of the soul.. . is not effected by the "&TTOK£lp£;vri 
t iAri", underlying matter, like the body does, but from the will 
of God who vitally breathes in it, in an inexplicable and 
unknown way, that only its Creator knows. 
The soul, which comes into existence at the moment of 
concept ion, simultaneously with the body, is destined to 
complete a unique human being, and the body which 
originates from underlying matter that comes from another 
body at the moment of conception, accepting at the same 
time with the soul, the formation (synthesis) which makes 
them a unique hypostasis (ciSog). 
It must therefore be distinguished in the thought, that at the 
moment of conception, there is on the one hand the vital 
breathing and the Holy Spirit for the intellectual part of the 
soul, and on the other hand the production of f lesh 
(adpKwai^) - like the Fathers say." 

The creation of Adam included the modell ing of earthly material into a body and 

the living breath which was obtained when the soul was given to him. Something 

similar took place on the Incarnation of the New Adam^®: 

"The Lord accepted the vital breathing or the inspiration 
according to His humanity, that is to say the intellectual soul, 
a long with the completely pure body that He received from 
the Virgin, at the moment of His conception in a 
s imultaneous impulse that we had never imagined before nor 
after the conception". 

Hence, the holy father concludes: 
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"When we follow the median route, seen us the royal one by 
our fathers, then we say that there is no pre-existence or 
post-existence of the soul or the body, but rather a co
existence, we guard against the pitfalls of both sides". 

St. Maximus opposed with even greater energy those who bel ieved in the pre-

existence of the souls and stressed that this doctrine opens the doors to all 

dualist deviat ions. The great danger of the soul pre-existence theory is that^®: 

"If we say that the souls exist before the bodies and the 
bodies have been found as a refuge for the souls, due to a 
mistake that existed before the bodies, then we put the 
mistake as the sole foundation of the important, great act of 
the creation of the observed things (through this mistake 
God became acquainted through a silent proclamation). 
This mistake, which would force God to create something 
that would not satisfy Him, against His plan, from which He 
would not have any reason (Aoyog) of origin - centuries ago, 
h idden with the other reasons (Aoyoi)... As a result, whatever 
is or will be in some way, has been (the result) of God's wil l ; 
conceived and made - known in advance according to its 
essence. . . Each of the beings has been wisely created and 
projected into being at the predetermined moment convinient 
to each". 

This post-existence theory (of the body) imposes to God^^: 

"As a result, either, then, God created the human bodies 
wil l ingly, according to a plan, and (these bodies) develop 
according to this plan without ever being reborn from non
existence; or God might have not done them according to a 
plan, and against His wil l , forced to create beings with no 
obvious reasons. But God was constrained (£Tupavvr |o9r]), 
if the least he was constrained and if it is permitted for 
someone to think that God had acted against his plan, 
something that He did not want it to be so. And that the one 
that who was constrained was God, if He was forced to 
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create things against His plan doomed to be destroyed (the 
bodies in the origenistic theory)? Those who nourish inside 
them these thoughts, how do they dare say it! Because, 
either they would say that God has acted in this way, and 
that is a great blashpemy-attributing to God the necessity to 
do something against His plan; or they would say that it is 
not God, and they would convince themselves to introduce 
another principle, like the Manicheans have done so. 
Because it is exactly the same characteristic of the two 
antagonist ic principles, like the pre-existence dogma". 

In addit ion, St. Maximus invoked the bodily Ascencion of Christ and the promise 

of the resurrection of the bodies as additional arguments against his 

adversaries'*": 

"Those who are insolent and bold... on the point of only 
thinking that the bodies slide to non-existence one day, 
according to those who name the progress of the rational 
beings, they believe that the Lord Himself and the God of all 
things, is now and for ever with one body. He... who 
conducts all beings to their proper glory?"... 

. . ."For if that pleased Him to be so. He would perform it to 
Himself first and then the other things, for which He has 
submitted Himself for us, in His charity. How, then, if we 
support whatever they say, can we believe that whoever is 
united with God is also saved, as the Holy Teacher says? 
... The body was also united with the soul and became one 
in the God word; then the body will also be saved along with 
the soul". 

The holy father also wrote against those who misunderstood Ex.21:22 

( formed/unformed baby) ''^; this gave rise to the theory of tardive ensoulment of 

the embryo, (fol lowing Aristotle's view) which inf luenced eg. Theodoret of 

Cyrus"^. Others, like Philoxenus of Mabboug''^ and Severus of Ant ioch'" , 

p roceeded further, to include Christ's Incarnation in their theory. (They thought 
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that it was something that took place in stages. Since Adam's body they 
imagined, was created first and then received the divine inspiration (soul), this, 
then, must have taken place in the case of Christ). 

St. Maximus put forward another hypothesis, as il lustrated by his argumentation 

below''^: 

"It is easy for everybody to say that the souls exist after the 
bodies; but it is very difficult and arduous for one to support 
what he says with reasoning... Effectively, what is projected 
to us as the motif for the human generation, is totally 
inanimate and also deprived of any vital force (he doesn't 
talk here about the semen but about the product of 
concept ion - for St. Maximus had made his proofs of non-
traducianismus). Because whatever is totally deprived from 
a soul of some kind, is also deprived of every vital energy. 
A n d it is obviously dead whatever is totally deprived of a 
soul, power and vital emergy hidden in the soul. And if it is 
considered to be dead it neither feeds, nor bel ieves and it 
would totally cease to exist and would not be able to stay 
without being scattered and dispersed". 

The holy father i l lustrated his proposal by using the example of wound healing; 

46. 
this is possible in the case of living f lesh, not a dead one. He writes 

"And how is it that the one which is by nature susceptible to 
dispersion and dissolution, will be maintained, if someone 
does not supposes it as a basis, a kind of vital property 
already present, capable of naturally assembling around it 
and solidly attaching that which is divided, due to which it 
possesses the being and is made from the power that 
fabr icates everything in wisdom? The soul is what truly 
retains the existence of the body after its birth and one can 
just i ly say that it is this which contains the principle of 
existence. As a result, with the separation (of the soul from 
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the body) the body disolves - and it absolutely co-exists (with 
the soul) at the moment of conception". 

St. Maximus also took into consideration the objection of antiquity, that even 

though a soul (or a vital principle) is necessary for the development of the 

embryo, this does not necessari ly mean, that this must be a reasonable soul. 

He envisages philosophically''^: 

"If, being in difficulty, you say that what is planned to 
constitute a human being is not totally dead, but it somehow 
participates in a vital power, then, a soul will certainly have 
(this capacity) to a greater extent - being part of this power, 
because without a soul it would never know that there is life 
("a form of life" - e\6oq Ct^Jng) ; . . . but if you suppose that what 
is projected has life at the moment of conception, you would 
only manifest a property of whichever soul, a property which 
on the one hand maintains the substance in which it can be 
found, and on the other hand it delimits the difference with 
the one that it is not the same (we would talk of a principle of 
individualization). And if pushed by the force (to f ind) the 
truth of a convenient opinion, you accept that the embryo 
has a soul, what kind of a soul... is it? 
Since you affirm that it only has a nutritive and augmentit ive 
soul, it is evident, according to your thinking, that the body 
which is nourished and thinks must belong to a plant and not 
a human being. Hence, after a lot of reflection, I cannot 
understand how can a human being be the father of a plant, 
which according to nature does not totally hold its being from 
a human being. And if you do not attribute to the embryo a 
sensit ive soul, this seems to possess at the moment of 
concept ion the soul of a horse or of a cow or some other 
earthly or aerial animal, and the human being would not be, 
according to nature, the father of a human being, but 
according to you, at the moment of its first constitution (i.e at 
concept ion) it would be the father of a plant or an earthly 
animal. 

Do you know of anything more stupid or more folly? .... 
Wha t is more serious it would appear here an extreme 
division between the divine wisdom and (divine) power. 
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Because all beings, whatever they are, have their perfection 
by their proper "reason" ("Aoyog") before their genesis, in the 
foreknowledge of God; it is evident that when they were 
created according to their "reason" (Aoyoq), they would be 
potentially perfect at the same time they come into existence, 
at the same act of their creation. 
But if the beings have their perfection in the foreknowledge 
(of God) and if through their coming into existence were 
imperfect, then they would not be those that were known 
before but others; or even better, one clearly perceives the 
weakness of their creator, who knew them beforehand, 
according to His foreknowledge, but was unable, at the 
moment of their genesis, to put the beings into action (KQT' 
£V£pY£iav) as they were in their substance (KQT ' ouaiav). 

A last objection was presented by the fol lowers of delayed animation, which 

suggested that the creation of a reasonable and intellectual soul cannot take 

place in a dirty, carnal generation. St Maximus did not hesitate to reverse this 

proposit ion and proves to be in contrast with the dogma of creation and 

Incarnation"*®: 

"If.... You say that it is not just for that, which is the image of 
God (i.e. the intellectual soul) to come into existence at the 
same time as the f low of the sperm and the great satisfaction 
(that accompanies it) and that it is more convenient to say 
that it (the soul) is infused forty days after the conception, 
(then) you only bring a clear accusation against the Greater 
of Nature.. . . Because if marriage is dirty, then the law of 
natural generat ion would also be something bad, and if this 
law of natural generation is an evil, then, obviously, the one 
who created nature and gave the law of generation must be 
accused". 

In addit ion, since the soul coexists with the impurity of the generation, why not 

use the logic to say: in what way is the body of the child more clean after forty 

days of concept ion, since before that the mother cannot enter the church''^• 
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"One may suppose that until the purification period is over, 
what is born has no logical and intellectual soul, but, as I 
have said above, that of a plant or animal without logic". 

After these developments, St. Maximus concentrated on the heart of the 

problem: the Christological question. In other words, his philosophical thinking 

has repercussions from the Dogma of the Incarnation of the Word . If the human 

beings are deprived of a soul at the moment of conception, that implies that on 

the Incarnation of the W o r d ^ : 

" . . .He became a man deprived of a soul and a spirit at the 
moment of conception, and dwelled in this way for forty days 
whereas our holy fathers and teachers have precisely 
claimed .... that, at the time that the Word God was 
conceived, the Lord was united with f lesh, with no delay, by 
means of a reasonable soul, and not by means of a souless 
(body), destined to receive a reasonable soul, and that He 
would absolutely not assume an inanimated body, nor a non-
intellectual or non-reasonable soul; but He was united, 
unspeakably, according to the hypostasis, a complete nature 
which was composed of a reasonable soul at the same time 
as the body. 

It is for this reason that, overall, I embrace with force the 
doctr ine of coexistence, and firmly send back the fol lowers of 
each of the two positions with the contrary reasoning, having 
related the irrefutable teaching of the creator even with 
nature, through the mystery of His Incarnation, Him who truly 
became a man and confirmed in Himself the nature which He 
brought His perfection, the existence according to the 
generat ion simultaneous with the coming into being, and 
who innovated the only innovation of nature, I want to say 
the conception with the seed and the birth through the 
corruption, that nature has acquired after the Fal l . . ." . 

On going to Africa, St. Maximus found another peril: the monophysit ic teaching 

of Severos of Ant ioch, who used the term "composite nature": Body and soul 
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unite to form a third nature composed of the first two. Attempting to defend the 
union without confusion in the two natures of Christ, according to the 
Chalcedonian definit ion, the holy father rediscovered the simultaneous 
animat ion of the embryo. 

Wr i t ing to John Cubicularius in Constantinople, he refuses to accept the position 

of Severos; For him the term "composite nature" is only appropriate for the 

human nature which consists of a soul and a body, which come into existence 

simultaneously and one cannot exist as part of the whole - the same cannot be 

said, as Severos thought, about the two natures of Christ on Incarnation since 

only one of these (the Divine) exists in all eternity^^: 

"Every composite nature in itself and in its component parts 
has the (latter) coming into being simultaneously, because 
they are conducted from non-being into being.. . This is the 
case of Man and all the other composite natures. The soul 
dominates the body without wanting it, and it is also 
dominated by it (i.e the body); it (the soul) gives it life 
without having deciding it, simply by the very fact of its 
existence into it; and it naturally takes part in its passions 
and pains, with the capacity that it possesses to accept what 
is found in it. And if some relinquish the principal, true 
dogmas of the Church on the soul issue, monstrly thinking 
"Greekwise" i.e. that the soul pre-exists its body, or 
"Jewishwise" i.e., that the soul exists after its body... then, 
they oppose this reasoning". 

The holy father returns to this distinction in yet another one of his letters^^: 

"First of all, every composite nature has its own component 
parts jo ining in a non-deliberate way. Then, these parts are 
concurrent between themselves (and the composite nature) 
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and they coexist in their coming into being, none of the two 
parties pre-existing into time with each other" 

This is not the case with Christ: His two natures were not contemporary, for the 

Deity of the Word always existed, while the humanity of Christ came into 

existence at the moment of Incarnation. In addition the union of these two 

natures was voluntary and deliberate. Instead, there is a composite hypostasis 

(human/divine), since each guards its physical properties. 

In addition, in his letter 15 to Cosmas of Alexandria, the holy father insisted on a 

total connection of the issue with the Christological debate. He wrote against 

monophysitism": 

"Both (the soul and the body) come into being the one with 
each other under the relation of the unique hypostasis 
(person), which is accomplished by the union of the two: 
because none can exist separately from the other before 
their destined composition to a create a (specific) figure 
(•50^). They are simultaneously created effectively at the 
same time of the realization of the figure of their 
composition". 

Thus a human person (TTpoaoJTTOv) begins at the moment of conception, as the 

two component parts, soul and body, simultaneously come into existence. 

If one is to make a critical summary of the sharp, philosophical thinking of St. 

Maximus, then the following comments may be included. 
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This holy father anticipated that the issue of the initiation of human life mobilizes 
the whole Orthodox theology. He developed a synthetic approach in which he 
discerned that the pre-or post-existence of a soul are two different sides of the 
same error. If we start by considering the soul, the two theories are not 
excluding one another, for the procreated, pre-existing (TrpoOTrap^i^) soul can 
unite with the body at any moment even after 40 days. In both cases, however, 
the body is underestimated. It is better, the Holy Father continues, to revoke the 
erroneous beliefs, by starting with the body and its position in the creative plan 
of God. The Manichaean temptation implied that, if the creation of the body was 
consequent of the Fall, the body would not have been in the original plan of 
creation, and hence God was obliged to do things he initially did not want to do! 
In other words, the Origenistic outline: Soul Creation, Fall, Soul Descent into 
bodies. Return at the end of time to the original bodiless state - is incompatible 
with the Orthodox Christian scheme: of simultaneous spiritual and bodily 
Creation, Fall, and Redemption through Incarnation of the Word, Passion, 
Death, Resurrection, Ascension into heaven and Glorification, where He sits with 
His body, at the right hand of the Father. 

The post-existence (peGunap^K;) theory again relegates the body to a lower 

level, allowing 40 days for the soul to enter into it and therefore the creation of 

the body is "dirty" since it is carnal (but this also applies to its Creator as well). 

"If the natural law of the creation of the body is evil, then it is 
the Creator of nature that is accused, who gave to it the law 
of nature". 
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In contrast to this, St. Maximus confirms the positive character of the Creation of 

the body. Soul pre-existence disregards the great act of visible creation through 

which God is silently manifested. In other words the body is good; the natural 

law of the Creator that perpetuates it is also good and the soul is not defiled from 

it. In any case, in what way would it be more defiled after 40 days? 

Considering the Platonic approach, St. Maximus suggests that there is another 

inherent temptation lurking in the minds of the followers of both theories, i.e. of 

the pre-existence (TrpouTrap^ig) or post-existence {[MQuTrap^zujq) of souls: God 

had created a good body but inferior to the soul. He also insists that any theory, 

chronologically separating the creation of the soul from that of the body 

inevitably implies that the soul is superior to the body. However, it is the human 

being that is superior, as composed of a body and a soul. Hence, he enquires 

about what the embryo is, if ensoulment takes place after 40 days? What is this 

body which is not fully human? How can it grow without a soul? If it is just a 

premordial animal-like "soul", what exactly is it? 

A human being can only contain a human being in the womb. Therefore, a 

human being cannot start its life as a plant or animal, and then be transformed 

into a human being. Even the purely bodily development (from the initial cell to 

the fully developed body with a human shape) is unthinkable without a forming 

origin and only a human soul can shape a human body. 
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For those who believed the theory of "Tardive ensoulment", and that (following 

Aristotle) "the soul is the shape of the body", whatever has no shape has no 

soul. Instead St. Maximus reverses the propositions: 

"The soul is the shape of the body, hence whatever has no 
soul cannot accept a human shape". 

Conclusively then, according to the Holy Father, we must accept from the 

beginning of the procedure the presence of the human soul, without which the 

procedure cannot exist. 

The reason for which the soul cannot be superior to the body, neither the body to 

the soul, is that neither the body nor the soul cannot exist without one another. 

Only a complete psychosomatic human whole can exist. Hence the two must 

come into being simultaneously and form together the human being. Similarly in 

death, this indissoluble union separates body from soul, which is thus extracted 

it is not just any one soul, but the soul of the specific body, for which it sighs and 

longs until the Common Resurrection. The Anthropological testimony of St. 

Maximus, then, is that this hypostatic union is necessary to take place at 

conception, at which it is present not just as a human being, but as a specific 

human being, a unique person according to the will of God. 
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The Holy Father finally concludes, that this is exactly what took place with Christ, 
who on His Incarnation He received a body which was not souless but endowed 
with a reasonable soul. 

c) Anti-abortion trend in partistic writings 

The prolife writings mentioned above, as well as the direct or indirect patristic 

Christological and Anthropological evidence on the ensoulment of human life at 

conception, clearly indicate that abortion, at any stage of embryonic 

development, is simply homicide. We have already noted this in the writings of 

St. John the Sinaite, but he was just one of the many fathers who commented on 

the issue. 

Tertullian^" was quite explicit: 

"To prevent birth is anticipated murder; it makes little 
difference whether one destroys a life already born or does 
away with it in its nascent stage. The one who will be a man 
is already one". 

St. Basil the Great^^ also suggested that an adulterous woman who performs 

abortion commits something worse than murder, because she does not even 

allow the baby's birth. Athenagoras (AD 177) ^ stressed that those who use 

abortive sorceries (apPAujGpiSia) can be considered as murderers and are of the 

same magnitude of sinfulness with those that leave their born children 

unattented to die. 
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The Epistle to Diognetus" describing the remarkable behaviour of the early 
Christians, mentions among other things, that these people are distinguished by 
the fact, that even though they get married like everybody else, and give birth to 
children, they never dispose of those who are born to them. 

St. Basil the Great also notes, that abortion should be considered as double 

murder, because it takes place intentionally by those who perform it^. 

St. Epiphanius^^ indirectly comments on St. Paul's use of the word "EKipcopa" to 

describe his sinfulness and thus to show the abominable degree of evil hiding 

behind the practice of abortion. 

St. John the Chrysostom^, the father who interpreted St. Paul's letters more 

elaborately than anyone else, follows the same trend on this matter. 

Conclusively, then, the patristic writings follow the general anti-abortion trend 

already noted previously. Respect for life originates from the fact that it is 

derived from God, who nevertheless co-operates with humans for the creation of 

new life. Furthermore, even though the holy fathers do not always discuss the 

abortion issue as such they provide an indirect stance, when on combating 

erroneous beliefs and philosophies they discuss the fact that the body and soul 

are coeval, and Christology (particularly Incarnation). 
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"Kai' yap 6 Yio^ KQI Aoyo^ TOU GEOU £vu)9Eig KOTQ Tr̂ 'v 
auAArnjJiv TP) aapKi 5id p£or|<; VOEPQ -̂ESEÎ EV OTI "dpa aujpa 
KQI ipUXn EV TOU ETEpOU [if] TTpOTEpEUOV, ClAA Oipa KOT' apcpU) 
KQTd Tl iv QuAAniJJIv". 

8. Kappipn, !., Td AoyuoTa KQI' luuBoAiKd uvnusTa TPIC 'OP6O56^OU 'EKKAnaiac 
[The Dogmas and Symbolic Monuments of the Orthodox Church], 'AGrjvai, 
1960 T6[J0<; a', a. 154-155, 175, 207, 223. 

9. "'Opoouaio<; nijlv KOTO Triv dvepojiroTriTa". 
10. "KoTd TrdvTQ bpoiog PipTv dvEu apapTiag". 
11. KuplAAou 'AAE^av6p£ia(;, 4n ETTiaToAh rrpoc NEOTOPIOV [4*^ Epistle to 

Nestorius], PG77, 45D-48A. 

"Ou ydp TTpwTOv 'dvOpooTro^ £YEvvr|9r| KOIVO^ EK Trig ayia'i 
TrapOEvou EI9' OUTUJ KaTOTTEcpoiTriTEv ETT' auTOv 0 Aoyog aAA' 
Ê  a(}jr\q \jf\ipa<; £vuj9£ig, UTTOPETVOI AEYETQI yEvvriaiv a a p K i K r i , 

oj<; Tn(;'i6(ag oapKog if\y yEvvriaiv o'lKEioCipEvog". 
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12. 'AY.'loodvvou AauaoKnvou, "EKSOOIC 'AKpi3nc'Op9o56^ou niaTgLoc, [Accurate 
edition of the Orthodox Faith], III 12, PG94, 1032C. 

"OuT£ (ydp) YEVopevog TrpoTepov, KQO' ?]\Jaq uarepov ysyovEv 
UTT£p npd^ aAA' a£i' CK TrpooTriC uirdp^Ewi; apcpuj UTrnp^e, 5id 
TO £^ dKpa^ auAAni4J£uj(; £v auTcD Aoyw Tr|v urrap^iv 
EQXnKEvai". 

13. lbid.JI22, PG94, iq88A_ 
"AAriOu)(; nviuOr) TW 0£OJ Aoyto q adp^ aKpa(; UTrdp^ECĵ ". 

14. Ibid., PG94 985 B-C. 

"M£Td oOv Tiiv auyKOTdeEoiv ir\q t\/\aq nap9£vou, nv£upa 
ayiov £TTr|A9£v £TT' auiriv... KQI T6T£ £TT£aKiaa£v 5uvapig, 6 

'Yioq Tou 0£ou, 6 TU) riaipi'Opoouoiog oiovd OETO^ orropo^ 
KQi' ouv£Trr|^£v £auTaj £K Tojv cryvajv KQI' KaBapojTdTtjjv auTpjg 
alpdTOJv, adpKO EipuxujpEvriv, ipuxn AoyiKri T£ Kai'vo£pd". 

15. 'Ay. NiKoSriiJO^ o AviopEiTnc.' EOPTOSOOUIOV. [Interpretation of the canons 
dedicated to the Lord and the Holy Virgin], B£V£Tia 1836, a. 220. 

"Clq AEyouoi TTOAAOI ©EoAoyoi, apa rauTa £Y£VOVTO" uTToaraTiKri 

Evwoig, Trp6aArn|Ji?, oupTrn^i^, ouAAnipi^, £i5oTTOiriai(;, 
0£woig...". 

le.'Ay.'Icjjdvvr) XpuoooTopou, EUTPOTTIOC (Eutropius), PG52, 405-6 

"Kai TTUJc; (6 0£6^ A6\oq) yfv£Tai avOpajTrog: EK; prjipav 
Kuo(pop£iTai, au^£Tai KOTQ piKpov Koi'£px£Tai THv 666v jr\(; 
qAiKia^ iqq l\Jr]<;. Jiq; *H oiKOvopfa oux n Oeornc H TOU 
SouAou popcprj, oux n TOU AEOTTOTOU rj odp^ £pn oux H ouofa 
£K£ivou' au^ETQi KOTO |jiKp6v, KOI piyvuTai avepwTTOK;". 

17. 'Ay. NiKo5huou "Aviop£iTOu.'EOPTOSPOUIOV [Talks on Feasts] 0 .221. 

"H £vavTio(pdv£ia auTr) KOTd TO £pof SOKOUV aupPi(3d^£Tai £dv 
voriaajpEv OTI £u6ug p£v £^£iK0v[a6r| KOTd TO p£Ari TO 
0£OUTr6oTaTov Pp£cpo(; £v TQ KOIAIO yr\(; nap0£vou ouxi 5£ KQI 
TO £^£iK0via9£VTa p£Ar| au^r|9r|oav TTap£u9ug KQI Eyivav 
T£A£ia, TO TOU £vv£a-pr|viaiou (3p£(pou^ - aKKujq zbQuq 
qBzKz Y£vvr|9ri TO Pp£(poq TO OTTOTOV HTOV aTTp£TT£g. 'OAiyov 
KQT' oAfyov AoiTTOV a u ^ a v a v TO £^£iK0vio9£VTa p£An, £tJ0^ OTOU 
£Yiv£ TO pp£Cpo^ £vv£a pqvwv Kar£Y£vvn9ri...". 

18. Ibid. 
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"Ou5£ig SuvaTQi vorjaai n EITTEIV Tr)v Td^iv yid TO rrdig EyivE q 
Ka9' uTT69Eaiv Evwaig TrpoaArmJig... EKTog 6 p6vo(; b TO 
MuoTripiov TOUTO E V E p y r i a a g . . . " . 

19. KapdaiAa, N., FlEpI jf](; EV XpiOTUJ C^ng, (On the life in Christ], PG 150, 
681AB. 

20. 'Ay. Fpriyopfou Nuaar|<;, FlEpi ^uyj]^ Kai ^Awaaiaozujq [On the soul and 
Resurrection], PG46, 125C. 
"...pi'av KQi Trjv auTHv qjuxng TE KQI aujpaT0(; apxnv Trjq auaTdaEwg...". 

21 . ''Ay. Fpriyopfou Nuaaqc, riEpi KaTaoKEurig avOpuoirou [On the making of Man], 
PG44 233D-237. 

22. Ibid. 

"AAA' Evog bvTog TOU av9pujTT0u, TOU 5id ipuxnc TE KQI' 
aujpaTog auvEOTfiKOTog, piav QUTOO KQI Koivqv if]q 
auQTdaEux; Tr̂ v apxnv UTTOT[9Eo9ai, ujq dv pq auTog EQUTOV 
TrpoyEVEaTEpog TE KQI'vEU)TEp0(; ysvoiTO, TOU pEV awpaTiKOu 
npOTEpEUOVTO(; EV QUTOJ TOU 5£ ETEpOU ECpUQTEpî OVTOg' oAAd 
TQ PEV TTpOyVCUOTIKin TOU 0EOU SuvdpEI CXTTaV TTpOUCpEaTdVEl 
TO dv9pu)TTivov TTAripujpa AsyEiv, auppapTupouar]*; Eiq TOUTO 
ifiq TrpocpriTEiag auTuiv EV 5^ if\ KQB' EKaoTOv 6ril-"oupYia pq 
TTpOTl9EVai TOU ETEpOU TO ^TEpOV, pqTE TTpO TOU a a j p O T O ^ Trfv 

HJuxnv, pHTE TO EPTTQAIV, ujg dv prj OTaaid^oi rrpog EQUTOV 6 
'dv9pu)TTog jr\ KQTd TO'V xpovo Siacpopa pEpi^opEvog". 

23. 'AY. rpriyopiou TOU ©EoAoyou, flEpi *+'uxn<; [On the Soul], PG37, a.453-454. 

"EQTIV OOV qjuxn TEAEIQ KQI ydp ooaa EV spPpuoj. Ou SuvoTai 
'ETI cpavEpLuaai Tri'v EvspyEiov auTrii;. 'Ev apxQ (EV £p(3puuj) EV 
aiojTTQ EQTi. 'YoTEpov oAoKAqpoupEvri, 5uvapiv, aocpiav, 
auvEQiv, apETHv EKXEEI". 

24. a) MEy. BaaiAEiou, FlEpi Ttig TOU 'Av9piijTT0u KaiaoKZuT\<;, [On the 
Composition of Man], PG30, 41D. 

"...au^riari ipuxnc;... q 5id TUJV pa9qpdTajv Eiq TEAEiwaiv 
TTpoa9r|Kn". 

b) One could add in the line of patristic extracts for the Christological 
evidence the opinion of Nemesius of Emesa cited in Vol IV. Edited by W. 
Telfer, SCM Press Ltd, London, p.298-301. 

"The soul is united with the body and yet remains distinct 
from it but it modifies in whatever it swells - analogous to the 
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Word that mingles with the body and soul and yet remains 
throughout unmixed, unconfused, uncorrupted, 
untransformed". 

2 5 . H^EuSo-AGavaoiou, f i p o c "AvTioyov ' A p y o v T O , 'EpajTOTTOKpfoEic . [To 
Antiochus], BEH, 3 5 , 1 0 4 , 6 2 0 - 2 3 . 

"ClOTTLp TOU AiOoU KQl' TOU ai5r|pOU QUyKpOUOpEVWV £K TU)V 
ap(pOT£pOJV TIKTETQI TO TTUp'OUTOJ KOl'£TT[ TPj^ TOU QVCpO^ KQl' 
yuvaiKog aupTTAoKri<; ouvlaTOTai 9£ou KEAEUOEI a w p a KQI' 
ipuxn". 

2 6 . M£Y.'A9avaalou, f lEp i TOU KOTd TO'V KOIVOV 'Av9pujTTOv'YTTo5£lYuaTOC. [On the 
Model o f Common Human], P G 2 6 1 2 3 3 AB. 

" A v S p o j T T O ^ p£v y a p £K i|juxii<; v o r i T n ? KQI oa jpoTO^ aio9riT6v 
^(I)Ov YVCjjpi^£Tai EiKOTCjjg, 6id TO pri5£T£pov X ^ P K TOU £T£pou 
T T p o d y o u a a v tx£iv u i r o a T a o i v , [ir]6i QCÔ EIV T6V o p o v Trig 

(puaECjjg, KQTd TOUTO p£v apxHv TOU EIVQI A a p o v T Q £K y a o T p o g , 

KOI oujujq £ig Tov p i o v £px6p£va, I v o g 5£ ^ w o u o u o T a o i v 

£pva^6|j£va''. 

2 7 . 'Ay. ' I c j j d v v o u TOU IIVQITOU, ' H KAi'uaS [The Ladder], £K56a£ig A. 
naTra5ripnTpiou,'A9rivai 1 9 7 0 , a .36 . 

"Trjv ijJuxnv ujg oi'pai Ki\/z\ OUTE ydp TrpoucpiaTaTai TOU 
QUjpaToq ouT£ pEGucpioTQTai dAA' d p a iq TOUTCWYEVEQEI KTÎ ETQI 
KQl' aUTPI b9£V (pOVEUg KQI 6 TO £p(3pU0V aJTZOlQKUjq £TT£I £V Tfj 
QuAArmJEi £i|Juxu)Tar TOOOUTOV 6£ ipuxn £V£PY£i T6T£, 'oaov 
KQi' n adp^ KQT' au^qoiv yap jqv TOU awpoTog KQI aurri idq 
oiKzlaq £V£pY£iag SiaSEikvuai". 

2 8 . ' A y . I w d w o u TOU AapaoKHvou, "EK5ooig'AKpi(3r|g"Op0o66^ou riioTEox; [Exact 
edition o f the Orthodox Faith], II, P G 9 4 , 9 2 1 . 

"Apa 5£' T o ' a a j p a Kai ' n ijjuxn TTETTAaTai.oCi TO p£v r r p o T E p o v TO 
CE u o T E p o v KQTd TOU Q p i y E v o u g A r i p o p o T a " . 

2 9 . A v a o T a a i o u TOU I i v a i ' r o u . ' E p i o T h o E i c [Questions], P G 8 9 , 7 2 4 C-D. 

"...OTTEipEi £v MHTpa ouK d i p u x o v n np idvGpa jTTOv , diAAd 
TEAEIOV E p x o p E v o v , E p i j j u x o v av0pioTTOv. O u T E ya ' p ouJpa 
TTp6 Trig i p u x n g ucpiaTaTO, OUTE ipuxn TTpd TOU o w p o T o g " . 

3 0 . a) M.H. Congourdeau, L' embryon est-il une personne? Communio, no IXC, 
Novembre-Decembre, 1 9 8 4 , p. 1 0 3 - 1 1 6 . 
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b) Maxime le Confesseur, et 1' humanite de 1' embryon, "La politique de la 
Mystique", Hommage a' Mgr Maxime Charles, Criterion, Paris, 1984, p.163-
171 (Translated in Greek by C. Gabrielides). 

To £u3puo E iva i TTPoaajTTO^ 'O Ay. MdSiuoc 6 O u o A o y n T h c KQI dv9pu)Trivn 
(puan TOU £U3PUOU. 
Edited by the Church Institution "0 EYAFFEAIITHI MAPKOI", 0£ppq, 
G E a a a A o v k q 1994. 

c) M.H. Congourdeau, L' animation de 1' embryon humain chez Maxime le 
Confesseur, Nuvelle Revue Theologigue. (Belgium), No5, 1989, p.693-
709. 

d) Most texts have been paraphrased in the translations that follow, so that 
the right meaning is conveyed. 

e) Most writings cited come from Ambigua II, 7 CPG 91, 1068-1101 - Versus 
Origen and Ambigua II, 42 CPG91, 1321-1345 - Incarnation simultaneous 
Co-existence of body/soul). 

f) St. Maximus draws a lot from Aristotle's logic and writings, even though he 
overthrows the latter's arguments in the end 
(Aristotle: DeAnima 412 a-b and 766 a-b 

Politique 1335b 
cited by M.H. Congourdeau, Entre Science et philosophie: Petite histoire 

de r embryon in Ethigue. Winter 1992, No3, p.27-28) 

31 . PG17, 603-8 

32. PG91, 1100 C6-D2 

"El ydp avOpojTTOu pspq, Ka9aj(; TTpoaTTo6£5oTai, TO a t D p a Kai q 
ijjuxq Tuyxdvouai, TO pEpq Tfiv z\q TO rrpoq TI E^ avdyKqg 
dvacpopdv SEXETQI (OAOV ydp EXEI TTdvTOjg KQTqyopoupEvou), id 
6i ouTU) A E y o p E v a rrpog TI TOJV apa TTdvTq TE KQI TTdvTUjg KOTd Tqv 
yEVEQIV IQTIV, d}<; pEpq E'l5og OAOV Tq QUVOSUJ CITTOTEAoUVTa, 

ETFivofa p o v q Tq TTpog S i d y v o j Q i v TOU TI KQT' OUQIGV E K a o T O v 

GiAAr^Aojv 5iaipoupEva - i j j uxqv dpa KQI auipa, ujg pspq 
dv9pu)Trou, aAAqAojv TTpouTrdpxEiv x p o v i K u x ; q pE9uTTdpxEiv 
d p q x a v o v , ETTEI 6 TOU TTpog TI OUTCO A E y o p E v o g Au9qaETai A o y o g . " 

33. PG91, 1100 D2-1101 A6 
"Kai TTdAiv El ydp KQQ' QUTO iidoq TTpo TOU a w p o T o g EOTIV q 
i^juxq q TO Quipa, i\6oq 5i dAAo TOUTOOV E K d T E p o v KOTd Tqv 

i p u x q g TTpoq TO oiDpa auv9Ea iv , q odj^jaioq rrpoq i p u x q v , 

aTTOTEAEi, q T r d a x o v T Q , TTETT6v9aaiv Eig o i r E p OUK qv 

E^IOTdpEVa, K Q I (p9EipETai, d 5 £ TTECPUKOTQ, QEl'TOijTO 6 i d T O 

TTE(puK6(; EpydoETai 5 q A o v 6 T i , KQI OUSETTOTE rrauoETai q qjuxq 
TOU p £ T E v a a j p a T o u a 9 a i , OUSE TOU p E T E p i | J u x o u a 9 a i TO a w p a . 

'AAA' OUK 'EQTIV, tjq oipai, TOU TTd9oug Y] Tqg TWV pEpcov 
(puoiKqq 5uvdpECjoq KOTO Tqv rrpoq 9dTEpov 9aTEpou auvo5ov 
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a V E U CpGopdg E ^ E f S o u g Eig £l50Ug pETOpdAAEIV TO OlOVOUV 

34. PG91, 1101 A10-C7 

"Ei 5£ OTI p E T d TO'V OdvoTOv KOi ' j r iv Auoiv TOU o w p o T o g EOTIV n 
ipuxn KQi ucpEOTriKE ( p r j a o u a i KOI Trpo TOU o c o p o T o g E iva i aurny 
5 u v a a 9 a i KQI' ucpEOTdvai , OUK EOTOxaopEvcAjg, E p o i y E SOKEI, 6 
A o y o g auToTg T r p o E p x s T a i . O u x 6 a u T o g y d p yEVEOEtjog KQI 

o u Q i a g A o y o g . ' 0 p E v y d p TOU TTOTE KQI TTOU EIVQI KQI TTpo'g TI 
EQTiv, 6 5£ TOU ETVQI KQI TI' KQI TTwg EivQi EQTi SriAujTiKog. Ei 6E 
TOUTO, EOTi p E v QEi p E T d TO yEV£a9a i 5 id Tfiv o u a i a v rj ipuxn, 
OUK dcpETog 5£ 6 i d Triv YEVEOiv, a A A d pETd Trjg a x E O E w g TOU 

TTOTE KQl' TTOU KOI TTpog Tl'. OuX OITrAojg y d p AEyETQI IjJUXn P^Td 

TOV TOU a w p o T o g 9dvaT0v q ipuxn, aAAd av9pujTT0u ijjuxn, KQI 
T_ou Tivog av0pujTTOu ipuxQ. " E x E i y d p KOI p£Td TO o w p a ujq 
E"i5og auTr jg TO OAOV KOTd Tr^v OXEOIV ujq p s p o u g 

K a T n y o p o u p E v o v TO ̂ v9pcjJTr ivov. ' Q o a u T O j g 6i KQI 'To'oujpa, 

GvriTOv p E v 6 i d Tqv cpuaiv, OI3K acpETOv SE 5 id Trfv yEVEOiv . Ou 
y d p airAiDg AEYETOI oDpa pETd TĈ^ x ^ p i a p o v Tng i+Juxn*^ TO 
Q u i p a aAA' a v G p w T T O u aujpa KOI' TOU Tivog dvGpujTTOu aojpa, 
Kciv £1 (p9£ip£Tai KOI Eig T6 £^ Sv EQTiv a v a A u £ a 9 a i OTOixETa 
TTECpUKEV. "EXEI \ap KOI OUTOjg Ujq SSog TO oAOV OUTOU KOTd 
Trjv a x E O i v 5jq p s p o u g K O T n Y o p o u p E v o v TO av9pcoTTivov. ' Err'̂  

dpcpoTv TO iyapoHv q a x E o i g , ijjuxn? Asyuj KOI aoopoTog, w g KOI' 
b A o u £ i5oug av9pcjL)TTfvou p E p u j v avacpaipETOog v o o u p E v r ) , 
TTapiOTriai Kdi Tr'iv ' a p a TOUTWV YEVEOIV, KOI Tqv KOT' o u a i a v 
r r p o g dAAqAa Siacpopdv OTTOSEIKVUOIV, O65EV Ka9' oiov5r|TTOTE 
TpOTTO TOUg K O T ' OUOiaV aUTOlg EpTTECpUKOTOg 

T T o p a p A d T T T O u a a A o y o u g . OUK "'EOTIV O5V 'oXujq auJpa 
S u v o T O v n i+Juxnv E u p E i v j AsyEiv o o x s T O v . O o T E p w y d p ' d p a 

a u v E i a d y E T O i TO T ivog Eiva i 0dTEpov COOTE EI TTpOUTTdpXEl 

9aT£pOU 9dT£pOV, i S g TlVOg TTpoaUTTOKOUaTEOV". 

35. PG 91, 1324 C1-D3 

"'+'uxTi(; pffv o u v yEVEQig, u g (pqaiv EpcpavTiKcug o S i S d o K a A o g , 

Ê  iSiTOKEipEvng uArig oh yfvETOi, Ka9dTTEp Td oujpaTa, a A A d 

Tu5 p o u A n p o T i TOLT 9E0IJ 6 id tT](; ^ujTiKrfg EprrvEuaEajg a p p n T U j g 

TE KOI a y v a j O T u g , ujq o\6e p o v o g o TOUTng S r i p i o u p y o g . ' H 

lyuxn TO E iva i A a p p d v o u o a KOTO Tqv auAAr|i|Jiv 'dpa TOJ a w p a r i 

T i p o ^ E v o g a v G p w T T O u a u p r r A n p o j a i v "dyETai, TO 5£ ouipa EK 
Tpg UTTOKEipEvng t i A i ^ ToD E T E p o u 6r|Aa6ri yivETOi a a j p o r o g 

KOTd TQv auAAr|i|Jiv, a p a TT| Lpuxn Trfv TOU tvoq Ei5oug s fva i 

Q U v a u T q 5Ex6pEvov auv9Eaiv . " O r r E p a A A a x o u T p a v o T E p o v 

Ipcpaivcov cpqaiv o 5 i5daKaAog. K o T d Tqv SITTAQV Toij 
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Ep(puaqpaTO(; 5 u v a p i v TO pEv ÛJTIKOV I p c p u o q p a KOI TO 
rivEupa TO a y i o v TQ voEpg Tqg i|Juxqg o u a i a Triv 5E' a d p K w a i v 
KQi Ti^v TTVoqv Tq cpuGEi TOU ouj[iaiO(;, KoBib^ oi FlaTEpEq ( p a d . 
Ka i ' q TOU rrpoTTdTopoc; 'A5dp puoTiKwg TTapinx9q ysvEaig, 

"ETEpov HJuxq<; E x o u a a TOV TE TOU EIVOI Aoyov KO! TO'V TOU 
yEV£a9ai TPOTTOV, KOI' ETEPOV 5qAa5r i TOU a w p o T o g , ujq TO 
9ETOV q p a ( ; pEyaAocpuCog EpuoTaywyqcrE y p d p p a , pq' 
Quyxwpouv Tqv ipuxr^v KQI TO aiLpa Ka9' £va KQI T6V QUTOV 
TpoTTOv ir\q YEVEQECJLK; dAAqAoig oupTTEOOvTa cpupqvai KOTQ 
Tqv cpuQiv Koi TOV EKo'aTOu JT\<; o u a i a g Aoyov d y v o q 9 q v a i , KQI 

TOV Tqg yEVEQEWg TpOTTOV". 

36. PG91, 1325C 7-11 

"EiAqcpEvai TOV Kup iov TO ÛJTIKOV TTVEupa, qTOi I p c p u a q p a 
KQTd TO av9puTT ivov auTOu, AEyuj SE Tqv voEpdv i j j uxqv pETd 
TOU acjopoTog TOU EK Tq^ dxpdvTOu n a p 9 £ v o u KQI OU pETd Tqv 
auAAqqj iv , 6 6 i6daKaAo( ; 5iopi^ETar'. 

37. PG91, 1325 D 4-7 

"T ivE^ PEV ydp (paaiv, CJ(; q 5 q TTpoAa(3ojv Ecpqv, TTpouTTdpxEiv 
Tuiv QOjpdTajv laq i j j uxdg, TIV£<; 6E TO EVQVTIOV, TUJV i p u x w v 
TTpouTTdpxEiv Td QUjpaTa. 'H\ji{\(; 5£ Triv pEoqv 666v dx ; 
PaaiAiKi^v KQTd Toug rraTEpag q p u j v OSEUOVTÊ  OUTE 
TTpOUTTOp^lV OUTE pE9UTTap^lV IjJUXqg q OWpOTOg, QUVUTTOp^lV 
SE paAAov (popEv, jaq E(p' EKdTEpa cpuAaTTopEvoi EYKAIGEK;". 

38. P G 9 1 , 1328 A - B 6 

"Ou TTAEOV (popETa9ai OUSEV EQTI (popEpwTEpov, priTTooq 
TTpouTTdpxEiv AEyovTE^ Tujv oujpdTCjov Td^ ^puxd^, KQI T ipwp iag 
'EVEKEV TiDv n j u x w v E(p£upEa9ai Td a w p o T a , 5 i d Tqv 
TrpoyEyEvqpEvqv TOJV daiupdTUJV KaKiav, Tqg Tujv o p c o p E v u v 
EKTTpETTOug p£YaAoupYia(;, 61' r\(; 6 OEO^ yiywaKETai aiujTTq 
KqpuTTOjJEVog, aiTiav dKOTOogjiTvai p o v q v UTTOTi9£pE9a Tqv 
KOKiav, d v d y K q v ETrdyouaav TGJ 0£p TTopd Trp69£aiv q v OUK 
EuSoKqQEV o u a i a v 5 q p i o u p y q a a i , qg TUXOV QTT' d p x q g ou6£ 
TOV A o y o v EXEI TTpo TUJV Gicjbvujv pETd Tujv dAAwv drroKpucpov. 
Tojv ydp TTopd TTp69£aiv y i v o p E v u v AEYEIV TO'V OEOV EXEIV 
Toug Tq<; OUOICJOOECÛ  K6\OU(;, OU po i 5OKET auvETqg 5 i a v o i a g 
ETVQI, KQI OTTCoaouv £u a u v q a 9 q p £ v q ( ; OEOIJ pEyaAEioTqTog, 
TOU dTTa9ou<; KQI p o v o u dAq9ouc; KQI pq5£v £XOVTO(; Ka96Aou 
KQTd Touq £v auTuj npooyiaq TUJV OVTOJV Koyouc; TTp6a(paT0v, 
KQi pdAiQTa TTQpd TTp69£aiv. ndvTQ ydp QUTU) Td OTTUjaouv 
ovTO q yEvqaopEva KOTd Tqv o u o i a v TTpoTE9£AqTai TE KQI 
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TrpOEVVEVOnTOI, KarTTpOEyVCUOTai "EKOOTOV S E TCJOV bVTOOV KOTd 

Tov £u9£T0v Kof ETTiTr)5Eiov KOipov o^QioTKaf ucpioTriai". 

39. PG91, 1329A1 - 1332 B3 
"DdvT tuv oOv Toav KOT' o u a i a v UTrapKTiKcIx; OVTOJV TE KOI 
EQopEvoov, n YEVopEvojv, r| ysvr iaopEvu jv n cpaivopEvujv, q 
(pavqaopEva jv , EV TW 0EU) TTpouTrdpxouai Trayi iug ÔVTÊ  O1 
Aoyo i , Ka9' ouq KOI EIOI TO TTdvra Kai yEyovaa i Ka i 'S iapEvoua iv 
6EI ToTg EauTUJV KOTO TTp69Eaiv Aoyoig, 6 id KivqoEwg cpuaiKng 
Eyyi^ovTO KOI Trpdg TO EIVOI paAAov auvExopEva, KOTd Tri'v 
TTOldv TE KOI TTOariv if\q TTpoaipEOEUjg KlVrjOfv TE KOI pOTTHV, TO 
EO 5r dpETHv KOI THV rrpog TOV Aoyov KOG' OV EOTI'V 
Eueur rop iav , n TO (pEu EIVOI 6 id KOKIOV KofTriV r r a p d TOV Aoyov 
KoG' 5 v EQTi Kivqaiv AapPdvovTO KOI ouvTopu jg EITTETV KOTd 
Trjv t '^ iv n Tpv QTEprjoiv Trig auTojv KOTd (puaiv pE9EKTiKng 
5uvdpE(jjg TOU TTovTEAQg dpE9£KT0u KOTO cpuaiv uTTdpxovTog, 
KOI TToaiv QTTAQg EOUTOV d^ioig TE KOI ava^ioig oAov KOTd 
Xdp iv 6i OTTEipov aYa96TriTa TTOpExovTog, KOI' Trjv TOU CIEI EIVOI 
Ka9ijog EKOOTog ucp' EOUTOU 6iaTE9EiTai TE KaKsaTi S iapovr i v 
EpTTOirjoovTog. OTg n TOU Kupiwg ovTog KOI' EU bvTog KOI OEI 
bvTog d v d A o y o g p£9E^ig q dpE9E^ia, Tiptopfag TCOV PETOQXETV 
pn 5uvapEvu)v KOI dTToAauQEOjg TOJV PETOOXETV SuvapEvwv , 
ETTiTaaig EQTI KOI ETTau^qoig- OUSEV y d p TO' TTopdnav EOTI TUJV 
ovTCOv oO pn TTopd TQ OEGJ TrdvTug o Aoyog TTPOEVEOTIV. 'QV 
5£ TTopd TCU 0EU) TTpouTTdpxouoiv ovTEg TT̂ g o u o i a g oT Aoyoi , 
TOUTcov 6r|^C(5r| KOTd TTPOGEQIV 9Eiav TrdvTOjg EOTIV q yEVEoig. 

' Q v 5£ KQTd TrpoGEQiv 9£lav EQTIV n YEVEOig, TOUTWV n KQT' 
o u a i a v uTrap^ig pEVEi TTpog TO pn ov drro TOU ovTog 
apETaxuJpriTog. "Qv 5£ rrpog TO pq 6v dpETaxwpriTog EOTHKEV 
uTrap^ig, TOUTOJV OI Aoyo i r u y x d v o u a i pov ipo i TE KOI p d a i p o i , 
povnv 'ExovTEg d p x n v TOU EIVOI Trjv aocpiav, Ê  r jg KOI 5r r jv 
uTTdpxouoi , KOI ucp hg Trjv r r pog TO EIVOI 5 u v a a 9 a i i rayi i jog 
5 u v a p i v ExouQiv. -Qv 5£ o'̂ i Aoyoi pov ip iug UTrdpxouoi n a p d 

TO) 0 E W - KOI n TTEpf OUTOUg TOU TTETTOIPIKOTOg Td TTdVTO 0EOU 
TTp69Eaig TravrdTTaoiv o u TTEpiElAriTTTai TTEpaoiv, O'UTE p£v THV 
£K pETopoArig aAAoiujo iv ETTISEXETOI Toig UTTOKEipEvoig 
auppETaTTiTFTOuaa, TOUTUJV avapcpnp ia rwg atuTrdp^Eig aacpoog 
Eiaiv d5 id (p0opo i . H y d p o u v KOTd Trp69Eaiv 9EACJJV 
TTETTOiriKEV 6 0 E 6 g Td dv9pijOTriva aajpoTa KQI PEVEI 5i '_auT6v 
TTpog TO pn ov dpETdTTTOJTa TTOVTEAajg, QEI 9£A0VTa ElVai TO 
a u v A o y w KQI' oocpia KOTO rrpoGEOiv o u TTETTOir|K£, KOI' pr| 
9£Aijav ETupavvri9r|, KOTd p iav dyopEvog TTpog ysvEOiv, u3v 
Toug Aoyoug Exwv ou iTEcpavTai. Kai EI pEv Tupavvr|9Eig i r a p d 
TTpoGEOiv riA9E n o i r j o a i pq 9£Au)v Td awpoTO, Aoyog 5r|Aov6Ti 
KOI aocpia Tqg TOUTWV yEVEOEtAjg o u 5 a p w g SqAovoTi KOI aocpia 
Trig TOUTUJV yEVEOEoog o u 5 a p u j g Ka9r|YnaaT0. To y d p 
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TrpoOECTiv OEIQV y i v o p E v o v , A o y o u KOI' aocp'iaq iravyzXuJq 
EOTEpqTai TE Kof q A A o T p f w T a i . T o 5£ A o y o u KQI a o c p j a g 

TTaVTEAujg EaTEpqpEVOV pOVOV E O T I TO K Q K O V , O6 TO Efva i 

X a p a K T q p i ^ E i q a v u T r a p ^ i a , o u T i v o g r r o i q T q v TC5V OEOV pqTE 

EVVOETV q p i v yEvo iTO TTCOTTOTE, pr^TiyE 6 q AsyEiv d v a c p a v S o v , KQI 
TTiaTEUEiv 6 A E 9 p [ u j g ToApc iv . T\<; 6i 6 T u p a v v q o a g TOV OEOV, 
^iTTEp T E T u p d v v q T Q i , KQi 9 £ p i ( ; o A w ^ EITTETV TTOiqaoi T r a p d 

TTpoOEQiv o p q p E p o u A q T Q i ; K a i rnjjq o T u p a v v q 9 E f g EQTI 
Qtdq, Jipoq a v d y K q g ucpiOTcov T r a p d TTp69Ea iv ETT' aTTwAEia 

YEVEQiv TTpaypdTUJv ; O ' T a u T q v TTEPIETTOVTÊ  Tqv 56^av AsyE iv 

T o A p d T i j J o a v . *MH y a p a v TOV OEOV TOUTa rrETTOiqKEvai cpaTEv, 

KOI T d p E y i a T O p A a a c p q p q a a i E v , TTp69EOiv *q p r i TTErro iqKEva i , 

KOI £ ^ d v d y K q g d A A q v M a v i x a l K U j g TqV TOUTO T T O i o u o a v TWV 
5 u o d p x d g d A A q A o K ; d v T i T T a p E ^ a y o v T w v TO Tqg T r p o u T T d p ^ £ u j ( ; 

66ypa". 

40. PG91, 1332 D7 -1333 A & 1333 D5-1336A6 

"KOI £*<; OEi TTiaTEuovTE^ 5 i a p £ v o i p £ v - j\q OOJUX; T o A p q p o g EOTI 
KOI a u 9 d 5 q g , KQI r r p o ' g id 5 q A d TE KQI TTpocpav?) p d x E a 9 a i 

p d v o v £ i 5 d j g TrpoTTETujg, ajQTE KQv i\}i\uj(; £ v 9 u p q 9 q v a i 

T T d p o S o v T q v z\q TO pq '6v 'Ê EIV TTOTE Td a c o p o T a , KOTd TÎ V EÎ  
TO TEAEIOV, ujq EKEIVOI cpaa i , TCOV Aoy iKc I iv T T p o K o r r q v , TOV 
K u p i o v a u T O v KOI OEOV TWV 6AU)V TTIOTEUOOV pETd a o a p a T o g 

f f v a i VUV TE KOI Eig OIEI, TOV KQI loiq CJAAOK; Tq'v TOU rrpOKOTTTEIV 

5 u v a a 9 a i T T o p E x o p E v o v 5 u v a p i v , KQI Trdviaq rrpoq Tq'v OIKEIQV 
56^av. 

E i ' y d p cpiAov q v a i j T i p KGI TOUTO YEVEa9ai, irpuJioc; a v a u T o g EV 
EOUTUi TrpOEVqpyEI K O I TOUTO pETd TOJV AOITTUJV, Ot E O U T O V 6 i ' 
g p a g i 5 g cpiAdv9pujTT0(; uT ro9£ l ( ; K a 9 ' q p d q T̂EAEIOJOEV, tiq TO 
f]\Jaq p E T d T w v a A A u j v £lg TOUTO m a T E u o v T a g EATTÎ EIV. Fiajg SE, 
ETTTEP d v a a x o i p E O a TOUTO A E y o v T w v a u T o i v , KOTd TOV t i Y i o v 

TOUTOV SdOKOAOV maTEUOOpEV IDTI T6 £VU)9£V TW 0£lp QW^ETai; 

y a p , ( p q a i TTpog K A q S o v i o v ypdcptAjv, q v u T O i m) OEU, TÔJTO 
KOI a u j ^ E T a i . ^ H v u ) 9 q 5 £ TW OEW Aoyw pETd Tqg i j j u x q g KOI TO 
Q c o p a . "Apa pETd Tqg i p u x q g Kof TO o w p a ao jO r^aETa i " . 

41 . PG91, 1340D 

42. Theodoret de Cyr: Therapeutique des maladies helleniques, V52, Edit., P. 
Cavinet Coll. 5C, 57 I. p. 243. 

43. Philoxenos de Mabboug, Biblioteca Orientalis II (1721) 159, cited by M.H. 
Congourdeau L' animation de 1' embryon humain chez Maxime le Confesseur, 
Nuvelle Revue Theoloqigue 111 (1989) pp. 673-709, p.702. 
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44. Cited by Meyendorff, J., Le Christ dans a theoloqie bvzantine, Paris 1969, 
p.69-89. 

45. PG91, 1336 C - 1337 D 2 

To" p E 9 u T T d p x E i v TQV QOjpdTUJv Tdg i j juxdg, uig OOTOI, AEYEIV 
E U K o A o v KOI TOU p o u A o p E v o u TTOVTog, TO SE A o y w 
a u a T n a a a 9 a i TO A E y o p E v o v TTdvu 5UOKOAOU KOI E p y w C E g , KOI' 
oCirroTE p d a r n v 'EXOV Trig cmo\j6f](; Triv CITTOSEÎ IV. Ei y d p TO 
K O T a p a A A o p E v o v K a 9 ' u p d g Eig TTpocpaoiv fr\q dvOpwrrivrig 
y E V E Q E w g i r a v T d T r a o i v EQTI'V a ipuxov , KOI ^ujTiKrig 6 r | A o v 6 T i 

5 u v d p E a j g TTdvTHKaGEOTriKEv 'dpo ipov . Td y d p ipuxng 

n a v T E A u j g Trig o i a o o u v EOTEpr ipevov KOI TTdaqg ^wTiKrig 
£V£pY_Eiag EQTiv Epr^pov. Ei 5i i j juxng KOI rng KOT' a u r r i v 
^ojTiKng 5uvdp£( j jg TE KOI E V E p y E i a g TTOVTEAiLg Ka9EaTr |KEv 
d p o i p o v , 5 r | A o v 6 T i v E K p o v TuyxdvE i EI SE v E K p o v auTOv 
UTTOTIGEPEGO E fva i , OUTE TpscpETOi OUTE au^ETOi o u 6 ' oAtug 
&TroaTr iaa i S u v n o E T a i , KOI psTvai TTOVTsAajg a a K E S a o T O v TE KOI' 
a S i d x u T O v . 

46. PG91 1 3 3 7 A 6 - B 3 

HcDg 6E KOI O T n o E T a i TO (puoEi O K E S a o T O v TE KOI EuSidAuTOv, 

p n o iovEi GEPEAIOU TpoTTOv KOT' ETTivoiav TrpouTTOKEipEvng 

Tivog ^ojTiKng 5uvdpE( jog , TTEpi EOUTHV cpuoiKcOg o u y K p i v o u a r i g 

TE KOI 5 i a o ( p i Y Y 0 u a n g TO O K E S a v v u p E v o v , EV ?) TO EFVOI TE KOI 
Ei5oTTOiETa9ai TTopd Tqg T d _ o A a oocpGjg TExviTEUOuong 

5 u v d p E ( j o g EXEiv EAOXEV; 'EV UJ y d p d v r r p d y p o T i p s T d TO 
TExGrivai TTEPIEQTIV dAn9ujg TO ETVOI TUJ a a j p o T i , EV EKEIVOJ 
TTdvTiog 5 i K a i w g a v AEYOITO EX̂ IV Kof Trfv dpxnv Trig 

uTTdel E w g . O D T i v o g y d p Tgi) x w p i a p w 6 i a A u E a 9 a i TTECPUKE TO 
Q u j p a , TOU 5riAa5r| TQ uTTdp^Ei K o r d Trfv YEVEQIV EuAoyuog 'dv 
TTdVTWg KOI auVUCpEOTHKEV. 

47. 1337 8 4 - 1 3 4 0 A 

"El SE TOUTOig O T E v o x t o p o O p E v o i Tolg AoyiopoTg, i5 OUTOI, cpoTE 

pj] V E K p o v ETVQI T T a v T d r r a a i TO K O T a p a A A o p E v o v Eig TTpocpaaiv 

Tqg dv9pujTTivr |g a u o T d a E U j g , ^ujTiKng SE Tivog KQV TToaujg 

pETEXEiv 5uvdpE ( jog , (jJg i | juxriv EXOV SQAOVOTI Trjg TOiauTqg 

PE9£^EI S u v d p E U j g (xwpig y d p ipuxng £ i 5 o g ^cjorfg OUK a v Eiq 

TTOOTTOTE K o B d i r a ^ i v ToTg UTTO (puaiv d v a y o p E v o i g KOi Tqg 

o u p a v i o u C r j A o v OEiKivriTOU i rEpicpopag EVTog 6i£iArip£voig, OEI 

5 £ ^ w r j g E i 5 o g d v E U q juxng TO TrapdTTOv OUK E'QTI KOTd Tqv 
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AoyiKr iv ctKoAouGiav), o iov 6 ' a v uTTOTi'0£a6£ ^ u r j ^ sTSog TO 
K a r a p a A A o f j e v o v £X£iv Kara i r f v auAAnipiv, t+juxov EX^'V TO 
£ ( j p p u o v p i ag TTpog TO 5£0V OTTO Trig aAri9£fag u)9oup£vo i 
AEYETC, Tiva Te KQI OTTOiav TauTnv, KQI TTuj(; eEOjpou j j f vnv q 
A£Yop£vr]v u p a g AEYEIV EOTIV dK6Aou66v T£ KQI TTpoacpopov. 
Kaf £1 | j£v p6vr |v Tr|v GPETTTIKHV T£ KOI a()i,r\j\Kf\\/ EX^IV QUTO 
5 iap£(3a ioua0£ ^Juxnv, (puTou Tivog SnAovoTi KQI OUK 
avepojTTOu TO) Aoyo j TOUTW Kad' u f j a g TO Tp£(p6p£vov KQI 
a u ^ 6 | j £ v o v EOTOi au3| ja. Ka i TTcDg TOU (puTOu TTOTrip o 
avGpcoTTog TTavT£AtI)g TO £7vai KaTd (puaiv OUK EXOVTO .̂ EI' 5£ 
Trjv aia6r|TiKnv pov r i v TQ cpuaiv OUK 'ixos/joq. Ei 5£ Tqv 
dia9r iT iKnv [ j o v n v TCJ £|J(3puiJJ TTpoav£|j£T£ HJUxnv, ITTTTOU 
TTdvTux; n po6<; n eTEpou TIV6(; TUV xf^poaiojv n e'vatpiojv 
ĈJOUV i j juxny Exwv 5£ix6na£Tai KOTQ Trfv auAAr| iy iv TO 

£ ( j p p u o v , KQi' TTOTHP OUK EQTai KaTQI (puQiv av9pujTT0u Ka9' 
ufjQC 6 dv9pijOTTO(;, KOTd Tn'v TTpuTHv QuaTao iv aAAd cpuTOu 
Tivog, Kadibc; Ecpnv, ' n ^u jou TUJV £TTI yn?- O u TI Y^VOIT' a v 
QTOTTUTEpov "f] (pp£vo(3Aap£aT£pov; To' Ydp [if] auvuTTdpxEiv 
5 i a p £ p a i o u a 9 a i Tq r r p u T q auaTdoEi Ttov OVTUJV KOTd Trjv 
EKdaTOu 9uaiKr|v Siacpopdv arrapaAEiTTTajg Toug OIK£IOU(; Trjg 
UTTdp^cug bp iapou( ; , cpupEiv ECTTIV i\q dAAqAa TO TrdvTa, KQI 
f j r |5£v £fvai Kupioog TU)V OVTWV OTTEP EOTI TE KQI AEYETQI 
5 i a a x u p [ ^ £ a 9 a i . K a l TO 5n [JET̂ OV KQKOV, 5 iapoAr)v Tq^ 9£iag 
aocpiag TE KQI SuvdpEcog ap i5qAov EXOV jJEYiQTqv TTdvTCjog 
5£ ix9qa£Tai . Ei \ap TTdvTO TQ OTTwaouv OVTQ TTpo \zwiazui<; 
a u T U v KQTd Tqv TTpoYvwaiv TOU 0£OU TU) OIKEICJO Aoyoj TO 
TEAEIOV EXEI, 5qAov6Ti KQI d p a TO) ETVQI KOTd TOV 'I5IOV AOYOV 
npoq Y^vEQiv TTapaYopEva aTrapaAEiTTTajg auTq Tq EVEpyEia TO 
TEAEIOV E^EI. El SE TO p£v TEAEIOV KQTd TqV r r p o Y v w a i v EXEI Td 
ovTO, KQTd 5£ Tqv £ig TO ETVOI TTapaycjJYqv TE KQI YEVEQIV TO 
cnzXic;, q OUK auTd EKElvo'EOTai Td TTpoYV(joa9£VTa, aAA' Ka9' 
ETEptov'ETEpa, q TOU 5q| j ioupYOu TTpoSqAog aa9EV£ia TOUTO d v 
£iq KOI aacpqg, | jq 5uvq0EVTog KOTd Tqv TTpOYVcoaiv TO 
TTpoYvcjL)a9£v dGpou jq d p a TQ Y^̂ VEQEI KOTd Tqv o u a i a v , 
T r a p a a T q a a i TtAqpEaTaTOv". 

4 8 . P G 9 1 , 1 3 4 0 B 

"El 5£ TOUToug u(popdj | j£voi TOu<; EAEYXOU^ £TT' EKEFVO 
KaTQcpuYoiTE TEAEUTQTOV, cpdoKOVTEg pq S k a i o v EIVQI TO KQT' 
E lkova 0EOU Kar9£Tov (OUTUJ Tqv v o s p d v KQAOUVTE^ ipuxqv) 
pEuoEi KQi qSovq p u r r a p d auvuTTdpxEiv, pETd 5£ Tdg 
TEaaapdKOVTQ Tqg auAAqijjEOjg f^pEpag ETr£iaKpiv£CT9ai AEYEIV 
EUaxqMOVEQTEpov o i£a9a i 5£Tv, TOV Tqg (puo£u>g S q p i o u p y o v 
oa(puj<; aiTi{jop£voi (pavr\czoBz, KQI TOV £VT£U9£V 7r\(; 
PAda(pqfj i 'a(; avacpaivopEvov eiKOjujq UTTEXOVTE^ cpo^Epov 
5Eix9r|aEa0£ KIVSUVOV. E i ' y d p KOKO^ 6 \a\Joq, SqAovOTi KQI'O 
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K a i d cpuaiv jqc; v6po ( ; a 6t KOKOC; 6 TOIOUTO^ rqq 
KQia cpuaiv yewtoeu^q v6po( ; , 6 r n v cpuoiv SqAovoTi 
TTeTTOiriKuj^ KQi' 5oCi^ auTQ v o p o v Y£V£a£UJ<;, 5 iKa io j ^ a v Ka9 ' 
n | j a ^ a m a S n a c T a i " ; 

4 9 . P G 9 1 , 1 3 4 0 C 1 4 - D 4 

"Cl(; AoiTTov | j£xp i TCOV r ipepdjv TOU K a 9 a p i a f j o u 
Q u p n A r i p o j a E a j q ^X^'v TO TiKTopevov i n v AoyiKriv T£ KQI 
v o E p d v i j j u x n v K a i d TOV E'IKOVQ Adyov UTiovof iv , aAAa moc;, 
ujq Ecpnv piKpCj TTpooScv, (puTou r j ^ w o u a A o y o u Tuiv £v i d i g 
o o a i 5i£iAniJ[J£vujv". 

5 0 . P G 9 1 , 1 3 4 1 A - C 2 

"KQI 0 £ 6 V AEY£IV, EiTTEp aAfiGdx; KQQ' n | j a ^ Y^v£a0a i 
KaTQ^icAjaEv av6pujTT0^ X^P'<^ aijapTia^, K a i d Tr|v auAArmJiv 
d q j u x o v KQi a v o u v av6ptAjTT0v yzyovtvai, KQI r d ^ 
TEoaapdKovTQ r[[itpa<; o'uiujq EXOVTQ }j£p£vriK£vai TWV ay iu j v 
r iaTEpa jv n i Jwv KQi 5 i5aaKdAo jv S i a p p n ^ n v POUVTUJV, pdAAov 
6£ TT]^ s r auTOiv AaAouanc T£ Kai AaAoup£vr |^ aAr i6£ ia^ , a p a 
TQ K a 9 6 5 u j TOU 0 £ o D A o y o u KOTd TÎ V auAArnpiv axp6vto<; 5 i d 
\Jiior\q i p u x n ^ AOYIKF)^ I v w B r j v a i oapK i TOV KCipiov QUTOV KQI 
GEOV A o y o v , aAA' o u 5 i d [Jioqq oapKoq a i |Juxou AoyiKnv 
i j j u x n v TTpoa5£^ao0a i i r p o a y i v o p E v r i v KQI OUK a i y u x o v auJ | ja 
TTavT£Aaj^ n d v o u v ^Juxqv KQI aAoyov av£iAri(p£vai dAAa 
T£A£iav aveWmujq Tqv cpuaiv r n v £K ^)V)(^\(; AoyiKqg a | j a KQI 
a u j j j a T o g auv iQTapEvnv IQUTUJ Ka6' uTTOOTaoiv appnTU)(; 
£va3aai . A i 6 pdAioTa TT£pi£xopai TOU Trjg auvuTTdp^£Uj^ 
A o y o u , T o u ^ £(p' £KdT£pa 6 r t\/avf\aq owiaq dAArjAoig T£ KQI TF) 
^J£a6T^lTl TTpoacpuio^ aTTOTT£^iTrT6iJ£vo^ auTov TOV iriq cpuaEcog 

TTOininV £XUJV TLp KQQ' EQUTOV [iuoir\p'\bJ T f j ^ £VaU)paTUJa£U)S 
TOU TOiouTOu Aoyou a u v n y o p o v T£ KQI 6 i 6 d o K a A o v 
QTrapaAoyiaTOv, TO'V y£v6p£vov aAri6u3g a v e p w r r o v KQI' Trjv 
cpuaiv T£A£iuj<; ' £ x o u a a v d | j a TU) £ivai KOTd TQV y£V£aiv 
ucpfaTaaeai 61' EQUTOU pEpa i toodpEvov , KQI p o v r i v 
KQivoToiJoaavTa Trjv KoivoTOiJiav iqq (puo£UJ(;, AEyw 5r | Trjv 
6 i d OTTopdg auAArmJiv KQI Trjv 5 i d (pBopdg y£vv r ia i v aoTr£p 
(p6o\q | j£Td TH'V TTapdpaaiv £TT£crTTdaaTo". 

5 1 . P G 9 1 , 4 8 8 0 - 4 8 9 A 7 

"OT I aaz^iq EQTI TO A£y£iv ^ l a v OUV9£TOV cpuoiv TOV XpiOTOv, 

KQi T?) dAri9£i 'a f j ax6^ i£vov . 

r i a a a y d p QUVGETO^ 9 u a i ^ , £auTr| T£ KQI dAAqAoK; KQT' QUTPIV 

Tqv £1^ TO £Tvai y£V£aiv £ x o u a a TO i5ia [ jEpn b f j o x p o v a , KQI £K 
TOU [if] bvTO^ £iq TO £Tvai, KOI £1^ QUpTTAnpUJaiV Tpj^ TOU TTQVTO^ 
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5 i a K o a p n a £ a j ^ , TTopd Trig TO TTQV auaTr]Cjap£vn<;, Kai £iq TO 
£ivai a u v E x o u a q c Suvdf jEux ; i rapnyMEva, aAAriAoK; dKOTwg £^' 
avdyKn<; Td i6 ia | j£pr i Tr£pi£x6iJ£va KEKTHTOI U)^_£TTI T£ TOU 
dvBpijbTTOu £X£:i KQI TGJV QAAUOV o o a OUVSETOU £ivai EAQXOV 
(pvoiujq. Trj^ i l iuxn* ; aKOuo iwg T£ KpoTOuariC TO a w p a , KQI 
UTT' auTOu KpaTOupEvq*;, KGII ^wnv dTTpoaip£Tio(; QUTCO, KQT' 
auTO |J6VOV TO £V QUTUJ ETVQI TTap£xouari? KQI TTOBOU^ KOI 
'dAyou^ (puaiKu)(; | j£TaAapPavouar|<; 5 i d THV £yK£iiJ£vnv QUTQ 
TOUTOJV 5£KTIKnV 5uva [J lVKdv £1 TO fjdAlOTd TIV£^ TtOV KQTd Trjv 

' E K K A n o i a v dAr i9u)v TT£pf q j u x n ^ SoyjjdTUJv aTT0O(paA£VT£<;, 
TTpouTTdpx£iv'EAAnviKtoq, n iJ£9uTrdpx£iv ' lou5diKt j j ( ; TOU iSiou 
ouj[jajO(; Tqv 4JUxnv T£paT£u6p£voi, KQI d p x n v o u KaAqv ou5£ 
9£0(piA?i, jf\q Tuiv opoTu iv 6r][i\ovpy'\a<; TTpoKa9riy£Ta9ai 
UTTOTi9£|j£voi avTiTTaBdj^ TTpo^ TOV TOiouTOv 5idK£ivTai Aoyov" . 

52. PG91, 516 D 14-517 A 6 

" r iEp i auv0£TOu (pOatujq OKpi^tojepov, Kai TOU KQT' QUTHV 
A o y o u " KQi ujq d o E p o u a i v ot A£yovT£^ T6V XpioTov | j i av 
auv9£T0v cpuaiv. 
ndaa y d p QUVBETO^ cpuai^, rrpujTOv [ j£v d i rpoa lpETOv £X£i Tqv 
TTpo^ dAAqAa TWV [izpCjv KOTd Tpjv QUVGEQIV a u v o 5 o v . 

'ETTEITQ 5£ Koi oAAriAoK; b p o x p o v a Td \jipr\, KQI EauTpj KEKTHTQI 
KQTd Trjv £i'^ TO EivQi y£v£a iv auvuTTdpxovTQ, pr)5£T£pou 
[J£pOUg 9aT£pOU XpOVIKUJi; TTpOUTTdpXOVTO(;". 

53. PG91, 552 D 6 - 1 3 

"'Apcpoj yap aAArjAoig TOUTOV q juxn T£ KOI aujpa, Tui Aoyw TH^ 
Ka9 ' EVLooiv £^' auTwv aupTTAnpoup£vr)C p i a ^ ur roaTdoEUjg OTI 
yif] KoQ' auTd TOUTUJV £KdT£pov UTTEOTn 9aT£pou 
K£xujpiap£vov, TTpo T?]^ £^ auTOJV £1^ y£V£aiv i\6ou<; 
auv9£a£U)g. " A p a y d p yiytoiq, a p a ouv0£aig, 5 p a KQI rj KOTd 
a u v 9 £ a i v £^ auTiZiv TOU adouq au|JTTAr|pajai(;. ' ETEpoouai'a 5£' 
TO) A o y i ^ TQ^ TTp6<; dAAqAa cpuaiKri^ zizp6jr\7o<;". 

54. Tertullian Apologeticum IX.8. PL 371-2. 

55. P G 3 1 , 1324 

"Oi Td(; ToT«; d|j|3Aoo9pi5loi^ XPW|J£va(; dv5po(pov£iv T£ KOI 
Aoyov u(p£^£iv iqq E^apPAtooEco^ Tip QzCi) cpapEv KOTd TTOTOV 
dv6po(povou|j£v Aoyov: ou ydp TOU OUTOU vopi^Eiv p£v KOI TO 
KOTd yaQTpo^ <iI)ov Eivai KOI' 5id TOUTO OUTOU PEAEIV Tif) GEUJ 
KOi' Td nap£AriAu96Ta TOV p iov cpovEUEiv KOI p n £KTi9£vai 
1J£V TO TpacpEV dvaipETv dAA' EQIJEV TrdvTO TTOVTOXOU 6[JOIOI KOI 

'faoi 5ouA£uovT£(; TCJ Aoyuj KOI' OU KPOTOUVTEI; OUTOU". 
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56. Patrum Apostolicum Opera (Lipsiae 1920) 80, B2, 253,7. 

T a i j o u a i v djq TTdvT£<;, TEKVOYOVOUQI QAA' OU piTTTUjai TO 
YEVvw|jEva" 
(Cited by N.T. MTTOuydTaog. (Koivc jv iKr i A iSaaKaAla 

'EAAnvcov r iaTEoajv) . [Texts of the Social Teaching of Greek 
Fathers]. ''EK5oaq ATrooToAiKr^g AiOKOvfag Tqg"EKKAqaia(; Tqg 
•EAAd5o(;.a.98, Ap. 62. 

57. See reference 50 (PG 91, 1341A-C2) 

58. Ancoratus 
Panarion Adversus haereses 1.409.20 
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59. St. John Chrysostom (on I Corinthians) ^ From Patristic 
a) 026.42.14 Thesaurus 

15 -J {TIG) 

b) 156.61.89.5 
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c) 156.61.328.57 
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CHAPTER 7: MODERN ORTHODOX MORALISTS 

As is evident from the earlier chapters, despite the lack of an explicit lead from 

the Bible, the Christian tradition has always been fundamentally opposed to 

abortion. However, until recently it was not a matter much discussed, as it was 

taken for granted by Christians and a Christian society that abortion was wrong. 

In recent years, however, the situation has changed, partly because of the 

ebbing of Christian faith and the growth of secularism in the West (a secularism 

that has spread to all countries where there is any significant Orthodox 

presence, save, perhaps, for some African countries), and partly because of the 

advances in modern medical techniques, and a consequent, and ill-thought-out, 

tendency to do what is medically possible rather than what is morally desirable 

partly, too, because of changes in the place of women in the modern world, with 

much greater freedom for them to live their own lives than hitherto, and the rise 

of 'feminism'. Orthodox theologians are faced with very different social 

conventions from in earlier centuries, ones that reflect little of Christian ideals, 

and also a much less clearcut Christian witness against abortion, at least on the 

part of many Protestants, and even within the Roman Catholic world, though the 

official teaching of the Church is clear, there are those who call it in question 

(though much less so than in the case of the Roman Catholic teaching on 

contraception), and much evidence that Roman Catholic women ignore the 

official teaching and resort to abortion for the same reasons as many other 

modern women. In this context. Orthodox theologians have to face the 
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challenge of stating the teaching of the Church both accurately and in such a 
way as to make its underlying principles clear. 

It is rather unfortunate to observe some non-academic, 'slogan' approach to 

achieve motivation of all those involved in the abortion practice, but it seems that 

the pressure to abort (whether medical, social or financial) cannot be otherwise 

easily averted. 

E. Lekkas\ for example, does not accept the argument that since abortions are 

performed anyway, they should be legalized, for in this case one could use the 

same reasoning to legalize theft, drugs and other crimes. He also believes tha 

the ease of abortion in our days, does not expose a woman any less to the 

danger of being blackmailed, for men would now have an escape route from 

responsibility in case of promiscuous sexual relations. In his appendix, he 

includes the Archdiocesan Encyclical of the Orthodox Church of Greece in 1937, 

which clearly condemns abortion. 

Fr D. Aerakis^ uses harsh language to wake up what he thinks as public 

hypocrisy. He compares the victims of AIDS and crime with the victims of 

abortion and concludes that while the former percentage is far lower than the 

latter, there is, however, a great public uproar for the former while the same 

people do not seem to care about the latter. 
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3 On a more philosophical tone, S. Photiou" lecturer of Cyprus University, points 

out that a nevi'ly conceived baby is regarded as a problem and is killed, when a 

relation between a man and a woman cannot exceed the limits of selfishness. 

Abortion means death and consolidation of death, while Church means life and 

the strengthening of life. He also quotes P. Nellas' words, that if Hitler was 

considered paranoid for murdering thousands of Jews, contemporary society 

cannot be considered to be sober, if it tolerates the murdering of millions of 

children every year. Why also - he continues - is there such an uproar for 

criminals convicted to death, if so many innocent children are killed all the time? 

He concludes: Abortion is the worst decline of the feminist movement. 

The renowned specialist on Orthodox Canon Law, Fr. E. Theodoropoulos", goes 

even further to suggest that abortion is not acceptable even in the case of a 

rape, because no baby should pay the penalty that ought to be paid by the 

rapist. If the woman keeps the baby, she will receive the reward of a "martyr of 

conscience". In addition, he suggests, that there maybe a slight excuse if both 

mother and child in gestation are in danger, but often - he continues - prayer 

and/or medicine proves the malprediction mistaken and both are saved. 

S. Michaelides, the Cypriot president of the "Society for the protection of the 

unborn child^", reminds us that from Antiquity to Auschwitz, there were always 

people who managed to convince themselves, that it is just and legal to kill those 

who do not meet their requirements for the value of human life. He also uses Dr 

O'Callaghan's view, that abortion does not cure any classified disease. In 
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addition, he writes against the arguments for abortion, i.e. against the 
euphemism "termination of pregnancy", or against the claim that a woman has 
the right to do what she likes with her body (since the baby is a different entity 
altogether). He also emphasizes that abortion is not a question of personal 
choice and that legalizing abortion will not reduce the number of non-specialist 
back-street abortions, especially among the poor. In any case, it is humans that 
are killed - often with serious complications to the health of the mother. He also 
rejects the accusation towards the Church, that it talks about the issue in a 
dogmatic way, since many non-christian scientists agree fully. In addition he 
endorses the opinion that rape pregnancies are rare and one must not use 
violence to alleviate a violent crime. The consequences of legalization will not 
be favourable for: 

a) The law itself will be self-contradictory. 

b) The unity of the family will be undermined. 

c) Youth will be encouraged to be irresponsible. 

d) Embryos will be exploited. 

e) Abortions will increase. 

f) The public concience will be blunted. 

g) Legalization of abortion will lead to legalization of euthanasia. 

Dr S. Kyriakides^ the leading anti-abortion gynaecologist in Cyprus, ironically 

comments on the fact, that no abortions are performed during the Holy Week 

(before Easter). 
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Bishop Meletios of Nicopolis (Greece) ^ is also ironical at the practice of the 

following scheme: 

a) If the moral health of the mother/family is in danger, then kill the baby. 

b) If the bodily or mental health of the mother is in danger, then kill the baby. 

c) If the bodily health of the baby is in danger, then kill the baby. 

He is also amazed at the observed practice, by which a whole medical struggle 

may take place to save a premature baby and another to kill a normal baby of 

the same age in the womb - the sole criterion being the subjective wishes and 

judgement of the doctor and mother. 

Fr 8. Harakas (U.S.A) on a rather more theological note points out that the 

Incarnation of the Logos has for all eternity sanctified all human life in both its 

physical and spiritual aspects. 

The Archbishop of Cyprus Chrysostom in a message read in a recent 

Thalassaemia Conference in Cyprus, stated that the teaching of the Church of 

Cyprus is in clear contradiction with abortion. Even if prenatal testing proves a 

blood abnormality, the removal of life is not a way to solve any problem. 
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Dr E. Gelti^ (Geneticist) emphasizes that before anybody comments on the 
abortion issue, one must study the meaning of justice, goodness, importance of 
good and hierarchy in ethical values. 

The holy Fr Porphyries of Greece^, spoke repeatedly against abortion, and even 

insisted, that the embryo begins to be influenced in its behaviour from the 

moment of conception (e.g. smoking mothers cause excited baby delivery). 

The late Fr G. Paraskevopoulos^°, on a more practical approach, suggests that 

the cause of wars and evil in the world is primarily due to the many abortions. 

Being harsh, he even goes on to say, that hordes are morally preferable to 

women who performed abortions. He also remarks that the Sacred Canons of 

the Church are strict on abortion, performed as a result of relations outside 

marriage. Therefore, one can imagine the seriousness of the offence if it is done 

within marriage. The prious father affirms in addition that according to a Church 

tradition based on revelations granted to saints: 

"The unbaptized children, like those who have been aborted, 
do not move to a place of spiritual rest like the saints and the 
faithful who are saved. Instead, they find themselves in a dark 
place, where they neither rest, nor are they penalised but 
remain blind until the Second Coming of Christ, for they were 
not illuminated. However in the Final Judgement they wil be 
saved". 
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He even uses an example from the Meat-Fare Sunday Matins "they will not be 
rejoicing nor go to hell" This according to the late Elder makes the 
conscience of parents rebel even after confession of their sin. 

In special edition on abortions by the Stavrovouni monastery^^, Fr Savvas 

Stavrovouniotes emphasizes, that abortion at any stage of pregnancy, is nothing 

but pre-planned murder and it is something usually done, because simply babies 

are often thought to cause problems to our vanity, voluptousness and 

greediness. 

A relevant leaflet in the U.S.A., compares among other things the hypocritical 

outrage about possible extinction of whales with the silent tolerance of the 

millions of abortions performed every year. The leaflet culminates with F. 

Dostoyevsky's words: "If God is absent, everything is permitted". 

Fr J. Breck^'' (U.S.A.) points out that a remarkable 98% proceed to abortion for 

non-medical reasons. 

Bishop Chrysostom of Peristeri (Athens) believes that the true reasons for 

abortion are the lack of patience, sacrifice and faith, trust on God, and especially 

to sexual promiscuity and to the habit of subduing the body to the individual's 

selfishness. Among other things, he stresses that abortion is a blasphemy 

against the procreation plan of God. He finally points out that the criteria for 

legalizing abortions must not be monetary interests nor the number of abortions 
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done after all problems will perpetuate even after legalization: in Poland for 
example the number rose by one and a half times after legalization of abortions. 

As M. Tsolakis summarized emphatically, in an anti-abortion rally in May 1986 in 

Athens^®: 

"When a woman denies maternity, when expecting to be a 
mother she commits a double crime: 
a) She kills in the worst way whatever she must love most. 
b) She abolishes the nicest thing that a human soul may 

manifest: the true mother". 

This, finally, is in full agreement with G. Mantzarides'^'' view: 

"The embryo does not belong to the parents who gave birth to it 
and no medical, social, financial or psychological reason 
justifies abortion. An exception is the case of the mother whose 
life is in danger, but then again the counselling of medical and 
spiritual experts may solve the problem. In all cases abortion is 
simply a murder". 

Bishop of Diokleia Kallistos Ware^^ (Lecturer in the University of Oxford) is quite 

stern on the abortion issue: 

"Abortion is unambiguously condemned in Orthodox moral 
teaching. We do not have the right to destroy human life". 

P. Bushunow''^ in the U.S.A goes a step further, to advise women that they 

should not accept even testing done for the purposes of identifying an abnormal 

child, with the expectation of performing abortion, if a problem is detected. 
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Since, he insists, abortion is unacceptable, nothing that may lead to it must be 
accepted. 

Fr John Meyendorff^°, the late renowned Russian theologian in the U.S.A., 

expresses his views in a very comprehensive way: 

Following Scripture, Orthodox canon law formally identifies 
abortion with murder and requires the excommunication of all 
those involved: "Those who give drugs procuring abortion and 
those who receive poisons to kill the foetus are subjected to the 
penalty of murder" (Sixth Ecumenical Council, canon 91). 

In his canon 2 dealing with abortion, St. Basil the Great 
specifically excludes any consideration which would allow 
abortion at an early period of pregnancy. "She who purposely 
destroys the foetus shall suffer the punishment of murder, and 
we pay no attention to the distinction as to whether the foetus 
was formed or unformed". 

The penitential discipline of the early Church required that 
"murderers" be admitted to a reconciliation with the Church and 
to Holy Communion only at their deathbed, if at that time they 
repented. However, exceptions were admitted. The council of 
Ancyra specifically allows some exceptions for those involved 
in abortion: "Concerning women who commit fornication and 
destroy that which they have conceived or who are employed in 
making drugs for abortion, a former decree excluded them until 
the hour of death and to this some have assented. 
Nevertheless, being desirous to use somewhat greater 
leniency, we have ordained that they fulfill ten years (of 
penance)...." (canon 21). 

In order to understand fully the position of the Orthodox Church 
on the issue of abortion, one can also refer to the solemn 
celebration by the Church of such feasts as the Conception of 
St. John the Baptist (Sept. 24), the Conception of the 
Theotokos (Dec. 8) and indeed the Feast of the Annunciation 
(March 25), when Christ Himself was conceived in the womb of 
the Virgin. The celebration of these Feasts clearly implies that 
human life - and in those cases, the life of John, of the 
Theotokos, and of Jesus, as Man - begins at the moment of 
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conception and not at a later moment, when, supposedly, the 
foetus becomes "viable". 

If one remains in the Biblical and Christian perspective, there is 
no way of avoiding the fact that abortion is an interruption of 
human life. It can in no way be justified by the arguments 
which are usually accepted in our permissive and secularized 
society: the physical or psychological discomfort of the mother, 
over-population, financial hardships, social insecurity, etc. 
These are indeed evils which need to be cured, but the cure 
cannot be achieved by killing innocent victims who possess a 
full potential for a normal human life. If abortion is accepted, as 
a normal procedure in facing the ills of society, there is strictly 
no reason why killing could not be accepted as a "solution" 
(Hitler's "final solution" of the Jewish problem!) in other 
situations, particularly in illness and old age. If the "terminally" 
sick (and old people are generally all "terminal") were put 
quietly to death, what a psychological relief for those 
psychologically and materially responsible for their continued 
existence! But what a horrible and totally unhuman perspective 
for society! And it is quite frightening to discover how close to 
its realization we already are. 

For Christians, killing is always evil in whatever circumstances 
it occurs, killing at war not excluded. St. Basil the Great 
requires that soldiers who have been directly involved in killing 
in war do penance for three years (canon 13). However, by not 
condoning total pacificism (though admitting it sometimes), the 
Church recognized that killing at war is not fully identical to 
murder since it occurs (at least, in principle) to save other lives. 
Other instances, when a killing occurs for the defence of 
innocent life, this cannot be seen, strictly speaking, as murder. 
However, the attitude of St. Basil towards the soldiers indicates 
that even in these cases, killing is evil, even if possibly a lesser 
evil than a passive acceptance of violence by others. By 
analogy, one may consider that in the extreme (and very rare) 
case when the interruption of the life of the foetus is the only 
means of saving the life of the mother, it may also be 
considered a "lesser evil". However, in those cases, the 
horrible responsibility for the decision is to be taken with fully 
awareness of the fact that killing remains killing. 

So Orthodox Christians do possess a clear guidance of their 
Church in this fateful issue, as far as their own personal and 
family responsibilities are concerned. They will also certainly 
oppose legislation liberalizing abortion, since this legislation is 
a clear sign of dehumanization and cynicism in our society. 
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They will remember, however, that a morally valid stand against 
abortion implies an especially responsible care for the millions 
of miserable, hungry, uneducated and unwanted children that 
come into the world without assurance of a decent life." 

A last word on the views of contemporary Orthodox Ethicists is extracted by the 

leaflet published by the Cyprus Society for the Protection of the Unborn Child 

from which the pholographs that follow have been borrowed. From this pamphlet 

one gets the message that abortion is by no means just another form of 

contraception; that often an unwanted child during pregnancy becomes wanted 

after delivery; and that legalizing abortion for the sake of the bodily or the 

mental health of the mother in effect opens the door to the free practice of 

abortion, due to the ambiguity of the wording of the law. 

In the photographs that follow at the end of the chapter one can see a baby in 

the womb after 2 months of pregnancy (Fig. 16) while in fig. 17, 18, 19 one can 

see aborted children by poisonous salts, surgery of vacuum absorption at 2-4 

months. 

There are several points on which the various scholars seem to agree. First of 

all there is clear condemnation of the practice of abortion, which is in clear 

contradiction with Orthodox ethics and sociology. 

The hypoctitic social behaviour which seems to be sensitive to minor problems 

and neglects the abortion issue, was also considered to be morally self-

contradictory. 
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It is quite obvious that abortion is only the tip of the iceberg; the root of the 

problem seems to be found in human selfishness, sexual promiscuity and the 

decline of ethical conscience. Statistical evidence for this comes from the fact 

that the great proportion of abortions are performed for non-medical reasons. 

There also seems to be frustration over the inadequacy of legislation; it does 

not seem to improve or control the generally accepted non-satisfactory social 

trend on the issue. 

It is accepted-though strangely not emphasized by everybody - that the situation 

where the life of the mother is in danger poses a serious ethical dilemma. Some 

consider abortion in this case as the lesser evil. Others point out that medical 

advancements, prayer and spiritual counselling often overcomes the problem 

and no abortion is performed. 

A stricter stance, even though more lenient towards the aborting mother, it 

nevertheless considers the mother who sacrifices her life so that the baby is 

born alive, as a new martyr of conscience. 

Finally the author would like to endorse Fr J. Meyendorff's concluding remark, 

that a true anti-abortionist is the one who not only fights against the observed 

practice but also takes into practical consideration the social problems that 

indirectly promote it. 
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Conclusively, it is evident that there is a f lourishing modern theological literature 

that fo l lows the patristic anti-abortion motif. Special cases should be encourage 

special pastoral approach but practically all the moralists agree that the loose 

social t rend on the issue, (which in turn influences legal decisions) should not 

inf luence the anti-abort ion stance of the Church. 

Fig. 16 

Fig. 1 1 
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Fig. 1 8 

Fig. 20 

MADHAUSEN 1945 cf(!) CANADA MATERNITY HOSPITAL 1990 
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CHAPTER 8: PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS AND 
CONSEQUENCES 

Since human beings are psychosomatic entities and society is composed of such 

psychosomat ic entit ies, one can expect that the patristic views on abort ion will 

point to and must be reflected in psychological and social repercussions. Any 

such observat ion would help to consolidate a proper general and complete 

att i tude towards the abort ion issue. 

Indeed, apart f rom long-term physical complications usually affl icting the 

reproduct ive system (miscarriages, sterility, cancer etc) particularly in teenagers 

and in w o m e n who abort during their first p regnancy\ medical studies have 

shown that abort ion clearly appears to be one of the major factors leading to^: 

a) Adolescent and later suicide*. 

b) A lcohol ism and drug addiction''. 

c) Chi ld abuse^. 

d) Sexual disfunction^. 

e) Sexual promiscuity^. 

f) Mari tal disruption^. 

g) Post abort ion stress syndrome'*. 
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The chances for developing psychological complications are increased by a 
number of risk factors such as family problems, cultural hostil ity to abortion etc. 

There seem to be several phases in the development of these complications": 

a. An immediate psychological reaction of relief; termination of pregnancy 

means that life can cont inue as before. 

b. This is fo l lowed by distress which lasts for several months and found by some 

workers to occur in up to eighty per cent of women. Among women who have 

had abort ion for eugenic reasons the distress lasts much longer. 

c. Th is chronic distress becomes depressive illness in f i f teen per cent of the 

cases. Symptoms include insomnia, nightmares, panic, anxiety, blame 

directed at the partner and suicidal tendency - the latter observed in more 

than half of the cases^. In a three year study in the Cincinnati area, Ohio, 

U.S.A among f ive thousand six hundred and twenty (5.620) women who 

commit ted suicide, a third included women who had aborted^. 

d. Some t ime after the abort ion there is reactivated mourning, with symptoms as 

above but occur ing whenever there is a pregnancy related event, eg fr iends 

having babies or at t imes of political debate about abort ion. 

Treatment depends on the phase: support and counsel l ing are appropriate to 

distress, whi le ant i-depressants are required when depressive il lness has 

supervened. 
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Regarding the quest ion of the justif ication to proceed to abort ion in case the 
mother is mental ly problematic, one may note two major approaches. One is 
strongly pro-abort ion and often requests legalization in such cases. It is of 
interest that in Cali fornia where more than sixty thousand abortions^ were 
per formed in 1970, the vast majority (ninety eight per cent) were said to be done 
to al leviate mental disturbances. In the same year in the New York area only 
two per cent of the total number of abortions were reported as being done for 
mental health reasons; the only difference was that the law in California 
required such a subterfuge. The meaning of all this, as the antiabortion group 
suggests, is that mental health problems seem rarely to be valid reasons for 
abort ion. The Wor ld Health Organisation (WHO) statement^ in 1970 is in 
agreement wi th this observat ion: 

"Serious mental disorders arise more often in women with previous mental 

problems. Thus the very women for whom legal abortion is considered justif ied 

on psychiatr ic grounds, are the ones who have the highest risk of post-abortion 

psychiatr ic disorders." 

F. Ayd medical editor and national known psychiatrist is also quite explicit^: 

"True psychiatr ic reasons for abort ion have become practically non-existent. 

Modern psychiatr ic therapy has made it possible to carry a mentally ill woman to 

term". 
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In yet another medical study among three^ thousand women who aborted 
produced the result that virtually all regretted it. 

Dr S. Kal iafas (Greece), extrapolating from G. Jung's analysis, bel ieves that 

chi ldren that are not al lowed to be born, do not even al low the subconscience of 

their mother to calm down^. His col league Dr C. Kriaras, has noticed that 

women^ with mult iple abort ions often suffer from problems of female identity, 

unstable personal i t ies and prove themselves erratic mothers and wives. 

In addi t ion, one must not forget that conscience problems are f a c e d ' by all 

involved in an abort ion: nurses, doctors, mothers, fathers, relatives, law makers, 

journal is ts etc. 

Ethnographic shr inkage is one of the major social repercussions. In Greece 

where an est imated 400,000 abort ions seem to take place every year, there is 

twenty one per cent of elderly people in the populat ion-something that causes a 

great number of interlocking social and economic problems. 

Similar ly in the U.S.A $112 bill ion^ were need to cover the publ ic expenses for 

persons over 65 years old - representing 25 percent of the national budget. Due 

to the low ferti l i ty rates and the rise in the number of abort ions (1.6 mil l ion/year) 

this f igure has increased in 1997 to $635 bil l ion, which represents 40 percent of 

the nat ional budget (since the proportion of younger people is thus decreased in 

relat ion to that of older people). 
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Teen age pregnancies seem to cause social problems of their own, as they 

either abort or rely on social services and stop education^". Pro-abortion 

sociologists would nevertheless argue that abortion may relieve future social 

problems such as handicapped care, unmarried young mothers etc. 

An apparent fact must be added, namely that the relaxation of the severity of the 

abort ion issue may lead to the increase of euthanasia cases^, since in both 

cases there is an unwanted burden with no capacity for a conscious reaction. 

If keeping God's commandments promises to bring grace and peace of mind and 

their t ransgression leads to psychological and physical problems, then it is quite 

obvious that abort ion may be regarded as an example which quantitavely and 

qual i tat ively proves this belief - as the recorded evidence shows. In addit ion, the 

theological arguments ment ioned in the previous chapters seem to have 

pract ical consequences on human behaviour. 
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CHAPTER i: THE 6^0M=0RTH0D0X AND MOî =CHRISTIAN 

Even though the present thesis is meant to discuss the Orthodox attitude 

towards abort ion and the moral importance of the embryo, it would be of interest 

to briefly comment on the non-Orthodox and non-Christ ian views, as it would 

help to real ize the general context of views on the issue. This is certainly 

important as Orthodox often live in pluralistic societies, amongst people of 

di f ferent rel igious beliefs - and as it may occur, are inf luenced by non-Orthodox 

morali ty. 

a) The Roman Cathol ic View 

As has been ment ioned previously. Thomas Aquinas' views of tardive animation 

(40 days in boys and 80 days in girls) have been recently reviewed by the 

Roman Cathol ic Church in the light of recent re-examination of patristic and 

scienti f ic dataV 

It is now general ly accepted that the Roman Catholic line, as expressed by the 

Vat ican, is strongly anti-abortionist: 

" . . . the embryo is the life not of a potential human being, but of 
a human being with potential".^ 
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The Pope's Encyclical in Spain on 2/11/82 clearly stated that abortion is 
murder^. 

The Cathol ic Truth Society'' has issued several booklets on this topic: 

"It is remarkable that while anti-war protests are raising their 
voices more and more, the number of abortions is also 
increasing.. . Freedom of opinion in a pluralistic society is not a 
pretext for attacking the right to life of others...Bibl ical and 
patristic quotat ions clearly show God as the protector of life 
and one must not forget that eternal life will depend upon 
whatever one does with his life on earth... Christians must 
combat abort ion. . . " 

Similarly a joint statement of the Catholic Archbishops in U.K.,^ suggested in 

several statements that: 

"It is an issue of basic human rights and dignity to provide for 
the d isadvantaged and protect the innocent against attack... 
Each of the unborn is a unique human individual from the time 
of concept ion. . . Abort ion is often an unfair discrimination: even 
the handicapped are entit led to l ive...In the case of rape, the 
woman can first try "washing off ' the womb, but if pregnancy 
occurs, the baby must not be kil led for the father's fault". 
In the case where the mother's life is in danger, the decision 
wil l be according to her conscience... There must be posit ive 
responsibi l i t ies from Christians and society; for standing 
against abort ion is a stand for humanity. . .Unmarr ied mothers 
must be helped. Commitment, against abortion calls nurses, 
teachers etc to be involved one must be ready to answer to 
God's enquiry: "In as much as you defended the least of these, 
you defended me". 

Pope John Paul II, in an address on the issue, included the fol lowing relevant 

statements^: 
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"Medical Ethics have always been defined since Hippocrates, 
by respect and protection of the human being. Man is 
redeemed by Christ and called to an eternal destiny. Therefore 
we must safeguard life, dignity and freedom at all costs (as the 
Wor ld Medical Associat ion General Assembly in Geneva 
declared in 1948). Abort ion is no different from euthanasia". 

Fol lowing the Vat ican Counci l , which requested "respect for life", the Society 

of the Roman Cathol ic Hospitals in the U.S.A. and Canada declared'': 

"Every unborn chi ld must be regarded as a human person, with 
all r ights of a human person from the moment of conception". 

In the Pope's Encyclical "Humanae Vitae" (1968) one can find in addit ion the 

fo l lowing paragraph®: 

"The conjugal Act by nature is designed for the procreation of 
of fspr ing and therefore it is immoral anything that contradicts 
it". 

R. McCormick® (a Cathol ic theologian) points out that: 

" . . . there are 1,000,000 abortions performed each year in the 
U.S.A. whi le there were only 50,000 Americans kil led in 
Vietnam". 

T. Shannon even though strongly anti-abortionist, entertains certain 

phi losophical doubts as to whether animation takes place at the moment of 

ferti l ization^": 

"Pro-abort ion assert ions are in fact self-contradictory: 
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a) Abort ion restrictions represent a war of men against women 
with the intention of keeping them under reproductive 
pressure - but women are themselves divided. 

b) Abort ion should not be promoted as a primary means of birth 
control but as a back-up to contraceptive fai lure- but 40 per 
cent repeat abortions. 

c) Abort ion would diminish the dependence of women on men 
giving them full control over their reproduction - but it has 
given more choice to men as well, to abandon women. 

d) Give f reedom of choice, women will make free choices - but 
why do psychological and social problems follow abort ion 
and there are also more abortions in low waged families (i.e. 
what kind of f reedom is this?). 

e) W o m e n must have a right to choose whatever they want -
but many moral problems follow; comparable is the right of 
f ree speech (unless you insult others). 
The moment of conception cannot be the point of 
ensoulment, for biologically it takes a day to be completed, 
whi le implantat ion in the uterus takes place after about a 
week. Singleness and individuality are also lost when 
twinning or recombination take place. In addit ion 55 per cent 
of fert i l ized ova are miscarried due to hormonal or structural 
reasons etc) -hence, the question what is the meaning of 
creat ion, if so many ensouled ferti l ized ova are lost? Also 
why is a soul needed for a ferti l ized egg to develop?" 

If one is to give a reply to the assertions made above, the fol lowing points could 

be inc luded: 

a) This is purely philosophical and not theological or patristic 
thinking. 

b) The percentage quoted for miscarriages is too high 
(others quote 10 per cent only). 

c) Concept ion does not necessarily mean the union of ovum 
and sperm but could also include the formation of another 
initiator cell in the case of twin formation. 

d) There is absolutely no scientific and especial ly patristic 
ev idence that ensoulment occurs on implantation. 

e) Loss of fert i l ized ova is the outcome of the Fall (natural 
evil). 

f) Since ethical di lemmas are sited post-conceptionally, why 
worry about stages of ensoulment at conception? 
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In a similar way A. S u t t o n " defends the Pope's statement that life starts at 

concept ion, against critics who noted that ensoulment does not take place at 

fert i l izat ion since it takes 24-48 hrs for it to be completed. 

"Since from the time of spermatozoan penetration the two 
gametes act together to exclude other spermatozoa by building 
the genome of the conceptus, there is every reason to regard 
life as start ing at spermatozoan penetration. Also, if ferti l ization 
is unsuccessful and a hydatid-form mole develops, this does 
not mean that life does not start at ferti l ization". 

Dr and Mrs J. Wi lk ie, the world anti-abortion leaders^^, compare slavery to 

abort ion: 

TABLE 3 

SLAVERY 1857 ABORTION 1973 
-Voted for 75 per cent 
-Black = non-person 
-Property to owner 
-Choose to buy-sell-ki l l 
-Ant i-s lavery laws should not 
impose moral i ty on slave owner 
-Slavery is legal 

-Voted for 75 per cent 
-Unborn = non-person 
-Property to owner (mother) 
-Choose to keep or kill 
-Pro-lifers should not impose morality 
on Mother 
-Abortion is legal 

In the case of a rape: 

"One must take into account that: 
It is only 1 per cent successful; "ha l f the baby belongs to her, 
not the rapist, trauma has already occurred; if treated early 
wi th hormones ferti l ization may not occur (but what happens if 
implantat ion is prevented?) and in any case why kill the baby 
as a penalty for a twisted father? The same arguments go for 
assault or incest" 
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Finally in the Cairo Conference^'' on overpopulation in 1994, the Catholic 

speakers emphasized that abort ion cannot be used as a means of contraception 

and family p lanning, whi le Baroness Chalker pointed out that Africa is not 

overpopulated and if resources were properly used it could support a twenty fold 

populat ion. 

Conclusively, then the Catholic posit ion is quite clear: both the official Catholic 

representat ives and Cathol ic scholars fol low the pro-life Othodox Patristic 

teaching. In practice, however, members of the Catholic church seem to ignore 

this prohibi t ion, as the vast number of abortions show in eg Brazil (10 

mil l ion/year) Poland etc. 

b) The Protestant V iew 

Even though there is a great number of protestant denominations, one realizes 

that there is a broad pro-life agreement among them. 

If one takes as an example the Evangelical Christian Medical Fellowship 

General Commit tee announcements, the sovereignty of God in human 

reproduct ion is emphasized along with the stewardship of doctors and the 

sancti ty of human life^^. The group also rejects the assert ion that abort ion is the 

choice of the least evil, because one should follow the example of Christ, whose 
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faithful wi tness was often disarming or refuting the world's agenda, shining as 
light in the darkness^^. 

The moment of concept ion is important' ' ' : 

" A new unique and completed identity, to which nothing is to be 
added for the next 70-80 yrs". 

Young people exposed to media that persuade them of the normality of sexual 

encounters, abort half the chi ldren conceived and tragically, the younger the girl, 

the greater are the risks both for immediate (bleeding, infection) and long-term 

(miscarr iage, subferti l i ty etc) medical side-effects. Returning to the Evangelical 

Church one can read P. Saunder's explicit arguments'^: 

"Christ ians agree that the incidence of unwanted pregnancy is 
a symptom of the disregard of the Christian teaching on sexual 
purity and parental responsibil ity. 
However there are several areas of disagreement: 
a) Is the foetus fully human? 
Scriptural evidence points out that life starts at conception. In 
addi t ion the weak must not be satisfied for the benefit of the 
strong but "vice versa". Jesus warned about his impartiality on 
weal th, sex, race, social standing, age, the poor, widows, 
orphans, al iens, handicapped, slaves and the elderly. 
b) Is abort ion murder? 
Yes because it is intentional kill ing which is ubiquitously 
condemned in the Bible. 
c) Is abort ion the lesser of two evils? 
The Bible says, it is justif ied to deceive an evil person to protect 
innocent lives (i.e. higher command is first in the case of 
confl ict of principles), but this is not the case in abort ion or 
even in rape, or malformed child - since one may use medicine, 
f inancial aid or adopt ion. 
d) Can we impose our moral standards on others? 
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What about theft or murder? In any case it is not a question 
whether to impose morality but to help not to sin. 
e) Is it not wrong to judge others? Why not tolerate mutually 
exclusive v iews? 
Paul condemed heresy and immorality and criticism in the spirit 
of love chal lenges the wrong behavior, ignorance and blunted 
conscience of others". 

Another protestant group, the Anabaptists, renowned for the strict moral 

pr inciples in the U.S.A.^^ strongly agree with the Biblical and patristic pro-life, 

ant i -abort ion stance. 

They admit: 

"Al though Protestants have been less vocal than Catholics 
about the morality of abortion, the Church as a whole has 
historically condemned abortion. There is need, however, for 
communal co-operat ion for proper choices to be made by 
mothers". 

However as protestant dogma is not always clear and the lack of authoritative 

tradit ion al lows f reedom of expression of personal opinion, it is not surprising to 

read views like: 

"Life begins at first breath; therefore abortion is no crime". 
(Evangel ical Scholar)^" 

or 

"Anencephal ic foetuses should be aborted, only because they 
wil l never be able to love God, neighbour, or se l f 

It seems that: "many Protestants admit abortion in some circumstances. The 

di f ference between Cathol ics and Protestants is perhaps less clearcut in reality. 
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for Cathol ics have a clear teaching office, which is unambiguously opposed to 
abort ion, whereas Protestants, because of the importance to them of conscience 
in moral matters, have no such clear teaching office. It seems that in countries 
that al low abort ion there is not much difference between recourse to abort ion by 
Cathol ic or Protestant women; if anything, devout Protestants are almost as 
l ikely to reject abort ion as devout Catholics". 

The non-Chr ist ian view^^ 

Accord ing to the Jewish tradit ion on abortion: 

"There is no actual prohibit ion in the Bible against abort ing a 
foetus. In the only biblical reference (Exodus 21 : 22) it is 
impl ied that if a man strikes a pregnant woman and brings 
about the destruct ion of the child she is carrying, he has to 
compensate her husband financially. Nevertheless, in the 
unanimously accepted Jewish consensus, abort ion is a very 
ser ious offence, though foeticide is not treated as homicide. 
Consequent ly, the Mishnah (Oholot 7:6) rules that if a woman's 
life is endangered by the child she is carrying, it is permitted to 
abort the foetus in order to save her life. But once the greater 
part of the chi ld has emerged from the womb, to destroy it 
wou ld be an act of murder and it is not permitted to murder one 
human being in order to save another human being. 
Arguments against abort ion, such as the ensoulment of the 
foetus or that the foetus has potential life or, in favour of 
abort ion, that a woman has a right to do what she wishes with 
her own body, are not found in the classical Jewish sources in 
which the quest ion is discussed, where the basic distinctin is 
between the destruction of a 'life' (a person) and that which is 
not a 'l ife'. All the authorit ies agree that an abort ion may be 
carr ied out only for the weightiest of reasons, though they differ 
on what would be considered to be a 'weighty' reason. Many 
would permit it where when the birth of the child might 
endanger the mother's sanity. Many would also permit it if, in 
the doctor 's opinion, the child, if al lowed to be born, would be 
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seriously deformed or an imbecile. Some would permit it where 
the pregnancy is the result of rape, especially the rape of a 
marr ied woman by a man other than her husband. None permit 
an abort ion, as a means of birth-control, for economic reasons, 
or where the child is simply unwanted. Thus traditional Jewish 
att i tudes to abortion are stricter than those obtaining in many 
contemporary societies but less strict than in Catholicism". 

It is quite obvious that Jewish tradition seems to have its own views on the issue-

which as it admit ted is generally less strict than Catholicism or Orthodoxy but 

more strict than most contemporary social attitudes on the issue. The moment of 

ensoulment and the potential life of the foetus, which are key issues when 

discussing the problem from an Orthodox or Catholic point of view seem to be 

absent f rom pro-life Jewish scholars, while the feminist view that a woman can 

do what she likes with her own body is also of minor importance. The physical 

or psychological health of the mother is clearly more important than the life of the 

gestated foetus - especially if the latter is malformed. 

A l though the I s lam ic " tradition was influenced by both Biblical and Hippocratic 

tradit ions, abort ion was never strictly prohibited and indeed abortifacients were 

included in a number of the early pharmaceutical texts. Nevertheless, it is 

general ly known, that due to the state's emphasis in growth of population, 

abort ion is in effect not practised in Islamic countries like e.g. Turkey. 

In A f r i c a " , there are too many different cultures to allow general isation, but 

many Afr icans rely on beliefs their ancestors. The striking thing is that traditional 

methods still exist and are practised alongside Western medicine. 
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Buddhism has been closely all ied with medicine since its earliest days, because 

of the compassion for all creatures, which is one of its essential features. All 

Buddhists have a responsibil ity to take care of their own health. The basic 

teaching here is that it is unlawful to take life and so to the strict Buddhist, 

abort ion would not be acceptable unless the mother's life is in danger. 

" . . .Even though Buddhism denies both the existence of a 
supreme being and a soul, there is respect for life. This is not 
grounded in its divine origin but its spiritual destiny - which is 
the "nirvana" (spiritual perfection)... Existence is at a continuum 
from conception to death - during this interval inbetween the 
subject is entitled to full moral respect regardless of the stage 
or the mental capacit ies enjoyed... therefore international foetal 
destruct ion is forbidden". 

"D. Keown believes that (for Buddhism), abortion is simply 
wrong, sheer perversity, fai lure to honour the oral code.. . but 
what would Buddha say today when we have the means to 
detect severe defects in foetuses (AIDS, ancephalics, Tay-
Sachs etc) - ie children born to suffer? 

In reality, however, Buddhists eg in Thai land, do not blame 
women whose life situations have made the decision to abort 
unavoidable. In other words in some cases, even though never 
a posit ive good, abortion might be the lesser of two evils (e.g. 
mother 's life in danger) - hence motivation is important... what 
is later important is to minimize the "Kammic effects" (the 
remorse thoughts of past deeds)". 

It is no surprise to see that due to the overpopulat ion in China and lack of 

specif ic prohibit ion of abortion in Confucian culture, " abortion is no particular 

of fence and in addit ion large scale sterilization schemes are carried out. The 

same goes for India, where in fact steril ization and contraception are 

encouraged by the state. In Japan there is absolute religious and hence ethical 

f reedom on this issue. 
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It is rather difficult to draw a general conclusion on this chapter; it can be said, 

however, that Christ ians are more strict on the issue of abort ion than non-

Christ ians, Cathol ics more strict than Protestants. It can also be mentioned that 

in practical ly all widespread religions abortion is considered to be an offence; 

reasons given, however differ according to the faith teaching of the particular 

rel igion. It seems, also, in practice that the decision to abort and the 

corresponding stance is inf luenced by the social problems in a country (e.g. 

poverty, overpopulat ion etc), and that for Christians of any denomination, 

adherence to moral principles on the abortion issue is kept by the devout faithful, 

whereas others proceed to abort often for minor reasons. 
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CHAPTER 10: PHILOSOPHICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS 

Phi losophical thinking often f inds its way and influences social public opinion 

through the mass media. This in turn is taken into serious account when laws 

are made. Wha t is more, social and legal ethics are often in competit ion with 

rel igious ethics and therefore somebody who is interested to influence the social 

att i tude on the abort ion issue and the legal status of the embryo, should be 

aware of any f luctuat ions in the social/ legal opinion. 

Since in phi losophical thinking there is no dogmatic authority but only subjective 

v iews, where Man and not Christ is the measure of all things, it is not surprising 

to read a whole spectrum of approaches on the abortion issue. Some indicative 

v iews are summar ized below. 

J. Arras and B. Steinbook^ think that there are two basic questions: 

a. Is the human foetus a human being or person thus having a right to life? 

b. Does this outweigh the rights of a mother to life and liberty? 

The latter phi losopher bel ieves that an existing person has a greater right to life 

than a potential one. 
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J. Thomson^, a feminist philosopher, insists that a foetus cannot use its mother's 
body to uphold its right to life. 

B. Rothman^ tries to reach the root of the problem when considering the decision 

to abort; she bel ieves it is not a "personal choice" but something that is 

inf luenced by social factors. 

D. Cal lahan' ' , who is probably the most renowned philosopher-bioethicist, seems 

to strive for a compromise: 

"Pro-abort ion are as narrow-minded as pro-lifers. The former believe that 

abort ion restrict ions, represent a war of men against women, with the intention 

that they will be kept in a reproductive thralldom. They also suggest that 

abort ion should not be promoted as a primary means of birth control: but as a 

back-up to contracept ive failure; all this would diminish the dependence of 

women upon men. 

The latter bel ieve that, in fact, most prolifers are women; the fact that there 

1.600,000 abort ions in the U.S.A - of which 40 per cent are repeat abortions -

then it seems that abort ion is the first line of defence against unwanted 

pregnancy. They also fear that the ease of abort ion has made men more 

i r responsible towards women, as they would be able to abandon them in case of 

an unwanted pregnancy. 
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It is obvious that there is absence of good will from both sides - who do not seem 
to want even to talk to each other. I am sure common ground can be found 
under a good counsel l ing program. 

H. Oppenheimer^ accepts only thereapeutic abortion; "the grown up woman who 

is capable of loving and being loved should not be sacrif iced for a new baby 

which nobody knows. To kill a foetus is not a murder but it is still, nevertheless, 

tragic." 

A. Singer®, a feminist, insists that: 

"It is our absolute and essential right to have control over our 
bodies". 

M. Lockwood''^ seems to be more practical: 

"The fert i l ized ovum and the embryo® are living organisms. 
The neonate is a human organism. The baby is a human 
person, (i.e. they have a different ethical value). 

Amongst these very general comments, which seem to be a summary of the 

var ious phi losophical views, one can discern that the embryo is certainly 

cons idered to have an ethical value, which is, however, lower than that of the 

mother. There also seem to be an interest in blunting the social factors that may 

lead to abort ion. Finally, there is general agreement that in case the life of the 

mother is in danger then it is the embryo that must be sacrif iced. Feminists, 
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especial ly, regard any interest of the mother as being a justif ied reason to 
proceed to abort ion. 

Even though the phi losophical chal lenge may seem attractive, a careful, 

comprehens ive reply may be provided®: 

"Extrapolat ing from patristic thought, one realizes that it is 
Christ 's revelat ion (interpreted by the Holy Fathers) which 
must be the axis in our ethical considerations. As has been 
seen, human ensouled life is believed to start at conception 
and its capacity to have a relation with God means that we 
already deal with a human person - not however as it should 
be. For a person, according to the Holy Fathers, obtains the 
bapt ismal grace and grows in this life if it fully lives out 
Church opportunit ies and in the Life to come it could be 
glori f ied (theosis) in the proximity to Christ. In other words, a 
ful ly developed human person (even though it may exist at 
concept ion) may be formed asymptotically so to speak, as it 
mimics Christ 's sanctity with His grace. Thus a human 
person is not something that depends on what we feel about 
it or what it feels about others. Also, it is the strong that must 
make sacrif ices for the weak and not "vice versa" (e.g. 
handicapped foetuses). As has already been proved, both 
scientif ical ly and theologically, the conceived foetus is 
completely different entity, both genetically and spiritually 
and not part of the mother's body (as feminists say)". 

As far as the legal side^ is concerned one must always remember that the law is 

the embodiment and reflection of social values. In fact as Kallicles proposed in 

antiquity: 

"Justice, according to the law, is nothing but the interest of 
the strongest". 
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The law may then be unacceptable to Christians, since it is the minimum ethical 
va lue that a society tolerates; but on the other hand it also means that if ant i-
abort ion groups combine their efforts together, the laws may be changed. 

Several comments have already been made on this legal aspect of abortion. 

The problem is that it has been empirically proved that^° legalising abortion 

opens the f loodgate to this practice, for the public conscience is adversely 

inf luenced (however strict it may look on paper). Child abuse also increases 

after legal ic ing abort ion. In most countr ies abort ion is legal until the third month 

of pregnancy or even later if the mother's mental or physical health is in danger. 

In a recent statistical^^ research it has been proved: 

"that in the U.S.A. compared to the rate of illegal abort ion 
prior to 1973, legalization of abort ion has resulted in a 10 to 
15 fo ld increase in the number of women aborted each year. 
A l though legal abort ions are 3 to 5 t imes safer than illegal 
abort ions, the much faster rise in total abortions performed 
has offset this advantage. This means that while legalization 
has reduced the percentage of complications and deaths 
result ing from abort ion, the total number of complications 
and deaths result ing from legal abortions is much higher". 

Several d ist inguished scolars have commented on the legal aspect of abortion. 

D. Weathera l l believes^^ that 

"society condones abort ion for minor reasons but is too 
interested in the legal status of the embryo". 

R. Wahlberg^^ suggested that: 
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"both abort ion and euthanasia boil down to the same legal 
argument: Input versus output (benefit/risk)". 

The "M. Warnock Report" suggests that: 

"the more developed the embryo the more it should be 
legally protected". 

Several wor ldwide declarat ions have attempted to restrict legal l iberalization of 

abort ion e.g. the Geneva Declaration in 1948: 

"I wil l maintain the utmost respect for human life from the 
t ime of considerat ion". 

The Olso Declarat ion in 1970^^ agrees with the above even 
though there might be an exception: 

" . . .but in cases of therapeutic abortion (mother in danger), 
two doctors are required to give their consent and it should 
be carr ied out by a competent doctor". 

It is also interesting to read that while in 1871^^ in the U.S.A., abort ion doctors 

were compared to Cain, in 1970 doctors are permitted to abort in accredited 

hospitals. 

In conclus ion, it is of interest to realize^^ that: 

" legal iz ing abort ion will not solve but will only perpetuate the 
medical , spiri tual, psychological and other consequences 
ment ioned". 
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and that: 

"no law wil l actually be adequate, whether^® permissive or 
prohibit ive, if it does not simultaneously contain provisions 
that attack the problems that tempt to abortion". 
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSIONS. FUTURE PROSPECTS. 
PASTORAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A vital conclusion that must be mentioned, is that if one is to reach to the right 

ethical stance, one must know exactly what happens scientif ically on the one 

hand and on the other one must be aware of the exact faith teaching. If not, a 

maze of phi losophical ambiguit ies will arise. In other words, there is need for a 

Dogmat ic Authori ty if the Abort ion debate and in general bioethics, would have 

any meaning. As Dostoyevtsky pointed out: "Where God is absent, everything 

is permit ted". Therefore careful Biblical and Patristic extrapolation is required to 

solve problems that were not faced at the time - often scientific possibil it ies are 

real ized before our moral thinking matures. 

This is especial ly important, as the abortion issue encroaches on other related 

contemporary bioethical i ssues \ for which the Orthodox stance must take 

responsibi l i ty for what actually happens and not what they would hopefully aimed 

to be. These include: 

a. Prenatal testing^ (which is almost always fol lowed by abort ion if a defect or 

the non-preferred sex is detected). 

b. In vitro ferti l ization^ (Test-tube babies; which even though is aimed to cure 

steril ity, it involves (at the moment) the killing of extra-produced embryos 

(a long with psychological, social, legal problems if a sperm from a donor is 

used). 
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c. Cloning and Genetic Engineering" (which at the moment are inefficient and 
produce lost or malformed embryos). 

d. Some forms of contraception^ (lUD, coil, the day after pill - RU486, and to 

some extent contraceptive pills) which are abortive. 

e. The is and there will be exploitation of developing countries by the rich, for 

deliberately aborted foetuses for experimentation and organ transplantation. ® 

In view of all these facts and probable developments, what pastoral approach 

should the Orthodox Church have? 

As mentioned before, careful Biblical and Patristic extrapolation is required to 

solve problems often not faced at the time. It is easy for the church to ignore the 

contemporary medical challenge, social pressure or repeat old dogmas - but the 

world will renounce the Church if no satisfactory answers are provided. The 

reality of scientific progress must be admitted and encouraged where there is no 

ethical infringement. 

However, it must be pursued in all cases that even though the church strives 

against pain of this life, one must not forget that whereas the present life is 

passing and secondary, eternal life is of prime importance and must not be 

sacrificed for 70-80 (?) years on earth. As St. Paul encourages us (Rom 8:18): 

"...that the sufferings of this present tiem are not worthy to be compared with the 

glory which shall be revealed to us". One can add as St. John the Damascene 

suggested, God created humans to share His Love and Deity, so that abortion 

fights both these intentions. 
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It must also be emphasized that since Nature (God's creation) and Man are in 

balance, humanity will pay the penalty for illogical intervention, even if it is aimed 

to alleviate human pain. In addition, infringement on God's will lead to death -

for His work is the only true salvation and grace vehicle: true pastoral concern, 

should therefore aim to save not only the body but the soul and spirit as well. 

It must also be added that over ninety percent of abortions are performed for 

non-medical reasons and that rape, incest and mother in danger are used as 

reasons for abortion - all these should not weaken the stance of the Church 

against abortion, but encourage, instead, proper pastoral approach. 

It is also wise to avoid being too dogmatic initially, particularly when talking to 

the general public; the patristic teaching should then be pressed on with 

discernment. Since killing is a generally condemned act, even in this corrupted 

world we live in, it is wise to emphasize that abortion is murder at any stage of 

embryonic development. While christian ethics must be clearly distinguished 

from prevailing social attitudes, strong language must be used (but not slogans): 

eg abortionist doctor and not gynaecologist, killing of innocent, unbaptized, 

defendless children and not uterus evacuation. 

Christians must also remind themselves and others, what Christ did for the 

handicapped and spiritually ill. The responsibility of men should be emphasized 
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(whether doctor, lawyer, husband, journalist etc), so that the woman feels more 
relaxed on just treatment by ethicists. 

It is evident that communal responsibility is necessary: 

a) Public enlightenment, which must begin early at school by all mass media. 

b) The creation of protective homes for women who don't want abort and 

encouragement for adoption of unwanted babies are two practical ways to 

alleviate social pressure on abortion. 

c) Organised protest and political decisions on fair social and economic policy, 

will encourage births (and abortion practice to decline). 

d) Bioethical, right to life conferences, brochures, TV programmes with the 

participation of both doctors and theologists, clergy, lawers, psychologists etc, 

would help the consolidation of right, anti-abortion approach. 

e) Since monetary interests are involved (doctors, pharmaceutical companies 

etc) one should not exclude boycotting, as a means to force implementation of 

non-abortion practices, where good will is absent. 

Finally, but by no means least, it must be realized and emphasized that true, 

long term, favourable results will only be achieved, if true spiritual Church life is 

cultivated among members of the Orthodox Church. 
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CHRISTIAN MEDICAL FELLOWISHIP 
ANNUAL IViEETING OF THE GENERAL COMiVilTTEE 

AGENDA ITEiVi: 12.8 

FERTILITY TREATiViENTS - BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES 

1. The Sovereignty of God. iVian has been given the privilege of reproducing 
(Gn 1:28) but it is ultimately God who gives children as a gift (Ps 127:3-5, 
128:3-4) and relieves infertility (Gn 30:22, 1 Sa 1:19-20, Ps 113:9). 

2. The Stewardship of Man. As Christian doctors we are stewards of God-given 
knowledge and skills with which come authority to act, responsibility to serve 
and accountability (Gn 1:26-28, Mt 25:14-30). We should practice in 
accordance with God's revealed standards of right and wrong seeking to do 
his work his way and not letting the end justify the means (1 Sa 15:22, Pr 
14:12, 16:2). 

3. The Reality and consequences of Sin. Whereas we must be very cautious in 
making any judgment in individual cases (Jb 2:4-8, LK 13:1-5, Jn 9:1-3) the 
current demand for infertility treatment is at least in part the result of us as a 
nation abusing God-given privileges (Gn 1:28, Dt 28:15-18). 

a. Adoption orders in England and Wales fell from 21,299 in 1975 to 6,533 in 
1990 while over the same period the number of abortions rose from 139,702 
to 186,912 and the number of dependent children in one-parent UK families 
increased from 1.3 to 1.9 million (OPCS, HMSO). 

b. The rising incidence in tubal infertility is due in large part to damage sustained 
through sexually transmitted disease (esp Chlamydia trachomatis) and social 
abortion. 

c. !VF and GIFT are expensive (£1000-2000), uncomfortable for prospective 
couples and currently not successful in meeting demand (success rates 15-
20% per cycle, approx 2000 live births per year, 10% of all couples infertile). 

4. The Grace of God. God is gracious and forgiving and does not treat us as our 
sins deserve (Ps 103:10) - but rather displays mercy and compassion. He 
understands the pain of childlessness (Gn 30:1, 1 Sa 1:10-11, Lk 13:34) and 
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has chosen in the past to alleviate it (Isaac, Joseph, Samson, Samuel and 
John the Baptist were all both to infertile couples). As his people we should 
likewise be mediators of his grace (1 Cor 11:1, Eph 5:1, Phil 2:5, 1 Jn 2:6). 

5. The Sanctity of Human Life. All human life is made in God's image and is not 
to be injustly taken (Gn 1:27, 9:6, Ex 20:13). We would therefore have grave 
misgivings about infertility programmes which involve creating 'spare' human 
embryos for research or disposal or which involve 'selective reduction' - the 
aborting of unwanted extra fetuses conceived (Ps 139:13-16). In God's 
economy, the strong make sacrifices for the weak, not vice versa! 

6. The Integrity of Marriage. The proper place of human reproduction is within 
the context of a life-long, publicly recognised, heterosexual, monogamous 
relationship (Gn 2:24, Mt 19:4-6). Producing children for unmarried couples, 
homosexual couples or using donated eggs or sperm threatens the 'public', 
'heterosexual' and 'monogamy' aspects of what God has ordained. 

SUMMARY 
We should seek to be mediators of God's grace both by countering the 
underlying causes of the infertility crisis (sexual immorality, easy abortion, family 
breakdown) and seeking treatments which respect both the humanity of the 
human embryo/fetus and the integrity of marriage. 
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Questions Posed by the Assistant Secretary for Health 

1. Is an induced abortion of moral relevance to the decision to use his man fetal 
tissue for research? Would the answer to this question provide any insight on 
whether and how this research should proceed? 

2. Does the use of fetal tissue in research encourage women to have an abortion 
that they might otherwise not undertake? If so, are there ways to minimize 
such encouragement? 

3. As a legal matter, does the very process of obtaining informed consent from 
the pregnant woman constitute a prohibited "inducement" to terminate the 
pregnancy for the purposes of the research - thus pre-cluding research of this 
sort, under HHS regultions? 

4. Is material consent a sufficient condition for the use of the tissue, or should 
additional consent be obtained? If so, what should be the substance and 
who should be the source(s) of the consent, and what procedures should be 
implemented to obtain it? 

5. Should there be and could there be a prohibition on the donation of fetal 
tissue between family members, or friends and acquaintances? Would a 
prohibition on donation between family members jeopardize the likelihood of 
clinical success? 

6. If transplantation using fetal tissue from induced abortions becomes more 
common, what impact is likely to occur on activities and procedures employed 
by abortion clinics? In particular, is the optimal or safest way to perform an 
abortion likely to be in conflict with preservation of the fetal tissue? Is there 
any way to ensure that induced abortions are not intentionally delayed in 
order to have a second trimester fetus for research and transplantation? 

7. What actual steps are involved in procuring the tissue from the source to the 
researcher? Are there any payments involved? What types of payments in 
this situation, if any, would fall inside or outside the scope of the Hyde 
Amendment? 

8. According to HHS regulations, research on dead fetuses must be conducted 
in compliance with State and local laws. A few States' enacted version of the 
Uniform Anatomical Gift Act contains restrictions on the research applications 
of dead fetal tissue after induced abortion. In those States, do these 
restrictions apply to therapeutic transplantation of dead fetal tissue after an 
induced abortion? If so, what are the consequences for NIH-funded 
researchers in those States? 

9. For those diseases for which transplantation using fetal tissue has been 
proposed, have enough animal studies been performed to justify proceeding 
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to human transplants? Because induced abortions during the first trimester 
are less risky to the woman, have there been enough animal studies for each 
of those diseases to justify the reliance on the equivalent of the second 
trimester human fetus? 

10. What is the likelihood that transplantation using fetal cell cultures will be 
successful? Will this obviate the need for fresh fetal tissue? In what time 
frame might this occur? 
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